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1 vi di rg of opinion utilization ot 
for instruction 1n 
.&lid.Bt'a di.ft r o 
• It be 
c ratt -
... 
The most ffective group z in relation to the 1 arning task 
not be n es bli hed. Th ref ore , this study wa co ducted. in fifth 
grade and compri d 433 children in twelve classroo to investigate 
the r lativ effectiveness of varied iz groups in certain 1 arrU.ng 
tasks involving (l) r call of &~po•itory terial by prepared que tions 
and (2) ela orative and critical t inking related to xpository terial. 
An att JTi)t wa de to determin 1 
l . Which group ize (l, 2* 3 or 5 pupiU) produc s th greatest 
2 
ount of learning of expository materi s determined by r calla 
a . through multiple choice, short an er, and multipl 
queetion&J 
b. following discussion t chniqu s invol ing critical nd 
elaborative thinking. 
2. Do imple recall ta ka or laborati~ and critical thinking 
ta ke produce the greater amount or learnin • 
CHA . I 
vua~"' of thia . tudy. 
'l'h 11 11 eoncem · vi tbs 
l . Gtoup far Instwotion 
2. Group Di saion a ,.__.,., .............. , ... 
rn of 
wrsu heterogeneou • Little or nothing 
else seeu to tin pti'OJ:~tnts 
for b ohool of thought~ c ted much 
interest in &CEII4Ctll.e c1rcl 1 few re ta •nd t in schools . 
arly 1 1n 
hoo 
1ndi'Vidua1Js ot ditf rent y 
cl room. This pl 
-
inth 
plan tor 
2TOIU.DS in t 
chool o that th 
ht occupy par parts o£ t 
4 
roach to c . aification for hom eneous group... 
!I later VOQ4t :Vi and J 1n aueg sting' 
to co , that b gen ous grouping 
ot former rtoman had many Supporter • 
11 ture ~t to group ino erto et 
tact that ebilc1ren 1n typ1 cJ.a in a bUo ohool 
, 1n ~ • ol ical develo 
T..IHI'r.JI ·Of special chool Ui t1e • tt }/ 
Elebre and ally t ~or t ia often call 
t d 1n scores 
grouping o u chronological asia tor grcnps' 
,JJ tbid. 
V tHorn,. n ta on Abllity...O ping from lowa•"~~ 
SChools to Inti vidual Ditferen<*J, Tifenty-fourth J of the 
NaitOii&l SoCiety tor thi s'tlidi o? cation, Part II, Public School 
Publ1 bing Cfmp 1 oomington1 Illinoi , 192), P• l$9. 
pres nt t opinion ··~· 
5 
of chool gro ping 
ed for ~ther exr:Mtr.:llfl8 
tion and final jud nt 
gardle e ott cltool ot thought to 'WhiCh subscri 
clusroom tb r i · t:Ul a 
instructional. ~v: l grou • 
aPJ:~red· to bo 
practical, pn:rticul 
ro needs. 
b t en homogeneou 
,. educationist 
cti'ic group to day to day clas -
r otivity-cen re 
ption o:r 
groupL1g within t cl ero 1 
Y Jllbur s. El b e 
:rgent planning ot 
ntuate in 
ally, Ibid •• pp. 127-128. 
-
School,•• Phi Delta 
6 
Although Shan t e · cription ot this demooratic concept of grouping 
1 both clear and cone , t • i littl tran 
cts to the · asur ot such plan • How r, tb 
values or thi group have for~ a 
Ar.ro the proponent. ; Blumenthal said t " 
aeeepb$ and encourages rouping , . cognize their val.u s 1n h 
lidministrat1V9 tel"rrl$, and eons 1ouely guides the group process aa an 
Fl. 
PN"t or its total spo.nsibility. n 
'U 
rs con~ vi th Blumenthals 
n Acari c ak1lla e · e combined with soci skill t 
t ad tage ai' both th teacher the class. aroup wrk 1$ 
tm volvtng proees in which the participants grow in their ability 
to aehieve this balan~ through Of'; together, Sharing exper ... 
1 ncee, kUl.s, t.el.ents, d responsibUiti s . ' 
Schol ly opinion on · i{ing to be m popular than 
ttem re areh., Elliott ly ~ the Val of groups t 
«oroupa l'l!lld$ up of very e,rdina.ry peopl ha · pro-ved 
to 
ouping concept ore closely with the currieulum when b aeeerteda 
ot a~'!!P Work, so 1 tion 
}/ Uarri on s . Elliott, _______ ........._ _ .....,._ 
New YoN, 19.321 P• 8 .... 
soeiation Pr so., 
W Wil11 <J Utterback, GroNl 1'bi.rlki.ng and Conte ~ 
:hart and Corapany, fric . ~ ~. 1955, P• ljlJ. · 
nt ~ cu ion 
d Arnoldr 
y 
ttnte uaed in many <U.tferent s . To 
ion. To other formal, oral 
Th definitions which ap in your 
dictionary probably run •nw~l.-f'.hi Uk; thi I (1) consi ration 
of ueotion in o n eba 1 and (2) ar t tor ot 
a.tTiV'ine t truth or up difficult! • " y 
'1.'h 1r cone t.ion of dJ. cue ion 1 turtber laborated " · ••• a 
proc se of group d l1 t1on in which the individual partic1panta1 
naing t nc of pro 
' 
modi.ty it t o h oral consul. tation 
Even though t co cept o£ 
1ndi vidual still exists, 
Jr1Emllbership within t group. Th1 Uluatr 
of a le r . tt 
1 the importance of 
ta1n an active 
~ 
t ... ... th 
7 
dieCWJ ion thod 1 r, 1n discus ion, W8\115 
raon can c bi own thi.nldJlg further tbrou h his own effo · " 
ion, 
'!./ !2!_., P• 6. 
'}/ LeRo:r E. BcMnan, ... Ho....,w _ __.. _ _.... __ _ 
19.)4, P• 7. 
's Pres , 1 w York, 
a 
An importAnt part ot d1 cua ion procea i pupU participation 
ready to adjust hi tbinJd.ng 'both during and concluding 
1b! main urpoa 
and mar fully ~Ai}..ui.J,.;U!IIU 
d1 eu& ion. 
!I d of di cusaton 1 d by Baird y 
rt 11Group ~, scua ion is group 
t.h.1nldng - the pooling o£ the b t t.hinld.ng ~ the p, 1n order to 
reach the be t solution of a c on difficulty. u 
'lhere are llmi. t1on to th ell c:u 1 
j/ 
r gives 
si to roup 
the tasks vhieh can be rfo d ore f'fieiently by individual$. n 
A less ormal t · o di cwsaion ia acknowledged by Hot d 
PlutcbiJI:.I;/ en y introduce the co pt ot bra:lnstol'Jili.na. Th 
:ve oeen an increase in the use ot 
technique calla •brainstorming• J tbi a imply W8iY ot qu1c 
pe laons problem. It 
be a stimul.ati:ng d enjoyabl techniquo aa ll 
carroll c, Amold, OJl• e-it. , P• 56. 
}/ Ibid. , P• 12. 
W Randall w. Hoffman d Robei't Plutcbik, . Group D1 ion in 
O:rien"" tion and teach~, G. P. Putnam' s Sons, York, 19~9, p . 67. 
9 
Th rea ars to lim! ted kru;nd e of the bra1nato1"!!11ng ch-
nique • M re phasis has been plaae on the formal 
t s o.t di$CU8Sion 
though the roeptue:l picture of de!1n1n - discussion 1 ari • cb 
in spealdn or the v 1188 of discussion. closer aa~etnen 
If v. ue or discussion oce a 1n learning to tabulated, 
the variety db as r o£ proponent contributing. 
In iel ~ 1angusg art 1 pio b 
l1 : 
"Discuss~ 1a certa on of o t valuaba or langua e aeti'V'i t · s. 
1d s, learn to 
think f'or themselves, and to t reasonable judgments." 
Anot r important ob rv tio imilar to th t of n · on ie ~ d 
2/ 
b~ r.- H et. 
"••t•the function ott aroup is often in 
_ tforts 1n tl"iet ar1 
cenaor· function) it 
r interests or cr1tic1 
Ch ggestion otte 
broadctr aeruse and ~IIUJ.I.I'"'"'~ 
both p and 1nd1 T1 41 v. ue in l'ltlating c 11Di cussion is 
cuid:J.na, or olVing probl and 
!/ s ll H. !a.gner an caz.roU c. Arnold, oe• cit. , P• 10. 
School, 
answering questions 1 of ani v1ng at deci ions, and ot valuaUna group 
indiVidual enterprise . tt 
Th indiVidual t eontribut1on aa well as hi acqui ition of 1 u 
10 
!I 1s conaidel'ld impol"tan • 'l'he Adult Edu tion A$aoc:i t1on contributed 
the following point ot Viewt 
·"When th le ~ is exposed to the ot 1d as that can 
be rought to on any subject b;r t m .ber ot a dUcus ion 
group~ thAt subj ct i enhanced and broadened. Rather than on 
point ot T.lew, b h to examine, to QOmp&re th hi own, 
to accept or reject.." y 
A su.pporti contribution 1e made by nandera who 
the socW consequences of b1 · own 4lee0mpliahmen.t •••• 11 
rn addition to th valu plaeed on cliscuaeion, ot "/." purpo· s 
J/ 
are served through this c~ :tot dium. StriCkland wotAt: 
"·Diseu eion which 1e de igne t.o erw a purpc call £or cl 
ot ide and - al. thinJd.ng to - ther. " 
interplay 
The oral langu p:rect.i purpose t ntio d bT Dawson and 
!v' Zol.l.ingert •Diacwseion it properly' 41ft· , should ace U. h th -
e ol'derl.y \hinld..ng1 war- cut sen.'li8llcea, and the u of 
Y .Aa.Ult Education eoc · ion, How to Lead D1 cu sions, 74.3 rth 
Wabash Avenue, Ohicago41 Illinois, 19~, p . 1. 
'gj d }"). d.ers, 01?• cit. , P• 26. 
"J/ Ruth a. Strickland, !5?• cit., P• 186. 
!/Mildred A. D on an4 Zol.ling r, !'E• cit., P• 266. 
'Dle rol of the t ch is con 1ua ... -au. 
discus on proces by Fland.er • 
Ot equal importance 1 
logical inter otions that 
higbr tal proces 
y 
ll 
ot 
and 
ntion 
thinld.ng in lation discus ion. They are of th opinion 
"Discus ion in asence is prob ttort to re ch an 
rtan understand.in ; coo rat! clas th1rlld.n . •• 
im:llarly, Elliott te that .. .... there ults in roup thinking 
will usually b gre r thm tho of the individual th1nk1 o persons 
of im.U.ar d that "Group th1.nldng, a technique for d mocratic 
partici tion, in~olvee th! 
abU1ty . .. w 
?./ Be further el.~Jri!L 
1ng o£ all, ch according to his 
•o~up th1.nldng. t , ia oce rela s all in ol d 
in a ituatio , the more abl , the ore t , ldth the lea hle 
and the l s :ture, in a proC41ts in 'Nhich 1 :ve the opportunity 
to contribute in proportion tO their ability. n 
er , P• ci~. , P• 13. 
y Will F. T1dyman and 1-14:' rit · Buttarfield, Teaeh.ing th ~ 
Arts, McGraw Hill ok Co:np , c., N York, 195l;pp. 1)~ 
-Jl Harrison s. Elliott, P• c~t. , p. n . 
!v' ~· 1 P• 16. 
'J/ ~., P• 17 . 
A r ot ability among the disows ts within group 1 o.a. 
!I 
considerable val ccording to r 1 
eniat.a" and »groun c1 . 
concern v1 t ue go 
d the consequen~s ot th• di ous ion s . Typical of th worker 
. y 
ia a t of . thal•s' "The behaVior of th 1ndi rtdual in the 
be p ompted by- the ne d to • 1 
gain · cogni t1on~ to 'W':)rk out hostili tie , to project ann til and 
t ars onto the group. " )./ 
In the · vein, Elliott sta: rk 
democ:r t1 to appr c1 te h of pure discussion, 
wh ch is not a de , throw l ht on old 1 
corrects berrations, and · n sottens 
m.umenthJJJ.!:/ list d four condition 
of 
otional 
oesoacy for 
eneoi" J (2) 
into ceount 
forces oper tive in t interplay ot r onal1tie 1n the group, d (4) 
reco¢t1on in understanding ot th 
character! tic • 
ibe"' t indi 'V'idu 
"f1 RUB ell H. g"agn r d carroll c . Arnold, • cit., P• 9. 
!/ Louis H. BlWWltb.al, op. cit. , P• 99. 
j/ Harrison s. El.l1ott, ~· cit. , p. 8. 
W U>Uis H. Bl. nthal, op. cit., PP• 9 99. 
The le 
that diecueaion ove 
topic unde:r consJ.deration. 
other techn1que, th 
resroo.tUJible tor routine tter 1 tor 1ng 
d that 
ccording to Thelan and Stock, !I l"e on ibUity of eing that 
th total eftorta o1 th individuals equal the p acccxnpl.iehm t is 
the flmction of tb · leader. 
v l.Nde~, of an and Plutchik • 
o main jobSi (l) to tabliah oapbere o,. climate ui thin 
the group tbat will to 1ndirtdual partiei tion, and (2) 
through various act1Yit1 , techni~ • 
ual and the group to achi t 1r tQ4WII...a.u'"w' paw ~. • 
~4an}/ ts bro r d es of leader in thes ight 
1. quainted. 
~ . Help 
of b • 
3. Help t roup through p ctical, probl 
solving tepa in world.ng toward olutt to t 
probl • 
h. Asawne the ree~Iusib111 ;y tor keeping t!!nr'A'rovnlm 
partic1patJ.ng. 
Y Herhirt Th ian and Dorotl\v Stoc , •D1 o 1ng Group Probl , n 
Understand~ How Group Work, Adult Educ tion sociation, Chicago, 
t!B liOis, 9 l>. • 
y Randall • Hoffman and Robe:rt Plu ik, !?P• cit. 1 P• 28. 
n~ Curricul , Tb 1Jryden Pres , 
5. elps r find waya of t1stying 
1nd1V1dual ll- xp sion, 
pe anal achie t, ocial contacts, 
recognition, 
y who would talk too 
a. ,. ( ) n o:r point is finiah <l, 
before going onto anoth•r1 (b) when 
sion baa long out or e , 
(c) shortly be ore Clo ot t period. tt y 
cohesive :up 1n discus on,. Fland ra 
~~tress t th following a guide s 
group "':..iflll"Q KVII ..... DJ 1 particularly 
poaal. 
•The ch . an in a d1 cus ion m.u 
dictate or 1natruct 1 h ould steer 1 not o 
cau th roup to achie th st th the 1 
nHdedJ 
p with 
}./ mae • Burr, Lowry • and tel B. J cob , Stu 
in the El el!ilmti!q School, Appli Century-Crofts , Inc-... ,~N~~~;.;.;;;;.;& 
f958, P• ~. 
b/ Rn s ll H. oarroll c • .Amold, OE• cit., P• 91. 
15 
h hould not impo hie ll it pt wben it 1 for the 
t 1n sts of all that control be exerted. " 
t of dutie wh1 have been propo ed for 
!I 
Aln'IIH!I!Wln:t. Utterback 
t basic tunct.ion of th 
tar.Y function 1 to gul.ate 
qu1red tor t group • 
Co . y, Halvers 
t "The oder tor• most 
discus 1 in 
to a.s rt i lf. " 
t tb irdt1 ot th 
cu a on le r is wru.all.1 reeponai le tor he cce or failure ot 
di cuas1 • 
Bow:rDAn!V liata ..-..... , ... Oharacteri tics nece 'f'JW'T tor discus · on 
lo rt • •••• the ood diacuseion l r 1e abl , re .. ~--.LI d, confi t, 
not o rly a1ve. " 
Zl Corey, Halw · on and LoWe t 
ehoul 
'fl W1 j Hiiti E. Ut~ILC 
y rbert Tbel.an 
BOWman, $!• ~it. , P• 10. 
w-pnen M. Co , aul M. Hnlver 
16 
be titular chairman to as th responsibility for lead rship. y 
Th Adult Educ tion Association implies a n ed. for th l r 
to limit contributing information to discus ion. 
Each discu sion group must have in ddition to th leader a ore. 
?:/ 
tary or cord&r. Fland r d scri this r on a 11 • • • • co-.1 ader, 
partner of th chairman. Records decisions and reminds t group of 
past d oi ions. Records assignments and progress r port • " 
Ragan}/ i ore specific in th responsibiliti: of th r corder: 
"1. K ps running account of the main probL , issues, 
ideas 1 facts , and deci ion they de¥ op in the discu sion .. 
2. Summariz s poin dis cue d and reports to the group 
from t to time the l ader sugg st • 
.;. Prepare th t'inal report in collabor tion with sel cted 
her of th group. 
4. Pre th report of th group to the general planning 
committe · " ]!/ 
In similar win he ll ts responsibilities for group ra: 
"1. Participates in the selection of probl s and ways of 
working in the group. 
2. Contribute ideas and gestions related to the probl • 
) . fJ short statements, not ache J talks to the pointJ 
keeps the discussion moving. 
4. Does not monopolize J do s not wrangl over :rbal dift r -
ene s or small points . 
l( AdUlt EaUcation Association, op. cit., p. 10. 
'!/ N Fland r , OJ!• cit., p . 24. 
j/ William B. Rag , o2• cit., PP• 224· 225. 
!:/ ~·, p. 224. 
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to help 
tor cip Uon which would follQWJ.ng t . 
to 
it clearl-y wUl unde tand what you 
your p 
your poin wJ.th en 
()£the 
eftecti ot 
act1 fiP" re 
and a 
clo 
at 
y . 
Corey, Hal veraon and Lowe suggest precautions must be taken to 
prevent monopolizing a discu sion, . opposing opinions divid:.lng a group, 
or interesting but irrelevant material . 
The arrangement of the group members during a discus ion is 
contributing factor to th wecess o.f the group. They should b seated 
close nough to have a feeling of unity. y 
In describing the anangement~ Utterback sqs: "The ro: ib rs of 
the group should be e ted clos together; they have more feeling of 
longing to the group when they touch lbows. And th should be able 
to see each other and th · moderator without turning around. " 
}/ 
Bowman suggests • ,. hers should be abl to s - each other 
t them in aom thing of a circle or 
square. " 
. w 
an the idea of a circular arr.ang ment, Hoffman and Plutchik turth r 
•laborate : 
"A c:ireular arrangement has everal advantages c (a) 1 t tends 
to emphasize thf; lecturer role of the teacher) (b) it impli s 
that in ome sense everyone is on an equal leve.l; (c) 1 t minimiz s 
the possibility of certain students voluntarily withdrawing from 
th! group or ignoring itt (d) it impU.e that ach student Who 
talks is acting d reacting to ryon 1se in th groupJ (e) and 
it implies a responsibility for both listening to and contributing 
to the group di$OUSsion. " 
Y Stephen M. Corey et al., oE•, cit., p. 23. 
gj illiam E. Utterback, QE• cit •• P• 15. 
'J/ LeRoy E. Bowman, ~JZ · cit., P• 14. 
!/ Randall w. Hoffman and Rob&rt Plutchik, 2P• cit., P• 51. 
l/ 
Acco~ .to Elliotts-
.. .... s circular tnTangtment giv s best results in 
small group discussions. The important thing is that just-
tar as possible membete haw a e~ance to look into the races 
ot other members. A conversation would not be very free in a:t'fJ' 
room if the chair were so arranged that one look~d at the back 
ot th head o£ the person with whom he was trying to. converse. " 
Individual n ed.s and the type of sstgnment :Jhould determine t.h 
·group objective , and the number of children in a group. 
·'Y 
In an attempt to hed light on this subj. ct, The.lan states: 
"The principle of 1nd1Vidual. challenge is tn the least aiz group. " 
The central ssu.mption or this principle is th t the quality of 
per£omance depends on how on is motivated to perform, and that it 
is possible to compose groups in such way that motivation is high . 
Such groups are »tho smallest groups in which 1 t is possible to ha 
represented at a functional level all the social and achiev. 
~ 
required for the rticular requil'8d activity. " 
t skills 
That is, the w~q to :f.ncre otivation is to h lp ople find t). 
wider range or reward for working . This is done by defining roles in 
suCh a way that each person is, and feel he is, neceQsary to th groupJ 
each per on h opportunity to grow on t jobJ each per on f els seeu 
and able to do his job. 
!7 Harrison s. Elliott, op. eit., p. 64. 
gj Herbert A. Thelan., p,namics of Grou's at Work, The University of 
Chicago Presa, Chicago., 19~., P• 18 • ' 
"J/ H rbert A. Thela.n• "Group nY'n ics in Instruction: Thi Principl 
of Least Group Siz •" School Review, • h , 1949, p . 142. 
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!I Thelan gives the basi for his principle the following ruleet 
'1. All too often · ople know that if they just •sit tight,' 
someOtll lse will do their job. The way to void this 1 to :void 
overlapping or fUnctions and duplication of roles. · 
2. All too of n peopl find it hard to break into a dis-
cussion 1 and so th y \71 thdraw. Thus th- miss out on th testing 
of 1d a so ssential to lea.rning. 'i'he solution to thiS is to 
have th group as small ae possible, so tha.t eaCh per on can have 
more of the group ' s time. 
3. A Einall grolll> also makes the nonparticipant more visible, 
and ~ lead him, when he do s not know what the probl is 1 to 
inqU.i.re or the others so that hCJ can see how to break in. 
4. In a all group e.aeh person tends to feel a greater share 
ot the responsibili tr for ting the demand. This mean that 
also expects a greater percentage of whatever approval or punish-
ment follOW& .from the group effort. 
$. A 8lllall group also can operate at level of greater 
inti.maey', and this means greater invol ment of th members in 
the process of the group, and a wider range of oasible ne ... 
meeting, ~~ into rsonal domain. 
6. A emaU gl'oup can work more informal~ because it does 
not have to make U rules and purposes explicit; people communicate 
ore easily. This means gNater rel&xation, g. . at.r tol ranee of 
individual effort, better mo-rale, and more freedom to experiment. 
7. The small group, as a subdiVision or a larger gzooup, el~;~o 
is l.i.kf)ly to h lp its ntembers adapt to the larger group. This is 
th• place tor tussling w.l th the problems that cannot be discussed 
in the larger group J and such discussion should do much to help 
tl larger group. u 
Basically, it con perhaps b , said that if groups azoe. small enough 
to ensut a predomiru:lnt place for each member, all will tend to mo 
into such posi tiona. This is to say, the challenge is accepted. Groups 
must bQ p.lanned to t thes needs . 
y Herbert A. fhel~, pznamic . ot Groups t Work, op. cit.,. P• 187. 
Although there isn•t eviden , general statem ts ha b en mad 
about tb most ffective group siz • 
!I 
Gibb, Platts and Miller aid: 1The f'unotioning group should b 
small enoug~ to atlaw ach m ber to particip te verbally in th group 
activities. Growth come from full participation. " y 
According to Thelan and ~ck, " long lanation by the 
leader, or long expo ition by a group me her could b avoided if th 
21 
group could e that ~at it really needs, let us ay, 1 opportunity 
to break down into smaller groups so that individU can talk fr ly 
with ach other.,.. }/ 
g opinioned J " •••• groups cannot be inel'$ d indetini lyJ 
for unwieldy size is qui l1k ly to endanger a group • s fficient 
functioning. Th larg r a group comes; the re t vill be required 
in order to hear from all icipants and to give th group t .reeling 
that omething i b ing accompllsh•d· " 
w 
Keltner lists th following criteri for determining group 1 c 
"1. Keep t group 
o£ the situation. 
ll as os ible in the £r o:rk 
2 . Adjust th si£ of the group in relation to the time 
vail able to the discuGsion. Th shorter th . for d1. cuss1on, 
the snaller the gr oup should be . 
IJ J&Ck R. olbb, Qr ce W. Platt and Lorraine F. '11ll r , ~c of 
- Participative Groups, John SWift Company, Ine., ew York;l95!, p. S. 
V Herbert Th lan and Dorothy Stock, ?P• cit., P• 14. 
'JI Willi R. Be , Tec,hnii'.!) a for Study Groups Concerned w1 tb. Unmet 
a, tropolit6.n SchOol stuey counCil,. York, 1947 • p . 15. 
--l:/ John w. Kelt.ner, Group Discussion Proc a s, Longman , Green and 
Company', Ne York," 1§57 I p. m. 
tha 
this tull and 
ought to b 
op 
t 
gre :ter d 
Cb is too 
ll. ()1 th o · r hand 1 if the 
ley 
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group teo 
tor the excnan1~ ot :1: 
It is axmare o£ 
of two 
a g t sny 81tuat1ona when in at 
18 igh , compre Mian is l..nt!!'flJ~,d., Md ~ achie 
<masion 1 r.tOet 
effeei-.·,. ·~.~.v earri · o by three to eva 
!v' E:UillC1lers wama: "The u. or th ..1 the aize of t 
group. Group should. be as ill a t the job cion • 
Verbal non participants a;pp 'W'i th 
liro1 ted oal minimum of four 
York, 
}/ . ._._u H. WagtWs- d Cal".roll o. Arnold, S!P• c:L, . , p. 162. 
W Fl4nd rs, !?J?•· ci~. , P• 23. ; 
'!/ Gibb~. PlAtts and MU.le:r turth~ el ate .111 $UggG$tt. tti£ the 
group 1$ CompoG .d of many &S _ U, :1:\ i& Somct~S Mlpftll. to ha .. 
Ui'o groups ot t~ tU ®.#a ~ den~ for a time tb qu.e$tion a~ 
hand •d then co:mo: back to the ma:t.n pcNp. tt 
if fhq so .addt UWi ha-. to'I.U'ld that a~ large a& even 
~has dlttiC\lltf ge'btulg ~ partici.pe.U.on. tt 
l)l peaking e.bt.mt ~ ~ a eoU•ge elMs tor d1 eu$slon1 
J/ Bame11 ~ best ·. sulta . · t~ bQm. gnru: Of ttne · .tudeits 
woridng te>gether· tor • 1angt,h ot . bout twnty minute ptU.'"ioe. 
. According to SChell~, W in ~-two cU.scuaoion gro11ps which 
varied 1n Bias (h., 61 8 ·aud 10) at \be coll ge 1ft l, the student 
Sel'lot>l S -
~7''3ailll. f}1l)6 et al., OR,• 91!•• P• ) . , 
!flbt4., p. S!l. 
}/ . s, tt.A _ CoU e Class Disco l'8 Group ~es, ~ti~ 
........,.......,nm ..... _t ... p, 19h8, >•309· 
W J~s A. Sch.Uen · rg1 •oroup St ae a Factor in ~ce•• ot A~ 
Diset.Waion Grou.p;s;" T,ho Journal of Ed.\u$tiQnal Soetolow_1 (Ootob'Gr, l9S9), .l.3r73-79, · · ' ' " " ' "" · ~ 
2/ WillJ.am R. Beg, ?!•, c11,, , P• ' • 
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A ree · t innovation which has assumed an important position in 
. 11 
discu sion is t "buz'2 group. " Ro.ffman and Plutchik define it ase 
" •••• the diVision o£ th total group into a numb r of small . r subgroup 1 
ach cl ign to d al w1 th Umited question in a mo intimate 
fashion than could be don in the whole group. The typical. si of a 
subgroup i.e usually five or six, although lightly larger or smaller 
groups be used. " 
2/ 
Miles- suggests that th di OUBsion group hould ha be en 
eight and twenty lll.GlrU:>er • 
3/ 
Wagner and Amold- opinion 'that the size group de · nds UpOn the 
time a~ lable for discussion wh n they- s : ••For hour • .s discus ion 
' 
of a typical subject, ten to fU en rticipants uld probably' e . prise 
the larg~st praet:t.cal. group. For long r riod th group might 
permitted vrow to .ighteen o:r twenty. tt 
Bo1Gl1an declares c tt A group of .t.'1tteen rson is as large as 
many JSaders will want to handl: J 1x persons is not too small. " 
5I Auer and Ewbank tu.rth r labor 1 "A group disc:ussion includes 
not mor than fifteen or twenty persons, all ·of om may tak p 1n 
the conversation. " 
'g Randill \11. Hottman and Robert. Plutchik, op. cit., p. S9 . 
gj t.th 13. Mile • Lear!'L~ to Work in Gr~ :Bureau oJ: Publications, 
Teacher ' s Colleg , Coiiiiiibli Uil!verS!ty, NWlork, 1959,. p . 101. 
}/ Rusaell H. Wagn r and Carroll c. Arnold, 91>• cit., p . 160. 
l:/ leRoy E. BcMman, op. cit. , P• ]J . 
?J .J. J ffecy Auer and Henrt I.e lllibank, Handbook to:r Discussion Leader , 
Harper and Brother , New York, 19SL., p . • 
!I Utterback concurs and a 11Th munber of 
rge J six or eight ni for good discuasion the group should 
ver e:xce t nty . .. y 
He also tate t "A larger group oon divide& into the few who 
talk and t many who listen. " 
A wid diverg&ne$ of opinion ex1 t to the most ff cti · group 
. . ~ ize in disouaeion. Babcbuk, Gordon and Bre do not feel that group 
11 is the most important r ctor when they reportt "Siz :l not of 
CQntral concern. The org i ation must · et the following requi tat 
it t be sufficiently large to preclude intimate sociation among all 
t"mit varied dif.t renti.ation into 1ntere t group ani provide 
high de e or selectiVity in aooiation. " 
The 1;5>row: ent of recall.-- one of the t 1mpor t factors in 
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reading is th ability- to reCQJ.l what 1 re • 1'he ability to reta1n and 
recall :terial. 1s considel'Gd an impor t rt of the learning proces • 
Davia£/ stated, Mi or:; is definitely intlueneed by heredity but m be 
improved 1n it expression by tl'aining. rt 
Y Willi R:-tJtterback, op. ci~. , P• 115. 
y Ibid. 
'JI Nichola Babcbuk, C. Wa;yne Go on, d Jan Bre , " ber hip 
Characteristics of Small Grrups , u Th . Journal ot Educational Sociolog, 
~h, 1959, 321333-343. 
}I Rob rt A. Davis 1 Psycholo~ of ~arnin~, cGraw- Hill Book C upany 1 
York, 1935, P• 23!: 
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y 
In McKecJ ' s opinion; 11Th re iS a good ~on to ~elieve th t 
. ven a small amount ot skillful a.nd systematic tnstruction in retaining 
ideas read can greatly ~rove the chievement of elementary school 
pupUs in various t~a or school work and h lp them make more etf cti ve 
use of ideas read •••• n y 
Oemaine feels: "It is the ability tQ r etain and r call the main 
point of material ich make the acquisition and application ot 
knowledge po sible. " 
· sndser.J/ furth .r laborate t ttRet4ntion is related to nature 
of the te:rial. learned, to the m thods of learnin{h to the df)gree of 
learning, ani to the characteristics of the learner. " 
. . ~ 
According to Gates, JersUd, McConnell and Cballman" n. , •• S1JY 
procedure that will help one to lMm better will also aid him to remembOr 
more efficient~. " 
21 Frandaen · point to the importance ot the m thode of learning wb&n 
•Efficient thod of learning also reDUlt in good retention. 
Provision in learning tor selt .. recita.tion, dis-tributed practice, 
verbalization of principle 1 a meaningtul appro em, an over- all 
view.- meking relevant taaturea identU'iable , and such transfer 
'fl Palil Mcfee, The Tee.chinfg of Re~ in the Elel'!l$ntary School, Houghton 
11it'tlin co., 'BOston, 1~ , P• • · 
Y Charle · E. G l"maine and Ecii th Gqton Germaine, Sil&nt l!!!di!!i, Row-
Peterson d eompaey, N York, 1930; p . 86. 
'}/Arden N. Frandsen, How Children Learn, eGraw-RUl Book Company, Inc. , 
New York, 19$'(, p . ~3o. .. 
.W Arthur I . Gate , Arthur 'l'. Jer Ud, T .• R. cOol'U'lftll, and Rob rt o. 
Challman., Educational. PsycholofP':, Th Macmillan Company, N York, 
1948, P• 4Gb. 
2/ Arden N. Frandsen, O.E · cit. , p • .339. 
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principles as generaJ.ieing, vari application 1 d 
d$veloping at for continued pplication all contribu both 
efficient learning and to sustained ,; tention. ~ 
1/ 
It is the opinion of Blair, Jones, Simp orr that~ 6 It would 
wi clo to th original learning 
practical. " y 
They further el orate 1 A ort te t or other .form ot revi 
t the nd of a class period., followed by discuosion shoul do more to 
...... lr.a ... 'l't forgetting than .formal revi •••• 1 j/ 
Durrell sugg t : "Recall i st when mul.tiple-choi qu stions 
r given, h r w: n th pupil must wrl te ' till 
given to ingle qu st1on, and h est 
when sn oral or written Sl.Ur.mtU'f i del)\.and d. without thi aid of questions . " 
w Frandsen s rte t 
"Properly e st require recall, or~"sn:izat1cn of knowlodge 
learned into .f\lnotional concepts, an the ~:tng of provisional. 
applic tions of principles. In correcting or in _ eing his 
corrected test, the child check his proVisional trials, .firms 
or revise concepts , and as co qu$nee 1 becane more etr eti 
and confident in further applic :tiona o£ t conc•pts or kills h 
learns. "-
.!/Glenn · z:-Blair, R. Ste art Jone , and &q H. Simp on, Educational 
fslehology, The cmillan Company, York, 1954, P• 2.34. 
2/ Ibi •• pp. 234- 23,. 
- .-....-
J/ Donald D. Durrell, t?P• cit., PP• US-116. 
Y Arden • Frands n1 op. cit.~ p. 454. 
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a tudy to Cietlmll:ine the 1'tect ot singl. 
realtiUtg upon 0411. Th tuctr owed t t ave 
pupU 0 
t. ..uQIJj~'-Qtely' foll 
tf: s indi.Qate tb t ~~~ 
at factual ma rial enabl th 
ate~ number of 
call is stimul d by m.u.ltiple cl10i~ sti 
rather t . be unaided. 
'21 Cot1rtney aareett that cull asured by 
multiple . oioe ·~ ons, and 1t w 
}j 
Foster reported that there w 
chool ehil.d.ntn tn recall sld.lls. s~ summarized her findings; 
' 
"An inat on of the total findings ot th · group reveals 
that there was growth in ability to write materials read, 
and to wri in quenee . There was greater growth bT the 
xperimental boys ~ girl:J over the seven week period. The 
results showed that ability in written recall and in s$qu.ence 
in recall may be impi-ove<i with exercise . n 
v According to ThoX'P8: "Learning is facilitated when it goes 
fonrard under conditions in which the child also experiences whol-esome 
personal and social development. " 
Th thinldng kill .-.. &iucators generall.y agree that it is tb 
. . . ' v 
respon&ibill ty of the school to teach children to think. Dimnet 
agree that children need to b taught to think. He contends: 
"Children should b• put through regular thinldnlt exercises at school, tt 
!:/ Hartung concurs wmm he sa.yst "Students who ha.;.re b n 
deliberately taught mlthods :ot thinldng critically can :improve on this 
ability and excel those Who ·have not had comparable emphasis on the 
objective and appropri te learning · . eti vi ties . · 
Thinking · s frequently categ~i~ed as olaborative_ or sociational 
and critical or problem solving. Thes are not clearly defined, and 
there is no c ar-cut d$£ini tion of ach e tegory. 
Y E1Ii&tfi f . Fost&r, .,..· .,._e.;;..rime...;.,.;-;,...nt .... s_in_~th...,e,_~~....;;.;..;~-.;;;;;;,....;.;.;;..;;:;.,;;....;;..;..;,o-;;.:;;.;;.;;;;;;;;:;;,.~~ 
Unpublished Doctoral · sserta on 1 os 
tion1 1949, 
y Louis P. Thorpe,. Child Ps~hology and Dev loJ?l!!E<nt, The Ronald Pres 
Oozru>any, ~w York, i§ss, P• ~. 
'JI Ernest Dimnet, The Art of ~~ Simon and Shuster, Nev York.; 
1928, P• 127. . 
!!/Maurice Hartung, "Teaching Ret'leeti Thinking in High School, u m h 
School Journal, (April, 1958), 41:32 324. 
~~~~~~~~·- Elabo.H.t•'V'e th1nld.ng Ol' sociati 
ian 1n du .t.ional 11 tera • 
ont.encts that& " h 
in elabor tive thinking, bea it s not stre s t 
£acta, :t ra: r timul :tes cbild o his 
oblem. " 
_ c:U"!c 'IU'Cio~·.~~S 
Ol'iZ t1on of 
ri 8 
'bld.ldiog p of 
built up. 
b 
th1nld..ng t u.... ability 
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hi f'imt 
rial he i 
'J/ A J ' ;=;~::::;=;....:::::::::~~::.;:!:,t.,..;;.....::=~~=~~:;..t Unpltblished t ' 
19bl. 
W Cl1£.ford OOd;r, At at .. easureme:nt. of !eaningtul EXD61"1.aru:~a 
Conditioning Achievement in ,n ~ Joum.al ot Edu 
r~ 1938~ 16•180-191. 
porW tb :t groups oi t.1.o.nel. 1'11e :04Y.~ 
ticaJ.ly significant g 
tb grou which cet no epecUio achi:ngJ that boys · d 
compa:t·e.ble gai.na 1n l ·a:r.ntng tb1 s 11, an tllat. m • a1 ag 
am:~·s to have no igniticant f!eot on 
practi this kill. y 
tlune found: 
ability of cbild~ to 
"••••th t Chil~ using fact study guid 6id b~tt ~ 
than tho us:J.ng la'bc>ztative &tuey gu1 , when ~all w 
checked soon 48 tba t · k :s 1 ted. \-1ben th chUdr 
'Were s delq ot t l8$st two woeks.. the dii.tor · c 
in the · ount ot recall as &ignti"ic.antl;r les~. but stiU 
£avo the tactual guide. '4 
be 1 arned by use of direct t achine 
cbniqu s . 
Crit.icml t~.- Critical th1nld.ng llaD end find ~ 
type of thought Wich utiltHS the h1~her ntal ~oc.l G. f()st 
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~thori t.ies on ~ bject tn ftm'<een&nt as to 'What crt tie tJrl.nld 
41 They 0 e cognize and ito vi importan atJ,d place in 
(1) t pro le.mt (2) lo ting do ·~ the intormationJ 
(l) . uating th concl ionsJ (S) p Pnting 
the concl.UB 1 . 
W1lcoxy summar1ZfJd t vork of vaiou thorl.ti s regarding ~ 
ili !e in cr1tical thillking, The 111 1ncl:w:1cn 
(l) th · b1litr t dietingu1sb ~-·"· r levant d 1rro~vant 
(2) 
.(3) a.J Uit;y to 
ability to dew.~'llu.c., 
cio:ngGroue to eusaU11B:l that a biell co on 
o indicates aav.a.naila ability' in critical 
of intelliotual aclltien~emCm 
1 
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••1. A knc>w~e of th. £iel.d or f'!~ ln which th$. 
th1ntd.ng :Ls d<me. 
2. A el"8l attitwi ot' que tiGning and suspended 
judgment; a habit or before ocepting. 
3. appl1oatien of . t ~ l ical an fla 
o:r ·o1 tU1e ~. 
4. T: ctt.on 1n light ot ~M. anolysi& ~ 
.. uon:tng. tt 
'IJ4Boe.)l ~ · tba~ cr:riteria tw 3u~ a ta~<t can be 
a~, and (3) 
conclusion .,., 
.'36 
In Symond*fl!/ op~<m• "klecti~ nca11! . e. .,..:¥7 impo~ 
pr .. ss 1n l fo . . ot big , . tlWlld.ng. tt 
In Rwssell 1 }/ opini.Qn1 " •• . ,.cn. tical. thinld.ng is tb p.r~ ot 
exam1ning l.?ctb concret and · ·r1w in the Ught ot rel d 
Ohildr n have n ed for critical thinking in ev rything the7 do. 
How ch of such thinking t y can do, and the quality of it depends 
upon their ntal maturity, eneral int lligence, inter sts, experi-
no s, and training in thinking. Great r attention t given to 
pupil application or previouslY learn d techniques of rea oni to 
problem aituationa in all aubj eta. y 
Wrightstone eonclud as " •••• so oola which profes.s critical 
thinking as a jor objecti e and provide for ita practice can improve 
thB qm: :.t t., w! • upll ·~hinking . • 
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The r earch findings pr s nted relative to groupin for in truction, 
improv ment of recall nd vario thinking skill indicate ny unan wered 
que tiona . Thi tudy is an att :mpt to gather in!or tion relati~ to 
the effect of group aiz in recall following di cusaion r qUiring elabo-
rativ and critical thinking. 
Y J . Wayne Wrightstone, Appraisal of ewer &le ntary School Practices, 
Bureau of Publications, Teao er's Coll ge, Columbia University, New 
York, 19381 pp. 194-19$. 
The purpo ea of this tudy were to de · s (1) ~ch 
dis sion p (1, a, l ()~ 5 -> pl"'duces the ount 
ot · tion of itoey . ter • am {2) whioh type of recall and 
thinld.ng produces tho greatest out ot tention. 
to conduct th . study, it. . ne ary to con :ruct 20 
1e . , to pl t , to · eeure population, to onduct d 
evaluate the on , e tb result • 
eonsttruet1on o-t the terial.- jec 
aelecttd. C\l:r't'icul guid e and course of 
study ot wo c:OllltJIUIJ1. ~ carefully in ord r to be 
topic to bO u 
subj•cts 
would :ure ght prior to e it:1xth grede. 
tor use. 1 
no 
1,. arcbiteeture, John Jacob A tor, Antarctica, Jolln P'aul Jones, 
J tam, QOJ.on1al pb'uildJ.ng, citrus fruit , cot\lmi.rd..ng• d China, 
, H 11 d1 in Aust d · , Franklin, seven 
onder or the arudcmt world; justice in t d~. 
I 
C'U$01on atimula b;r short r, mult1pl choice and multiple 
· r qu: ationaJ II was acncerned tdt.h di$c\wa:1on stimulated by 
e r tift end en tical thi.nld.ng e tiona. 
ty 
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Ship c;sf t 
eo., "Shelter. Vol 1.3, pp. 1~162, ---~......, 
?!5~~~~~:!!1. Chi . o, 195'1. 
11 P1 ld Enterpr • Inc. , •silk," Vol 1$; pp. 7468-7470, ~o;:;:;;.,,;;;;:;;::;; 
ED~, Obi o, 19$7. 
Jl • E. Collrpton eo., u our Foo Ship t.he rt, 11 Vol 3, 
PP• 56-$9, ~ton• s Pi~ Bnczc;l.?Pedia, Chi , 19)7. 
lv' ~ . , John Jacob 
PVCIOlL.w:ltonl minoi J 1950. 
Co., 
rson, ton, 
Coal.1nining 
Permission to );"eproduce end . apt lrritten 
was obtained fr publ:!ab rs. 
After close · 1n4tion of the - teri.al . lected, 
multi choice 4 multiple 
tiona were el c d tor vi th aeh le on. 
A satJ~Ple of the tN-ee di!ferent sets ot stions written to aecom-
~ the .f.'Um J atown foll~s. (See next page. ) 
Le$$0llrJ tor Phase II. - FOUl" stone to be re sU ntly by the 
. . . w 21 
child t 0~ Doc'boro of the Outback,« ttRed China," Ben 
21 JJ Franklin,« and "Is There Life on ?" 
if A.~Wrican Education Pttbl1catione • " d China C lebrates Ten Ye 
'l'Jaap' ., .. !it Wee!;!l Reeder, Columbus, Ohio, (October 19-2), l9S9), 
Issu 6. 
Multiple Choice Questio~s on 
Jamestown 
1. The number of ships that brought the first settlers to Jamestown was 
A. 2 
Be 3 
c. 5 
D. 7 
2. John Smith returned to England because 
A. of an injury to his arm. 
B. the king ordered him back. 
c. he became homesick. 
D. of the plague. 
). The James River was named after 
&. a town. 
B. a king. 
c. a ship. 
D. an indian. 
4. The most plentiful kind of meat in Jamestown was 
~. goat meat. 
B. beef. 
c. duck. 
D. chicken. 
5. Jamestown was the capital of Virginia for 
A. 25 years. 
B. 50 years .. 
c. 100 years. 
D. 150 years. 
II 
6. Settlers r et urned to Jamestown when 
A. t he indians made peace. 
B. ships arrived with more people. 
C. shi ps arrived with supplies. 
D. none of the above. 
7. In order t o i nsure pure water 
&. bottled water was brought from England. 
B. water was boiled. 
C. water was allowed to stand for weeks • 
D. a well was dug. 
8. The first i ndustry in Jamestown was 
A. glassmaking. 
B. making shelled jewe~. 
c. t he tobacco industry . 
D. clothmaking. 
9. Stored gr ain was destroyed by 
A. ·fire. 
B. souring. 
c. rats . 
D. a flood. 
10. The Council in Jamestown was formed by the 
A. Virginia Company. 
B. Jamestown Company. 
c. all the people that came to Jamestown. 
D. none- ol' the above. 
11. The sealed or ders 
A. t old who would be on the council . 
B. t old how to arrange the buildings. 
c. told how to .make friends with the indians. 
D. all of the above. 
--
I 
" 
12. The men left England to come to America because -
A. there were few jobs in England. 
B. of adventure. 
c. to settle a new land. 
D. all of the above. 
11. The buildings were used for 
A. shelter . 
:B. storage. 
c. church .. 
D. all of the above. 
14!• The largest group of men to come to Jamesto1m were 
A. soldiers. 
B. farmers. 
c. gentlemen. 
D. servants. 
15. What did the Indians bring to trade for trinkets? 
A. fur. 
B. food. 
c~ tools. 
D. none of the above. 
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SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON JAME'S'IDWN 
1. How many ships brought the first men to Jamestown? 
2. What was the occupation of the largest group of men that 
eame to Jamestown? 
3. What was the name of the company that was responsible for 
the ships coming to Jamestown? 
4. What were the sealed orders? 
5. Who was the James River named after? 
6. What was the purpose of the fort? 
7. What did the Indians bring to trade for trinkets? 
B. What was the cause of a gre~t. deal of sickness and death 
in .the summer? 
9. What was the. first industry in Jamestown? 
10. What spoiled a supply of grain in th storehouses? 
11. Why did Johii Smith haTe to return to England? 
12. Why was Jamestown abandoned? 
13. Why did the p ople return to Jam stown? 
14. For how long was Jamestown capital of Virginia? 
15. Why was John Rolf trying to raise tobacco? 
Multiple Answer Questions on 
-rarnestown 
1. What were some of the occupations of the people coming to Jamestown?. 
2 e What did the poor drinking water do to the people in Jamestown?. 
3. What did the settlers of Jamestown trade with England and other parts of the 
world? 
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4. What were the names of the first three ships that came from London to Jamestown? 
5. What were the reasons for the men coming to America? 
6. What were the buildings in Jamestown used for? 
7· What were t,h~ purposes of the Virginia Company? 
8. What steps in the construction of a building were shown in the film? 
9. What happened to the Counci l when George Percy took over after John Smith 
returned to England? 
10. What was, the course of the three ships that left London for Jamestown? 
elabo . and critical th1nld.ng re vri ten. Fi of eaoh t st1on 
w1 th h story. 
th two ts ot qu.eat1ons wrl tten 
to aceomp it follows. 
rJ B1il¢i ctirte; • . i ... Ill d~· ~lj.ee 
Build r, (l$$9). P. 1, PP• 22-~. 
y J L. Barton. Sheik Ju t1ce," ..... • ... ;.;;;;;.;;....,;;o...::;o;;;~;;..;;....;;;;.;;.;;;;;;;;;~==--.;;;.;;;.;=-.· (19$9), Part 1, pp. l09 ... lJ.2. 
11 oo uun . sm1 th, aun. Sheep no , Run," . 
Sld.ll Builder, (l9S9), Part 1, PP• 4 . Sl. 
W • E. Compton d Co. , . ,. ll ond · ot the Mclent World, n 
Volume 13, pp. 61-· .3, £9ton•a Pict · !hCls~ d et Index, 
Ch1 o, 194$. 
THE SEVEN WONDERS OF THE ANCIENT WORLD 
Of the marvelous works built in ancient times 9 the sightseers 
of the time of Alexander the Great selected seven as the most 
wonderfulo These were variously listed, but a list found in a 
litt~e story of about the 6th century AoDo gives the following: 
(1) the Pyramids of Egypt; (2) the Hanging Gardens of Babylon; 
(3) the Statue of Zeus at Olympia; (4) the Temple of Diana a t 
Ephesus; (5) the Mausoleum or tomb at Halicarnassus; (6) the 
Colossus at Rhodes; {7) the Pharos (lighthouse) at Alexandria. 
The world has learned much about engineering and architecture , 
but we still marvel at the massive Pyramids 9 which stand as solid 
as ever after the wear and tear of centurieso Except for f ragments 
of the Mausoleum and the Temple of Diana, they are the only 
"wonder of the world" that remains today. 
The Hanging Gardens of Babylon have long since disappeared. 
They were said to have been built by King Nebuchadnezzar (about 
660 BoCo) to please his favorite wife, who had come from a hilly 
land and was tired of the flat plains of Babylone Great terraces 
of masonry, from 75 to 300 feet in height 9 were built one on top 
of the other, and on these were planted gardens of beautiful 
tropical flowers and groves and avenues of palm trees, irrigated 
by water pumped from the Euphrates Rivero On these "terraced 
gardens" 9 Nebuchadnezzar and his queen could sit in the c ool shade 
and look down upon the beauties of the cityo 
The Statue of Olympian Zeus was erected at Olympia, in Greece, 
by the great sculptor Phidias 9 in the 5th century Bo Co ! t was a 
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towering structure of ivory and gold, 600 ft:>~t high (which i~ 
about equal to 11 men standing one on anot her ss shoulders) no 
less remarkable for its majesty and beauty than for i~s richness 
and sizeo It has perished, and our only idea of it is gained from 
coins of Elis which are said to bear copies of the great original. 
Recent diggingsor excavations on the site of the ancient 
Greek city of Ephesus, in Asia Minor, have revealed little pieces 
of the pavementsg columns, and sculpt~res of the magnifibent 
1 '-- ·- · 
Temple of Dianao Their workm~ship is so fine that it ie easy 
to see why the ancients regarded tbe temple as one of the wonders 
of the wor+do The first Gree~ settlers at Ephesus found the 
people who lived in Asia worshiped a nature goddess, whom they 
identified with their own Artemis (called Diana by the Romans). 
They raised a shrine to her, which was rebuilt and enlarged from 
time to tinieo The fourth temple is the one regarded as the 
"Wondero~ It is said to have been built by contributions from 
all the great cities of Asia and to have taken 120 years to 
complete~ being dedicated about 430 BoCo This great structure, 
alas! was set on fire in 356 BoCo - on the very night when 
Alexander the Great was born, it is said - by one Herostratus, 
who committed this crime merely that his name might be remem-
bered through ages! ' 
A new temple of Artemis was completed before the ena of the 
century"; ·and it stoo4_ until 262 AoDo ~hen it was destroyed aD4 ' 
burrie'd' by the Goths-o The gre·a t carved drums of the lower part 
of its 60-foot columns, now in the B~ltish Museum9 show that t~e 
fifth temple was inferior in workmanship to the fourth. Both 
were decorated with priceless statues and paintings. They were 
among the largest Greek temples ever built, the fourth measuring 
425 feet by 220 - which is larger than St. Peter's in Rome, the 
largest of all Christian churches. The fifth temple was still 
' 
larger. After the law of Theodosium (381 A.D.) which closed the 
pagan temple~, the ruins of these ancient structures were used 
as materials for the construction of Christian churches. Two of 
the pillars or columns in the great cathedral of Pisa, and the 
green marble columns supporting the dome of st. Sophia's in 
Constantinople, are said to have been taken from the Temple of 
Diana. 
Tn~ Mausoleum or tomb at Halicarnassus - also in Asia 
Minor - derived its name from King Mausolus of Caria, who died 
about the middle of the 3rd century B.C. His wife, who was 
devoted to his memory, hired Greek architects and sculptors to 
construct and decorate, at Halicarnassus, this superb monument 
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over his remains. It was a great rectangular pile of ma~onry, 
topped by an Ionic collonade which supported a rooflike pyramid. 
At the top of this pyramid stood a magnificent four-horse chariot, 
in which were statues of the king and queen. So famous did this 
become that the word ttmausoleum" is now applied to any monumental 
tomb. Some of the remains of the original Mausoleum are now 
preserved in the British Museum. 
The Colossus of' Rhodes was a great bronze statue, probably 
105 feet high, of t~~ sun god 1f~Tios, tbe goa or 'tbe Rhodians, 
' 
or of Apollo. Erected in 280 B.C., legend had it that the giant 
work stood over the entrance to the harbor of Rhodes, an island in 
the Aegean Sea, but more probably it stood at one side of the 
entrance. It was overthrown by an earthquake in 224 B.C., but 
long remained, even in fragments, an object of wonder. Nearly a 
thousand years after it had fallen, in 656 A.D., a Saracen 
dealer bought it and carried away the fragments as old metal. 
The Pharos of Alexandria, in Egypt, was the forerunner of 
modern lighthouses. The name belonged originally to an island 
lying off, the coast. When Alexander the Great laid out this city 
to which he gave his name, he connected the island of Pharos 
with the mainland by means of a road or causeway. On the eastern 
point of the island, Ptolemy I and Ptolemy II, Greek kings of 
Egypt who followed him, erected a great lighthouse of white 
marble, said to have been 400 feet high; and it was this structure 
which came to be known as "the Pharos of Alexandria." 
Adapted from: 
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia and Fact Index~ Chicago 
F. E. Compton and Company, 1945, Vol:-Ij, pp. ~1 - 83 • . 
.. 
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ELABORATIVE THINKING QUESTIONS ON 
THE SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD 
1. What do you think will be the se ven wonders of the 
modern world in the year 2,000? Why? 
2. If you were to build seven wonders for today•s world, 
describe what you would build. 
3. Who would you honor in building each of the seven 
wonders? Why would you honor them? 
4. Where would you locate each of t he seven wonders of 
the mod~rn world? Why? 
5. What under-developed country would be the most deserving 
of having one of these wonders on their soil? 
~oston Univers~ty 
Sohool of iduoatiQD 
..__ L1 bra.I7. --
Why? 
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CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS ON 
- . -
THE SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD 
1. Of the Seven Wonders of the World which do you think took the 
greatest amount of workers? Why? 
2. Of the Seven Wonders of the World which do you think required 
the most time to build? Why? 
3. Which of the Seven Wonders of the World do you think were seen 
by the most people? Why? 
4. Which of the Seven Wonders of the World do you think was 
appreciated by the most p~ople? Why? 
5. Which of the Seven Wonders of the World could be seen from 
water? 
B,elqAA1 , of .. ~ P~RUl.~tipn.- 'lhe GUperintend t4 ot · choo. of 
two public school Ery8tems :within a 2$.-mt. radtus t~t the City of .Boston, 
· contacted tor p~missiQD to conduct th ~ in tb titth e s 
of theu rqa ms. Pel1d aion g~anted. The writer then rt With the 
lementary supervt Q.J'S and principals in both communities to lttct ttl$ 
teaQhe ho would part1o1p~ 1n t study'. Eight clas · s in Oity A 
with e. population of 288 and lr:nu" classes in City B with ·· population ot 
14S Wnt lectad. A to Of 433 children partie!pa; . • H . tero1~. m:.· !!OUa 
for the· group ie 108.90. A complete de oription ml\1 b found lin Chapt r 
III. 
· ;tlngs &1"8 h«il4 with the supet"fi or$, principals and t achetts 
in. ttendanee, to es nt tlle purpos ol the atudy and to $'11Cll.l"e the co-
opera.Uon 0~ all. 
PJ;an ~ . e:oeedure. -- The p:rogram tor tt~ group a1.e 1n .Phase X 
vas t11gn · Eor U · ach.ing days. Ol srooms wette de igna~ :r 
A, Bt o. D1 E, F, n, H~ x, 3, 1 cw· L, and a ~tat1cm. plan was pr senttl!cl 
to each aeher. Short r 1 ruultiple choice w mult.ipl 11 
q,uesti®$ re used u th et1tttul1Ul tor d1 oussion of eaeh a . group 1n 
each follll ot senta.tion, Giltmt Mad:J.ng, listening or obtJtl'Ving til.m$. 
'1'be total rotation plan toll • 
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ROTATION .CIW,J.T, FOR fHAS~ . ; 
-- --· - --- . -- . --- I=== :r.r n :: :: ::::::::: '": :;:;::::: r=· ::: :; :: :w: ,: : :e , :;:;•:•::s-tu •:: ::.12 q 
~. Minh 28 ~ ~9 . Mal'ch ~ ~ l1 :'!!!! 1 !J!:U h ,AprU S .. ·I.!R!a ~.. ... !EQ I _ ... ~ ~ .. , ~~ ,. -.. h~,.u. . • , ... • •r 
fop!.~ ·Shelter SUbmalrinel Ja:n•sto.n Silk 
1.7Pe ot 
~
tion Read lJ..sten Film Read 
AJ!'Cbi,. m.trua The Four !Antaretica ~
tectus-e Fruita _Footed Ship · 
of the 
JOin 
Jaoab 
~ 
John 
Pf;u.\ 
Jonee 
COlonial. 
~~, ....... _4, _If._ .... ·"'*. 
.... _.......~ 
Desert 
---
u.aten FUtrt Read L18tAm 
... ...., t Film RN4. ttatAu F1l.ll ··-'~ ·• - . 
~ SiKf and Recall fechntque Group SUe Md bctll Ttlohnl-
·----~.,. . .:.-~~~••u & ' •• · s n~ a11 ••Oil~lou·!'i .....,,~..,. ·,. ,,.O!f..,...,.,.J ••'If":' .,_~ ~ 
nocn A la 2b 3& Sb lo 2 a 3 c Sa lb ao lb fo 
'· Iloanl B Ia lb s• lb 2 ., Ja S.c la 2b 30 $b lo 
RoOm c 
.3• Sb la 2'b 30 Sa l .c 2a )b So l'b a c 
RNID Sa lb 2a 3b So la 2 c )a ~b l c 2b ,. 
Room! lb 2 c 3b Se la 2b j ' a Sb le 2-. Jo ~· 
noom r 2b Jc Sb lc 2• Jb s··· . 
I 
lb 2o )t\ )C) 1a 
Room 0 _lb So lb 2 ., , .. Sb la lb Jo $a lo 2• 
Room H Sb l .c 2b 3 c Sa lb 2 :-.. 3 b $o 1a ·2 0 ,. . 
Room l lc 2a 30 Sa lb 2 c 3b So le 2b Ja Sb 
-
Room J 2 c Ja ,c la lb Jc s ; ~ le 2& 3b Sa lb 
Room It 3 c Sa lo 2• 3b Se lb 2 0 3a Sb la 2b ,_ 
Room L Sc la tc 3 a $b lc 2b 3c .Sa lb 2· .. )b 
....... "'" ~ ' j.Tiiit'!loi• t'. ~lllil@il"t!~qil 'lji)IIQO~fi<¥~1fjlf: ,_,., i' .l ·,- -p~·-11!,. -AI) 1Jj 
. tt 
IAgendr ~:r. ~p SUe 
a • Multiple Choice 
b • Shc»:'t An8ller 
c • Mlltipls Answer 
by ch1ld:ren wor 
h group di Oil 
~, li\Ultiple choice or multiple ans.r qu otions. 
'1'.h plan tor on ,e sro , 
1. 28. Children 
d tb , rk:lng Q,l.v.li,IU' t f' an81~te:r lll'Ultiple · oi queations. At th 
conclu ion of t le son, teach r 
correct mistak s. 
ch1.lclren discu s an&'lille: 
tiona. At · · conclusion of 
oh 30. Chil.dl"en tch the t:U.m rtJ 
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wotldng in ttrau:os o£ t e, tb T -.u;o-· r qaestion • At • 
the co elusion ot the 1 son, te ~ 
t cort'GQt errors. 
l"liD"13n 31. ChU tn tly 
in of ti , they 8WGr 
At th conclusion of th 
'!l F. E. compton and eo., lb1d. 
!I~· 
er and ohil 
}/ Eneyclo Britanni . Film , OR· cit. 
W ,Fi_eld Enterpr1 s, Inc., ~P· c11:. 
!I 
ction ttSUk," 
amrw.r questions. 
s. lection 
quest1 • At luaion ot the las I 
t.11en correct .-ror • 
6. AprU 4. Children watch the film •ottrus Frui.ta'*Jv then, 
answer multipl choice ltiona. At 
conclusion ot t e le wu.cner and oh1.ldren d.:IJJcus 
correct rror • 
1. AprU 5. Children read ail ntly the lectton tt'lhe Four Footed 
Jl Ship ot the ert"J , working 1n groups o£ three, they r 
mul.tipl 
cbUdren · cue 
st1ons. At the onclu on ot 
l1 to the cher ad the lectio 
5 
H&'UUUI:t 0! t1: answering lllUlt.tple choif;O 
que tio conclusion of · lesean, teaCher and ·ch11dren eu 
d t n col").'eot nor • 
'if 
J 
~n y work alone d answer aho.rt unUlnrr qu tiona. At the con-
clusion of the J~;sson, chil.dnln di au en th n 
correct eft'Ors. 
!7 h!!· 
'Y Coronet , O[>• ci • 
Jl • • Campton and eo. , o,e. cit. 
W National <.leo aphio Socii ty, 9E• c1 ;t• 
Zf Coronet , 2P• c1 t . 
\ 
}j 
10. April 8. Children read Uently "John Jacob Astor" J then. 
working in group of two6 they r multiple answer question •. At the 
conclusion or the le son, teach r children di cu s answer and then 
correct en-ora. 
11. 1l 11. Children listen to the teacher read th s lection 
v ~John Paul Jones"; then th ry work 1n group of three answering short 
answer question • At the conclusion of the lesson, teacher and children 
discuss ~IVRr and th n correc rrors. 
12 . April l2 . Children watch th . film Colonial Shipbuilding" J }./ 
then, working in grou or five , they r mult1pl answer qu stions. 
At the conclusion of the le son, te cher and children discuss m1swers 
and then correct errors. 
A sim:U ttern was follo d in each classroo . • 
Phas II invol d ei ht teaching ·days . Each room retained the ame 
letter d ignat on it had for P e I , arid ain a rotation plan vas 
n~aAnted tO e ch teachfire Elaborative thinldng aJld critiCal thinking 
qu s ions re us d as th stiluulus for discussion of each sis oup 
in each form of presentation, Uent reading and listening. Th rotation 
plan for Phase II follow • 
'Y Clara Ingram Judson, cp. cit. 
y Ruth Cromer leir, O(>• cit. 
1f Coronet ilms, oE• cit. 
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J?aY' MIT P f-lQ Me¥11 Me¥12 Mayl) Jfa116 MaV 11 14aVU 
Top :I.e. ~ Hawaii• .Sheil( Run Is ro S.wm 
Dft:tQ:ra Itfla:wl Ohina JustJ.o. rtanklinSb$ep w r!onuw· 
_(.J£ e ani# I on o£ ~ 
OUtback Run 1d 
f.YPe of 
1?19 enta. 
tion ll$. L.1.stan List-Em 
G~p SiZt dRe Tecbnif#.Ue 
RoQrrl A 1! 2 c ) $0 l c 2 E )C $ E 
aoom.a a c 3E ~ a lE 2 I , c 5E 10 
~e )E $ tl lE 2 c 3 c s E 1 c: 2 E 
aoom n 50 1& 2 c lE ~ E- l.C 2 E 
' 
c 
RoomE 1E 2 c 3 sc 1C 2 E ) c SE 
Room' 2 c .31 5C lE 2 E 3 c JE 1 Q 
10om G 3E 5~ lE 2'0 30 s 5 l G 2 B 
~H pC l. 2 -C 3E SE 1 c 2 E 
' 
c 
-Boom I 1E a G J! sc lC 2 E 3C SE 
Room J 2 c 31 )C lB 2 30 $E l.C 
ito It 3! sc lE ~ e )G SE l.C 2 E 
t s c l E 2 c 3 E JE 1 Q 2 E 3 0 
- I 
lei I Nbmbe:l' • Ol'O'Up s 
E 1111 l!!l.aboratt~ 'l'h1nld.ng Qu stions 
c • Critical 1h1n1d.ng Questions 
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Each pr entation w followed by- children world.ng in groups of 1, 
2, ) , and 5 ber • E ch group di cussion was etimulated by el orative 
or critical thinking que tiona . 
The plan for one classroom, Room. A,. illu trates the procedure. 
1. , May 9. Children read ilently selection ' Flying Doctors of 
1/ 
the Outback";- th n, working one, they enswer laborati thinking 
qu ations . At the concluai of the lesson, te c · r and children d1 cuss 
answer . 
2. May 10. Children ll ten to th6 teacher read the selection 
. y 
"Hawaii ... Island Paradis tt J then, rld.ng in gl'<>Up of two, they 
an r critical thinking questions . At th conclusion of th le son, 
te ch r and children discuss answers . 
11. Children ad sil ntly t 
then, working 1n group of three, they swer elabor tive thinking 
question • At the conelu ion of the lesson, teacher and children discuss 
answer • 
4. May l2 . Ohildren Usten to the teacher read the s lection 
4/ 
"Sheik Justic "J- t 1 working in groups of .five, TJley answ critical 
th1nld.ng que tiona . At the eonclu i~n of the le son, teacher and 
children discus answer • 
Y Eatliiii Miiller, op. cit. 
y Blake Clark, o;p. cit. 
Jl American Education Publications, ?P• cit. 
1i/ James L. Barton, op. cit. 
• 
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s. y 1.3. Children read sil ntl.y the s l ction ttJ3en anklin"; !I 
then, world.ng alone, they answer critical th:.tnld.ng qu stione . At th 
conclusion o! the 1 sson, acher and children di cu s answers. 
6. 16. Children 11 ten to th teacher read t leotion "RUn, y 
Sb ep Dog, Run"J t n, working in oups of two, they answer , labora-
tive thinking questions . At th conclusion of the le son, teach r and 
ohildren d1acu s an · rs. 
7. 11. Children read silently" the l.Bction "Is There W 
iJ 
on MAre ?0 J ; wor in groups of three, th answer critical 
., 
thinldng qu tion • At th conclusion of the lesson, t ach r and chil-
dr n discu s ~rs. 
6. May 18. Children listen to the teach r re the sele<1tion '*Th 
4/ 
Seven Wond rs of the Ancient orldtt J- then, working in groups· or ri , 
they answer elabor :Uve thinld.ng qu stions. At th conclusion of th 
lesson,. tttach&r nd childr n discu s answers. 
"ff Frances FUllerton ilson and Winthrop ilson, op. cit. 
!/ lie lena Huntington Sm1 th, oe. cit. 
}/ American Fducation Publications, op. cit . 
!!/F. E. Compton and Co., o.p. cit. 
SChedule tor Studz• 
.h 21# 22, and 23. 
mrch 23 d 24 
tarch 28 to AprU l2 
AprU 13 and 14 
9 to 18 
· 19 and 20 
Prellm1nar,y te t1ng in Community A 
Prel.1Jrd.nary testing in Conwuni ty B 
Bmer1imental period tor I 
Final te ting for· P. I 
n 
t.ating tor Pha8 n and 
Conpletion ot stionDl~U.rtls 
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II v. poatponad tor ... "___ 'lillltP-~nt 1n order t t it. ould not 
eont.u.et vi th the eprtng ac:hi.Art'emlm 
In1;t1al t.e t3·-- Prior to the study, tollOlling test 
m1n1· tered to all. Qb.il.dren p cipat . • 
!I 
tal Abillt;y Test • ew Edition. 
Beta Teet, Fo EM, ua d in the current 
four to nine. It a verbal t t ot 80 1 
t • There two to ot th test, d correlat1o 1" e 
frcm high of . 979 1n grade five to a low of . 6$1 in ....... .,.."" ... nine, 
porte in tb • v 
, 
2. y Re~ Test1 
Form R. !he IDte 
comple battery and :I.e d.e tene for grad s f1 to se and a halt. 
This subtest i c ed or 
by quest1one d~;;.,,...t;&.v'd to ~ :reGdi.ng .. eomnre 
VOCUU>lll..e.:r-J te t requiring 10 min 
................ JS minute • The 
woridng 
.f'i fo . 
of \hi· test. The reliability coettici t is . 9$4 b on~ scores 
I 
of fac 
tWl.ve ectio • 
three diVi to , 
v 
su'bt&$ta tor Fo R. 
cla of tfr 
for each topic studied, and each 
fo.,_. each t que ticn,-sbort 
..... .~. ....... ule dlotc and lllUl.tiple answer. 
The tection ot the st. toP •John J cob Astor fo:Uowa . 
6.2 
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Nameg Schoolg 
----------------------- -----------------------
Teacherg 
---------------------
This is . a test covering material which was studied during the 
past eight days of school. You are expected to do the best you 
·'·/ 
cano If you come to a question that you cannot answer, skip it, 
go on to the next question6 am go baPk later . to any questions 
you skip. 
This test has eight divisions, one for each subject stud:i.ed6 
and each division has three parts. 
In Part I, you are asked to give a certain number of anSYrers ,. 
for each question or statement. 
Example~ What are the names of three New England States? 
·]»tfYY) o-Wt 
In Part II, in each of the blanks6 put the word or shortest 
phrase that will complete t!E sentence or answer the question 
teorrectl.y. 
Exal!lple g The name of our fiftieth state is +fQJ..!) ~ • 
In Part III6 read each question or statement carefully and 
decide which one of the answers is best to answer the questiOn or 
complete the statement. Place a circle around the letter before 
the correct answer. 
Example g The state of Virginia is located on the 
@ Atlantic Ocetm 
B. Pacifi c Ocean 
C e Gulf of Mexico 
D. Great Lakes 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
' JOHN JACOB ASTOR 
-
lo What were tte three promises that John Jacob Astor made to help 
him in his r.ew life? 
2o List four ways John Jacob Astor made money. 
~---------r----------------------------------------------
3o Three things that John Jacob Astor learned while working for 
Mro Bowne wer-e 
-~---~·-------
1. 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
JOHN JACOB ASTOR 
One business that John Jacob Astor did not like was 
I 
What is a ronopoly? 
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How did Jot~ Jacob Astor and his brother avoid confusion over 
their namef 
----------~----------------------------------------------------· 
4. What businEss was John Jacob's uncle in? 
------------------------
----------~---------------------------------------------------· 
5. What difficulty did John Jacob have to overcome? 
--------
6., How did Jol;m Jacob's wife Sarah help him? 
-----------------
7. The first }lace John Jacob went after leaving hoxne was 
' 
----------r--------------------------------------------------· 
8. After Geor~e invited John Jacob to come to work for their uncle 
what did Jchn Jacob have to do first? 
--------------------------
9. In w~at bu~iness did John Jacob make the most. money? 
10. What did Jchn Jacob do with money he earned? 
-------~--------
'------ -
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
JOHN JACOB ASTOR 
1. John Jacob Jlstorts father lived in 
A. England 
B. Germany 
C.. Scotland 
D. America 
2.. When John Jacob was a young boy he was 
A. apprenticed in a musical instrument factory 
Bo apprenticed to a butcher 
c. mad~. to work for his father 
D.. apprenticed to a fur merchant 
3.. John Jacob's father and stepmother were 
Ao wealthy 
B. selfish 
Co poor 
Do lonely 
4o George invit ed John Jacob to 
Ao England 
Bo Germany 
c. America 
Do Scotland 
5.. For his new life John Jacob resolved to 
A. be rich 
B.. gamble 
c.. own all of New York 
Do all of the above 
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6. When John 
Ao 
B. 
c. 
Do 
cob first came to New York he 
orked for a butcher 
old cakes and biscuits 
old musical instruments for his 'uncle 
orked for Mr. Bowne 
7. After a sue essful trip trading furs John Jacob decided 
A. 
B., 
c .. 
Do 
o buy Mr .. Bowne's shop 
business alone 
musiQal instruments 
to England 
8. John Jacob old the fur business 
o he could spend more time on his farm 
67 
~ 0 
Ao 
Bo 
Co 
D., 
ecause there was no more great money in the fur business 
could buy more property 
could go back to England 
9. John Jacob 
A., wenty- five thousand dollars in the fur business 
B., wo million dollars in the fur business 
c. wenty million dollars in the fur business 
D., alf a bil lion dollars in the fur business 
10., John J~oob ecame wealthy and business grew so that he owned 
A.. everal trading posts 
B.. hips 
C., roperty 
D.. 11 of the above 
6S 
There i to cor o:r 360 correct Bll:JIWJ:-9• 
II 
studied, 
pe. • • 
on both tuta 
did not k for or giv 
•l1~1lJV on Ac 
computed by th 
t ctions. one for ch topic 
for b type qu ation,-
multiple 
questions 
other 
liability on t te 
t od correate by plying 
stab lis on t: population u in tho current st • 
11 -ill -ty c ttici nt 
toorth test tro:n he to 
b llb.ich incl. 
!I'a th ~· t to 1 st 
ff'ici n at r llabili ty on followst 
r . co cted r . 
-
I . 86$ .928 
II .8S1 .923 
cow at h surins ins b found 1n e Appendix .. 
Name& School&. 
----------------------~ 
-----------------------
Teacher: 
----------------------
This is a test covering material which was studied during the 
past eight days of school. You are expected to do the best you 
:..' I 
~ 
cano If you come to a question that you cannot answer, skip it, 
go on to the next question~ arxl go baPk later to any questions 
you skip. 
This test has eight divisions, one for each subject stu~ed1 
and each division has thr.ee parts. 
In Part I, you are aBked to give a certain number of answers 
for each question or statement. 
Example g What are the names of three New England States? 
·lhnm o-4: 
In Part II, in each of the blanks~ put the word or shortest 
phrase that will complete t~ sentence or answer the question 
correctly. 
Ex~ple~ The name of our fiftieth state is +fQJ..!.) ~ 
• 
rrf Part III~ read each question or statement carefully and 
decide Jhich one of the answers is best to answer the question or 
complete the statement. Place a circle around the letter before 
the correct answer. 
Example & The state of Virginia is located on the 
@ Atlanti c Oceb 
B-. Pacific Ocean 
Co Gulf of Mexico 
D. Great Lakes 
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Nameg Teacherg 
------------~-------- ----------------------
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS Cfi 
THE SEVEN WONDERS OF THE ANCIENT WORlD 
1. Give two reasons why the Hanging Gardens of Babylon were builto 
2. Name three important things about the Temple. of Diana. 
3. What two things can you list about the Colossus of Rhodes? 
-~----------------------------------
.!' 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
THE SEVEN WONDEBS OF THE AICIENT WORLD 
--
1. The century that the Statue of the O:cyntpian Zeus was built was 
the century BoCe 
-----
2. The statue of Zeus was made of e 
--------------------
3. The ancient wonders were listed during the reign of -------· 
4o The terraces in the Hanging Gardens were about 
---------
feet higho 
So Alexaniria is in the country of _________ .._a 
6. Alexandria was named in honor of ----.-----~-~o 
7. How tall was the Pharos of Alexandria 1 
------------------
MULTIPlE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
THE SEVEN WONDERS OF THE ANCIENT WCJU.D 
lo The wonder of the wor~ that we can still see is 
A.. the PyramiP8 of Egypt 
B. the Temple of Diana 
c. the Pharos at Alexandria 
D. the Hanging Gardens of Babylon 
2. The Statue ofl Zeus was erected in 
A.. Italy 
Bo Greece 
C. Egypt 
Do England 
3. The Temple o! Diana was destroyed by 
A.. an earthquake 
B. floods 
C. decay through the ages 
D. fire 
4. The Colossus of Rhodes was destroyed by 
A.. an earthquake 
B. decay through the ages 
Co invading armies 
D. none of these 
5. The Pharos and the mainland were connected by 
A.o three snall islands 
B. a bridge 
c. a canal 
D. a road or causeway 
7l 
,. 
. 
J 
The l4ausoleum of Halicarna.ssus 
Ao was built in the 3rd century B.C. 
Bo was constructed by Greek archi,tects 
c. was rectangular in shape 
Do ,.,s all of the ab9ve 
7. · The largest number of Temples built to honor Diana in A~~ 11 
Minor was 
A.o . three 
Bo four 
c. five 
Do six 
prete ce 
asure deftl. d b,- the 1.mreS't1 
the reacticm of the pupU. t ......... u .... 
r t four i 
I purpo was to aetermina: 
teri . and • The 
in ordot" of pref•ren · • 1'.1. w d six they 1nd1c the t 
enjoyable f to • 
t tour i 
• • :uation of t pr • 
Copi of oth be found in Ap ndix. 
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CHA.PTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to d termine : 
1 . fh eff eetivene s of various size discussion groups (1, 2, 
3 or 5 Irtemb r ) on retention of expository n.taterial wh n 
th discuseion i timulat d byt 
a . multiple choice, short answer or multiple answ r qu tion 
b. elaborative thinking or critical thinking question 
2. The most f fecti e type, zmlltiple choic , short answer or 
multiple answer question for stimulating discu sion and 
retention 
) . The st effecti e type, critical or elaborativ thinking 
question for timulating. discussion and retention 
4. The possibl difference in retention between children of 
diff erent intelligence levels, and between boys and girl 
5. The valuation de b7 th children and teacher of the 
procedures ua d. 
Table l hows th distribution of chronological ages in nths of 
the 433 children who particip ted in the study. 
-7J.v,.. 
le 1. Dlstr:U:m,ti of Chronological Ag ot Total Popnla.ti 
11'1 )tonthf 
queney 
lS8- 160 2 
lSS • lSi 3 
152 - 154 ) 
lh9 . 151 ,6 
146 - lh8 ;; 
ru - 14S 12 
lbO • lh2 l8 
l3T - l39 14 
l3b - 1)6 28 
131 - 133 so 
US • l)O ss 
12$ - 127 76 
122 - 124 93 
ll9 - l21 47 
ll.6 .. us 13 
U3 · US 1 
N 4-J) 
128.79 
s.n. 8 .. 19 
The ages r anged fro 113 to 160 nths, or 9 years - 5 ~nths to 
13 years • 4 months, with a uean of 10 year - 8 lUOnths and a standard 
deviation of 8.19. 
Table 2 show.s the distribution of intelligence quotients obtained 
from the Otis Quick Scoring ental Ability Testss New Edition !or the 
total population. The table ppears on the next page. 
76 
77 
lhO·lUh l 
13) - lJ9 0 
l)O ... 134 a 
12$ .. 129 '16 
120 ... 124 39 
U$ - Ut 68 
u.o - ll-4 80 
10$ ... le$ 61 
100 .. 104 10 
9S .. 99 27 
90 - 94 22 
as - 69 15 
80 - 84 4 
1S - 19 l 
10 - 74 l 
N b.U 
~ 1 . 90 
s.D. 10.60 
The intelligence quotients ranged from 70 to 144 with a ean of 
108. 90 and a stan rd deviation of 10. 60. The v.ean score is neer the 
upper· nd o the nor~l range . 
78 
Table 31 bown on th n xt page, sets forth the distribution of 
grade equivalent scores in reading achie ·ement !or the total population. 
These scores wer obtained from the Metropolitan Achievement Tests, 
Intermediate Reading Test : For R. 
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tq 
11. 0 n .h a 
lO.S ... 10-.9 
10.0 ... l ' . 
9.S • 9.9 10 
9.0- ?.4 
6.$ - 6.9 2l 
a.o • a. 
'1.$ - 1.9 35 
7.0 - ?. 40 
6.S • 6. 61 
6.0 - 6.4 )l. 
s.s • s. 
s.o - s 
h.~ - 4.9 1 
4.0 ... 9 
3·S • J.9 1 
• 
n1e grade equivalent scores in re din ranged fro third grade -
fifth month to elev nth grad - ighth month with me n of sev nth 
grade - eighth month and a standard d viation of 14.80. All but thirty-
on children were re ding at rade level or above . 
The mean scores indicate that the population us d in this tu~ 
wa high r than th nati ·nal averag in intelligence and in reading 
achieve ent. 
Ph se I of th tu~ was conducted to determinet 
1. The effectiveness o£ ario iz groups (11 2, 3 or 5 e bers) 
or r t ntion of expository terial. 
00 
2. The most e££ ctiv type, tipl c oice, hort answer or multiple 
answer question for t lating discu ion and retention. 
Tabl 4 shows a co rison of the an score n th retention te t 
of Phase I for the total population according to roup 1ze. 
Table 4. Comparison of e n Retention Teat Scores of Childr n Wor ing 
in Group in Phase I 
Group 
Size 
One 
0 
One 
Thr e 
On 
Fiv 
'tWo 
Three 
TWo 
Five 
Thre 
Fiv 
Numb r 
1200 
1172 
1200 
UBJ~ 
1200 
1167 
1172 
1184 
ii72 
1167 
u84 
1l67 
i4.oa 
14.08 
14.66 
14.08 
14.40 
14.45 
14.66 
S.D. 
s.oh 
4.85 
5.o4 
s.ol 
5.04 
4.85 
5 .01 
4.85 
4. 97 
5. 01 
4.97 
Arranged from high to low score, 
s.E. 
.143 
.143 
.146 
.143 
.146 
.142 
.146 
.142 
.146 
.146 
.146 
Diff. 
. 37 
.$8 
. 32 
. 21 
.os 
. 26 
S.E. 
diff . 
. 20 
. 20 
. 20 
. 20 
. 20 
. 21 
an retention tor group f 11 
in the following ordera groupe of three, two, five and one. 
The an core on a delayed te t for a I w re 14.08, l.h.45, 
1.4.66, and 14.40 for childr n working alone, in oup of two, in groupe 
of thre , and in groups of five respect iv ly. 
Every comparison favored children working in groups r th r than 
individually. Th critical ratio of 2.95 bowed t t th diff'erenc 
tween a roup of thre children working together nd an indi dual 
working alone was statistically significant at th . 01 level of 
C.R. 
2 • .9$ 
1.10 
. 25 
1.33 
coni"ideace. The smallest difference was betr1een two child1:'en workj ng 
to~ether and five working together with a critical ratio of .2.5 favoring 
the groups of two . 
Since a rotation plan was utilized, e eh child responded three times 
in each size group. For this r ea on, the number is approximately three 
times as large as the total population. 
/1 Phase Il of the stu~ was conducted to determiner 
1 . The effectivenea of various ize groups (11 2, ) or 5 membere) 
on retention of expository material . 
2. The ost effective type, critical or elaborativ thinking 
questi on for stimulating discussion and. retention. 
Table 5 aho~s comparison or the mean scores on the retention test 
of Pha e II for· the total population according to group siz • 
Tab1 5. Comparison of ~an Retention Test Scores of Children WOrking 
in Groups in Phase II. 
Grou_) 
Size 
One 
Two 
One 
Three 
iv 
Three 
Two 
ive 
Three 
Five 
817 
827 
817 
808 
817 
001 
827 
808 
82'1 
801 
8oS 
801 
an 
io.08 
ll.38 
10. 08 
ll.51 
10. 08 
11.38 
11.51 
n.si 
9. 98 
S.D. 
) .61 
3.47 
3.74 
) .47 
J.47 
3. 94 
S.E. 
m 
.126 
. 131 
.126 
.122 
.126 
. 139 
.l)l 
.122 
.lJl 
.139 
.122 
.139 
Dift . 
1 . 30 
1.43 
.10 
.13 
1.40 
l.SJ 
s.E. 
diff . 
.18 
.18 
.19 
.18 
.19 
.19 
Arranged fro high to l ow score, the mean retention for oups fell 
in the following order s group of three, two , one and fi~ • 
Th an scores on th 1 ed test for Pha~e II w re 10. 0 , 11.3 , 
11.51 and 9. 98 for childr n working alone, in group of two, in group 
of three, and in groups of fi~ respeotiv ly. 
The differenc in mean scores of children workin alone and in 
C.R. 
7. 22 
. 72 
8.05 
oups of two wa tati tically significant at e . 01 level ot confidene , 
to etb • 
de in ree of VOl" ind1 vidual.l¥ 
atatiatically s1gniticant t .01 level or co 
fidenoe, f, voring the th e cb.i.ldrin rk oget r . 
The clif!erenc. ot child vorldng elo · 
not tati tic nUicant 
child wor 
'l'h diffe:rence in core of' two chi and e ch1l 
world.ng not tat.i ~ioall,y ign.U'ie&ntJ it t :vo th 
The differtrn 1n core of ch11dren and fi chil 
fift 
the 
working tUt1call3' aigni.f'1 t at th .01 le l of 
t two cbil.c1ren or togeth r . 
The ditfe in an score ot three children .fi children 
working togeth r was tatt tical.q significant t th . Olle 1 of eon-
fide 1 tav the wo togeth r . 
t · le 6 bows a c art n ot the on delayed t st 
1n Phase I tor each qu.Et OlU rt 
mul ple r . 
ab 6. or Qu tion on 
=' : = 
M S.D. .E. Di.t' • S ~E. d.1.£1'. c.a. 
Short 
58$ 15.18 .;.o6 . l) 
.9$ .17 5.$9 
l$62 14.23 1..74 .12 
r 15 5 15.18 5.06 .1) 
1.6$ .18 9.17 
1580 1).53 5.03 .13 
e 
l$62 14.23 4.74 .12 
.70 • 8 3.82 
15 l3.S3 s.o3 .13 
l$.18, 14. 23 13. S3 tor hart r, 
ti d • 
mult1p choic , hort. 
t1p oi and multip 
au stau 1 ignific t ot confid favoring 
hort. J • 
T 347 n or t on t 
in e II for tion. 
Ta le 7. Oo~~arison of the Mean Scores for E ch Type Question on 
the Del yed Te t in Ph e II 
Type NUIIIDer Mean S.D. S.E. Dif.f . S.E. 
Question m d.i.!£ . 
Elaborative 
Thinking 1 19 10. 84 3. 66 .09 
. 01 .1.3 
Critical 
Thinking 1621 10. 8.3 ).70 . 09 
The mean were aln~st 1dentical1 10. 84 nd 10. 83 for ela orative 
thinking nd critical thinking respectively. 
Since there wer e onlY 21 children with intelligence quotient below 
90, they were not considered separately. 
Table 8 shows comparison of the m an scores on the ret ntion 
test of Ph se I according to group ize for children with intelligence 
quotients of 90 to 110. 
e6 
O.R. 
.08 
s.n. 
$69 1J,U ._36 • 9 
S63 1). h.64 6 
.a tt -s Fr:tiiT r · s . I t ·. u.- ra'*i n·. r& . .... .,....,,.; 1 Mill!f!i 
' ' 
l!j , .. ' !liliJ• 
569 ·t.)..ll. t • .36 ·099 
5)1 lJ-~ 4.68 l$9 
"i! ,, 
"' 
l!il1 I!! 1 allll -1 ... 
$69 u~u 2.36 .099 
$50 u.l6 4.?4 •• 02 
~ l). l{l 4.6h . . 1 
u.so h •. .199 
-...:.-, 
ftfo ' S6J l).,,i 4,.6h .. 6 
s>o 13. 6 4.7b .202 
,Sl u.so 1!.68 .199 
$0 13.26 4.14 . 202 
. Oil ' 
~ki: 
in iU'OUlti& ol t:tve ~· ~SP~Kr 
' 
•t>) s.E.dtf.t. c.a. 
li!llllil ··~HI\III""j~ - C~ ·~ ' ~ ~Ill! llil!!ll • • ii 
.27 .u 1.20 
Jill' 7! -. , b . Jt' It ~It ;r I 
' ' 
.39 .22 1.79 
.u .~2 .$ 
.12 .aa .4) 
.!2 .as ,h) 
.t4 .aa ,86 
I ~ ~;s.u, 13.38, 
~~tJ ot -wo, in ~ 
:tn all in&tanoe • c~ an wdividu wi.tb a gl"Onp, tb 
dii".fel."ence favored the group. In camp~ two m• groupe t groups of 
and three favored tho grwp of three; ups of two a.tld .ti 
:rav~ the g~up ot tives and roupa ot ~ and fiw tavored the 
grou.p e.t' thrEJe. No difference ~ $tati3tie l;r signifioant. 
Ts.ble 9 show a e par,ison of the an · eofta on tb ~4tention 
.· t of ~ I oeording to ~oup ize for ch1.l.dl'en witb ·tnt l.lJ.g . • 
quot.i nts of 110 and • 
Tab 9. 
Group 
51 
()le 
two 
Ft 
Two 
TlU-ee 
Two 
F1; 
S3h 
ss 
S34 
S78 
s 
S60 
S58 
S78 
sse 
560 
S1 
S60 
ar1 on of Scores ccord1ng to GJ'Oup Si in 
I with lhtell1g oti. ts ll.O I. 
.E.m 
l$.$9 2. 47 .12 
l$.79 4.66 .20 
l.S.S9 2.47 .12 
l6.2J 2.4? .10 
l$.$9 2.47 .12 
lS.BS 3.86 .16 
l$. 79 4.66 . 20 
16.2) 2.49 .10 
J$.79 b.66 fl 
l$. 8S ) .86 • 
16.23 2 . 10 
l$.8; ) .86 .16 
Dii't.m 
. 20 
.64 
.26 
.w.. 
.o6 
.38 
s .E.t11tf. a • 
. 22 .89 
. l$ 4. 28 
.19 1.37 
.35 2.93 
.19 . 32 
.19 1.99 
15. $9. 15.19. 
ot t 1 in groups 
in gro Y• 
In ComJ)ar11'18 an indi vJ.dual w1 th a up of 
ind!Yidu and tb 
90 
chi.l.dren world.ng together 11aa tgnttieont t tnt .01 le l ot contldtmce. 
ina the ,tJit'f, ~t w · grou. , two and thfte, tvo· am t.tw, ·and 
ce f ~ tl1 g.-oups ot tbrtt , tt and 
betwee groups ~two e.nd till' _, 
stat1stie&U.y gnitican.t t tbe .0-111 l of confidenee,_ d tb 
.... 
t tM .os lewl ot Qontwence. 
1'4ble 10 
able 10. Co· arteon of Sco s ecording to up Size 1n 
Phas II dth Intelli nc uotient 90 to 110 
Group S. D. S.E. DUt.m S. 'E .dif! c.a. 
Size 
One 377 9.30 3.20 .J.65 
1.46 .24 6.08 
371 10.76 3.48 .179 
On 3Tl 9.30 .3 .20 .165 
1.;6 .25 6.24 
~.~ 3 10 .. 36 3.64 .. 
One 371 9 • .30 3.20 • 165 
•• 13 .so 
F1 .375 9 .. 43 .3. 98 .2o6 
371 10.76 3.48 .179 
.10 6 .38 
.384 lO.S6 3.64 .186 
377 10.76 3.4S .179 
1 • .33 .2? 4.9.3 
F.l 375 9.43 3.98 .206 
384 10.86 3.64 . J.S6 
1.4.3 . 28 5.U 
375 9.43 3.98 .206 
e co o on th delayed t for Phas I! 1 1.6.86, 10. 76• 
9.43 and 9 • .30 for child 
tho 
g ups of five and alon respocti 
co r.i.s ns f an indi vid 
• 'l'h individual and a 
. 
gl"'up f thrc tatisticall;y s 
, in ups ott 1 
• 
· th any up ee a1 ays 
individual and a 
a .01 1 1 f 
91 
oonf'i.denc • In comparing difference bet groups ot t o and t 
ups of two and five , and ups of thre and five, the d.i:f'f. renee 
favored groups of three~ a.nd t l"'S ctivoJ.1'. . t .o la.tt~ 
comparisons re stati tieally a1gnifl,cant at tho .01 le l of 
confidence. 
'l'abl 11 sho • comparison or tm an scores on the tention 
, 
test of Phase II according to group size for children wi btl i.ntellig nee 
quotient of 110 and above~ 
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Table ll. C mpa.ri~on o£ Scores According to Group Siz 
One 
On 
Fi 
Phae XI 'rd. th Int lli'-'" nee tients UO and bQ 
400 
396 
400 
39S 
396 
393 
398 
393 
S. D. 
U .04 3.32 
12.31 ) .18 
11.04 3.:32 
3.2 .38 3.6& 
U .04 .3 .32 
10.97 3.16 
12.31 3.18 
l2.3S .) . 68 
12.31 3.18 
10.97 3.16 
12.38 3.68 
10.97 3 .16 
.166 
.166 
.185 
. l$9 
. l.60 
.160 
.159 
.185 
.159 
Ditf'. 
m 
1.27 
1.34 
1.34 
.25 
.24 
.24 
C.R. 
.29 
. 28 
Th an core on the d J.o.yed test for Phase II re U .Ja. 12. ;31, 
11.04 d 10.97 for children ol'ld.ng in ups of three, t , one and 
ve mbers reapecti vely. 
The difference in oo.n seore of cnildren rl:dng alone and in 
· up of t as st tistica.l.l1 significant a.t th . 01 1 · l of 
confidence, .favor.ing th t children rld.ng together. 
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t e togeth r s st tistically silJlificant at t he .OJ. level. o£ eo 
fi.d ce1 favoring th three children rking to ther . 
'th ff nee in mean $coraa ot on child. iarld.ng alone and fi 
rldng . ge h r a~ not statistioa~ si~ica.nt and it fa1'{) the 
child Working lon • 
111 difference in corea of t o chUdren and thre child 
working together d! not sta.ti"'tical)3' aigni.f'icant j it f ~ d th 
thre working together . 
Tb difference in moon scores of t children an five child 
orld.ng together s st tistically significant t th .01 level of 
' . 
confidence, favoring the t, children ol'king togeth r . 
The di.ffel;'encc in scores or thr children and fivo childr 
orking togeth r s statistically sieni- cant at the . 01 l.ev lot 
confidenco, favoring th thre rkin.g together. 
Tablo l2 sho s the chronological ges 1n montl s o£ th 241 ys 
and 192 girl. ho participa.t d in the study. 
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95 
G 
-360 0 
s -l$1 l 0 
l$2- b 1 
... s 1 
• 3 2 
.. lh$ 9 J 
0 -lL2 $ 
7. 9 l3 1 
·1 19 
•133 as 
·130 
•lZI 37 
-124 S2 
ll 
-
116- 7 
113 .. u.s 1 0 
192 
.JS 126.64 
. .. 2.13 
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Tho •o • ht1m U) . · nthe to 160 m.ontrus or 9 ars ... S monti'u;J 
to 13 an - 4 mo.n ldth a · . an of 10 · .a.rs - ·10 m.on\hl with .a 
fltandari. deviation ot f . 09 for thfl' boY1', hom U6 montbtl to lS4 montb:J 
or 9 s - 6 onthtl to 12 ~e - 10 onths with a an of 10 years ... 
th a standard ation ¢l l0.6o tort girls •. 
Table 13 how$ t distribution o.r intel.ligence quotients ot the 
boys and gh .. 
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140 - lhh 0 1 
13>. 139 0 0 
1.)0 - 134 4 4 
l2S - 129 9 'l 
120 - 12h 18 21 
115 - ll9 34 34 
110 - llh b2 38 
lOS - 109 J6 
100 - 104 u 29 
9S - 99 0 7 
90 - 94 13 9 
as - 89 s 
o - 84 h 0 
?S - 19 1 0 
70 - 1 0 1 
2U 192 
107. 7$ U0.30 
s.n. 10. 70 1.o.2s 
'1h intelligence quotients of th boy-s ge f'ro1ll 75 to lJ4 lith 
a mean of' 107.75 and a standard d via.tion o.f 10. 70. 
or the girls, · the r.;}.nge of intcllig nc quotients was f ro 70 to 
144 dth a. mean o.f 110.30 and n standard devi t.ion of 10.25. 
Table l4 sho s a co ris n of the me· n cores on the d.ela.y 
test in Phase I for the boys and girls according to group size . 
6?~ 
52~ 
6SJ l5 • 2 
~ $19 
6~ l$. ~-
525 lh.16 5.06 
656 lb. s. 
5U 13.81 ~. 
·1 
f 
.E. t. c.a. 
. 21 9 
• • 2.04 
.,221 
.166 
.27 h.96 
. 212 
• 
.91 • .os 
. 2 
.19 
1. .30 3.$8 
.22 
I .,1.4 M,..lft!!lt!t. 
.ai'K':UitY -o.YLIU C4QI)UCkl v1 u.st. 
ratio of 
.as 
99 
lOO 
ot 
• 
Tabl 15. q')a.rloo ot 
Group in Pba ·· 
Group Sex tJUI.Iber 
~e 
Bo7S 461 10.16 
on 
Qlrle 3;6 9.87 
ys 453 u .69 
(lLr. 35$ U..J.4 
ys 469 U . 70 
Girlo .358 U . )O 
ys 450 10 7 
Fi 
Gil-l 351 10.12 
or 
S.D. s.E. Diff. s.s.di.f.r. c.a. 
') . '12 .174 < 
.29 1.17 
3.42 . l 
3.56 .167 
.;s 2.3.3 
3.32 .176 
3.64 .lhs 
.40 . 2!) 1.60 
.3 .62 .191 
4.20 . l 9S 
.'); .28 1.26 
3.78 . 202 
tor P e li 10.16 eo . · ot 
co · ct tespon tc· r girl · rking olon .• Tho critical ratio £ 1.17 
10 
is not statiatically oignifioant. 'ftl dif~ ~ 
ence favol'!ad th boys • . 
The ~ aco . s on t del..v d test for children wrldng in up 
f throe ~ re U .?O correct _. re ponses £ot" h ·,re co~ed with U . ;30 correct 
! 
r ·· pmses f or girls . Th critical ratio of 1 . 60 aho~ t hat tho ditf 1"" 
ence is not statistically significant . It avo th boys . 
Bo University 
S~ of Educat ioD 
Libr8.17. .-
moon core:J on t lay test cov ring . t rlo.l studied by 
children rld.ng in g up of t ro U .69 cor et responses for the 
bo co red with ll. l4 correct respons s for th rlB . The critical 
ratio of 2.33 bowed that the dif.f rene i statistic lJ,y aie;ni ic· t 
at the . 05 1 l of co id c • 
'lbe n coreu on th dela d t st or obildr n ror dn6 in groupe 
£ ive • ro 10.47 correct spo aes for ho ys ·11 h lO. J.? 
co . ct ro nses or the rla. Tho crl.tiea.l tio of 1.26 hot1 d 
t.ha.t th di..fferenc is not statistical~ significant . '1'h dit renee 
favor d tho ys . 
'r l 16 shoT s a. co . ri n of t mean co on th ret ntion 
t at of Fba I for th boys according to up siz • 
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Group ~lUmber S.D. s.E.m wt.m s.s_d1££. c.a. 
51~ 
one 67S l.4. lb 4.90 ,169 
.86 .25 3.47 
~ 6$.3 l5 .• oo 4.B2 .168 
61S 14.14 4.90· .189 
.9S .27 3.54 
Thl"ee 6S8 l$.09 5.06 .197 
On 67$ lh.lh 4.90 .189 
.74 .27 2.77 
Fi: 6S6 14.88 5,06 .198 
6$) 1$.00 4.sa .).68 
.09 .• 26 . 33 
6$8 1). 09 , .06 .197 
'l'w 6$) 15. 00 h.82 .168 
.12 .26 .U6 
F'i 6$6 14.86 ,G.o6 .198 
658 l$.09 S.06 .197 
.2l .a a 
·13 
Fiw 6.)6 14. 88 s.o6 . 198 
st far Phas I . · 14.14, lS.oo, 
1).~ and 14.88 tor boys VOl'ldng cu.~..... 1n ~ps or two, 1n ~a of 
... _ ....... ~ and 1n grou of £:1: 1'64pffcti 
IVery eompanaon .tav0$Cl the bo)"S WOl'king in groups ra~r than 
10.3 
statistically sign1.ticant at the . 01 le l of eontiden 11 favoring upo 
of two. t £1 re cti ly ovel:' the indivi • In ec;wp.""""'-....,,..,. 
tw aize gNUps, groups o! two t £ vor th roup of three; 
· oups of two and 1'1 ve .favored tb group of two; nnd gro\'lps of three and 
tive favor the tbr • 
Table 11 sboua on o£ the mean corea on ·the re tion st 
lor 
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Tabl 17. Co ari on of an Scores of Girls orking Groups 
In Phase I 
Group Number n s.·n. s.E. Dif£. s.E. O.R. 
Size di.ff . 
On 525 lJ.54 5.64 . 221 
.12 . )1 . )9 
Two 519 1).66 4. 80 . 212 
on §2~ 1.3.54 s.o4 . 221 
.64 . )1 2.04 
Thr 525 14.18 S.o6 . 222 
Oiie 525 13.54 . $.64 .221 
. 27 . )1 . 86 
Fi:v 511 1).81 $. 02 . 223 
fVO 519 13.66 4.60 . 212 
.52 . )1 1. 6.$ 
Thre .$25 14.16 $. 06 . 222 
1WO ~19 13.66 4.80 . 212 
.15 . )1 .47 
Five 5ll 1).81 5.02 . 22.3 
Thfe 525 14.18 5.06 . 222 
. 37 . 31 1.18 
Five 511 13. 81 5. 02 . 223 
The an cor on th r t ntion test tor Phas I were 1) .$4, 1). 66, 
14.18 and 13.81 tor girls working alo , in roups of two, in groups ot 
three and in roup of five re p otivelf. 
Every comparison favored the girl working in groups rath r than 
individually. The critical ratio of 2.04 how d that the differeno 
tawNCi 
ot ti J 
tabla 
test ot II tor 
g to tbw and 
ly' a nUio t at the .01 level of 
ize roupa, 
ps ot t,vo 
tiva favo 
of two and ••h-...... 
f1 th group 
• 
o roup s1 • 
lo6 
Table 18 . Co iaon of n Scor o Boys Working in Oroupa 
Group 
Size 
One 
Two 
one 
Three 
One 
Thre 
Five 
Five 
in Phase n 
Number> 
456 
453 
456 
4SO 
453 
469 
469 
450 
- - ~ 
Mean 
10.16 
U .69 
ro.16 
11.70 
10.16 
S.D. 
) . 27 
) .64 
3.12 
10.47 4. 20 
11.69 ).~6 
ll. 70 ) . 64 
10.47 
11~1o 
10.47 
4. 20 
,3 .64 
4. 20 
s.E. 
.174 
.167 
.174 
.168 
.174 
.198 
. • 161 
.168 
.11>7 
.198 
.19 
Diff. 
1.54 
. )1 
1.22 
1.2) 
s.E. 
m. ditf . 
. 24 
. 24 
.26 
.24 
. 26 
The an scores on the ret nti n test for Phase II wer 10.16, 
11.69, 11. 70 and 10.47 for boys worki ng one, in oup of two, in 
group of tnr e and in groups ot fiY reepectiv lY• 
Ever,y comparison t vored the boy working in oupa rather n 
individu'al.ly. The critical r tioe of 6.41 and 6.42 were ta.tiatically 
C.B. 
6.41 
1.18 
.04 
ai 
·cant at the .Ol 1 vel o co id nee and faVored upo oft 
' and t e o ctivoly over the child rking lone. 
favored 
gxoou.p o "' th ; groupo of t and !'avo red groupo of t ; 
of thre and ive favo d groups of tbr e . Tho latt·r t~. co· risons 
r sta.tistieal.1y significant at tho . OJ. 1 l of conf'id nc • 
Tebl · 19 sholli a. eo rison of the n sco on the ret ntion 
test t Phase II :for the rls aeC\)rdin" to group siz • 
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Table 19. Comparison of an Scores of Girls Working in Group 
in Phas II 
Group N r Mean S. D. s.E. Di£f. S.E. C.R. 
Size m diff. 
On 356 9.87 j .li2 .181 
1.27 . 25 5.U 
'1'w 355 11.14 J . J2 .176 
' J56 9.87 J .42 .181 One 
1.44 . 26 $.54 
Three JS8 11. ,30 ) .62 .191 
One .356 9.87 ) . 42 .1131 
.25 . 27 .95 
ive 351 10.12 ) . 78 . 202 
TWo J55 11.14 ) . ,32 . 176 
.16 . 26 .62 
Three 358 ll. )O ,3 . 62 .191 
'hfO 355 11. i4 ) .32 .176 
1.02 . 27 3. 78 
Fiv 351 10.12 ) . 78 .202 
Three 358 11~)0 3.62 .191 
1.18 . 28 4.2.3 
Fiv .351 10.12 ) . 78 . 202 
The an cor s on the retention test tor Phase II er e 9. 67, 11.14, 
11. )0 and 10.12 tor girl worki ng alone, in group ot two, i n groups of 
thr and in g~upa or five respecti 13"· 
Ever.y compari on favored the girls working in groups rather th n 
individually. The critical ratios of 5.11 and 5.54 were tatisticall.y . 
significant at th . 01 l v 1 of confidenc and t avor d gro p of two 
nd three respectiv ly over the ehild working alon • 
I 
In comparin two siz gr pa~ groupe or two and thre favored 
'roup or thr e J gro ps. of two ~nd ti ve ! vor d grou.p or two; nd group 
of thr e and five t vored roups or thre • fb.e critical ratio of ) . 78 
nd 4.2) for th latter two co . ari on reap ctively re stati ticall.y 
igniticant at the . 01 lev•1 of confidence . 
Eval tion of th procedure. -- The pupils and teacher who 
p ticipated in t study were requested to valuate the t rial d 
t chniqu • 
~il evaluations. -· Tab1 20 owe t results of th p pi1 
110 
questionnaire . eponses ll ted under qu stions 5 and 6 were summarized 
nd combined in ea of s imilari t;y. 
T b1e 20. Pupil Preference for e V riou Aspects ot the Progr 
• kQZ . 
Preference First S cond Third Fourth 
choic choic chQ~&L 
1 . A signment ~ % % ~ 
Reading storie 87 21. 38 165 40.54 155 38.08 
List nin to etorie 3.3 8.11 169 41.52 205 $0. 37 
a.tchin film 287 70. !)2 76 16 . 67 44 10. 81 
2. Group Size 
Working alon 54 13. 27 62 15 . 23 48 11. 79 243 59. 71 
Working in Group ot 'l'wo 127 31. 20 112 27 .52 lk2 34. 89 26 6. )9 
Working in Groups of Three 93 22 . 85 168 41. 28 ll3 27 . 76 .33 a.u 
Working in Groups of Five 13.3 .32 . 68 65 15 . 97 104 25.55 lOS 25. 80 
( concluded on next ag ) 
Table 20. (conclud d) 
Pre! a rene 
3. Type Question (P se I) 
Short Answer 
:ultiple Choice 
tiple Answer 
4. Type Qu tion (Phase II) 
Ela r tive Thinking 
Critical Thinking 
5. Things enjoyed 
First 
ehoie 
% 
31 9.09 
304 74.69 
66 16. 21 
Second 
choice 
% 
218 53.56 
74 18.18 
1]$ 28. 26 
174 42 . 75 233 57.25 
233 57. 25 174 42 .75 
• Working vi t partners or group 
b . Corr cting our stakes right away 
e . It fun 
d . Using our gin tion 
e . Sharing our idea with ach o er 
t . W really h d to think 
Third 
cijgjce 
% 
152 37.35 
29 7.13 
226 55.53 
g. It d it e ier to r er different f ct 
h . All had a chance to talk 
1 . It h lped u to under tand dif'.erent thing 
j . Talking about terial ter studying it 
k. It de the teri&l r interesting . 
6. Thing disliked 
a . Some peopl arped 
• So torie re too hard 
c. ~ny poop1c did not help with the answers 
d. Not always enough ti:tne 
• Groups too large with f i peopl 
f . Sotrte people talk d too tnuch 
g . Secretary couldn ' t write fast enough. 
lll 
Fourth 
choice 
In order of preference th children pr !erred watching a film, 
reading stories and lastly listening to stories~ This order is in-
tained When first and second cho.iees are combined. 
The group size in order o£ preference on the f'i:rst choice was 
working in groups of five , groups of two, groups of three, and working 
alone . Combining first and second Choice$, the largest percent ot children 
chose groups of three then groups ot two, groups of five and working alone . 
In order of preference, the children chose rr!Ul.tiple choice questions, 
,:ulti.ple answer question , and short answer question combining first 
and second choice • The largest percent of ehild:ren still choose multiple 
choice first, then ·(3hort aneswer and multiple answer last. 
the responses of t e children generally indicate pleasure in 
working tn groups. The favorable comments appeared frequently and 
adverse critieis s were not often expre sed. When u:nf'avorable comments 
were listed; they were concerned more with techniques of group discussion 
ti~nn with the utilizing of discussion s a teaching technique . 
Teacher evaluations. ·- Each of the twelve teachers evaluated the 
procedure and techniques by completing the Teacher Q'\leetionnaire. 
Table 21 swrm~arizes these evaluations. 
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T ble 21. w rized e cher Questionnaire 
Preference N First Second Third Fourth 
chpice choice c hoice ehR:i.ce 
1 . Present tion 
Children reading stories 12 6 4 2 Children list ning to stories 12 0 2 10, Children watching a film 12 6 6 0 
2. Group Size 
Children wor ing alone 12 1 2 4 5 Children worki ng in group 
of two 12 6 6 0 0 
Chil~ n worki ng in rop 
of three 12 5 4 ) 0 Children worki ng in gr ups 
of five 12 0 0 5 7 
3· Type Que tion ( e I) 
Short An wer 12 3 7 2 Multiple Choice 1? 7 3 2 Multiple Anewer 12 2 2 8 
4. Type uestion (Ph~se II) 
Elaborativ hinking 12 4 8 Critical Thinking 12 8 4 
th 
a. by 
• t 
t • to do en::t labo 
• 
h. to find ela.borati thinking que tions 
i . · 
!he wacne: ctien v1th ring ch~'"''"u 
work · groups. Fo e.ight , ou t in--
poup n 1 ,et all but 
wo 
indica d t ;t chil.d:rm 
a.chers invol 
did• howe r 1 
QlJ.APl$R 
AND CONCLUSIONS 
The or this fJtud;r · re to det~ the tf cet on 
re,telltion ot ~eit.or.y ma'tietial: (l) 'tlb.n difterent ail ·. di euasicn 
~ (1.• 2, 3 o.nd. S .-s) u'tiliz$d.~ and (2) When di.ftenw:t 
discu.asion technique 1 ~ choi , llmltipl an~ 
or critic thinld.ng and ~orativ- thJ.nJ.d.na quest10ll$ utili d. 
1\Tef1t1' le ona, lv for Pbas I · d eigh~ f• XI were 
written. The. leeaons for Plwle I 1nclud taur tto.riu wb:tch ·n ~ 
Uently by t pupil$, fOUl' &tori »ead Ol"nllt to the pupil• by the 
Which ed by all. Tln'e& ot 
qu tions written foz. ecch lea cons1s· ot short;, 
1 tip: choi or rnult.ipl · anfi'Wers. Tho UG -ons \l ed in Phas II 
inel't.Uikod 1'our . torie$ which wre re allentq by tlte pupil.$ and four 
tones ~ to \ pupil$ the acmw. THO .ts ot que&tions 
. writ for acb at t.hQo lesson ., requirJ.ns elaborative 
think1ng, the o critical thinking. 
!be progr fot' t\ld)':lllg group s1 · was de$1 · tort tq teaohing 
daT&~ The total popul.atiCJn. compri ed h3) fitth #a&l cbildren in 12 
elnssroom.s. 
-11~ 
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F1 child re po · to u stion following all types 
of ti 1n s1 group through a rotatton • Each 
day'' las inc-luding the corrections by chUdren l.a 
approxima.Wl3 h5 m1nU e. 
study was eonduc es within a 2$.\ rad1 
of :no tonJ wa industl"' ci with population of 100,000 and 
other semi-1ndustrial city with a popul tion of 20.,000. 
started, a eve t 
by tropoli tan Achi nt r.st , In rmediate 
Fcma R, d intel.U by the otis Quick S.....,.....-. '"'"" 
llity Te ts, Edition~ t: Form E • Te ts 
to tention or th ateri &t t ~lo Of 
the tuq. Pupil acher VD.luatio of group w d cliscusaion 
techniques d by U& of qu ti aires. Tbe tetrt.s 
cored by the author. 
l . The 1zo of th group to a factor in retention. 
• In Ph I, the for· the dif£ rent i.-. groups 
14.66,- 14.4$, 14.40 d lh.06 tor group or f 
two, five, d · res tiveg. 
b. In Ph II th an . core wen ll.Sl, 11. )81 10.08, and 
9. 98 for groups or ., two, , and f1 ve re ct1 vely. 
c. In Phase ! 1 retention 
groups of three. 'l'he ditf renee be n the indi v:1dual 
and the group ot thr w igni.ticant at th . 01 level 
of confidence. Th difference b tween groups of two and 
d three and 1'1 - 1 though not statiatically 
igni!'icant, ch favor d th group of t - e . 
U7 
deV In Ph · II, tention was grea . t wb n children lrl)r d 
in groups. o£ thre • The d1££erenc bet en the individual 
and the group of three, d groups of three and five re 
both tati tieally igniticant t the • Ol lev l of eon ... 
tidenc • Th ditf r co b twe groups of two and thre 
aa not t tistically significant but favored the groups 
ot three. 
2. i'he particul discussion technique appear to affect n nti.on. 
• In Phas · ! 1 th means re 15 .18, 1.4. 23, and 1.3.53 for hort 
an r , multiple choice and nml.tipl an r que tiona 
re cti vely'. 
b. Co."llPari ons bet n short answe~ and multiple choice, short 
ansWG.r and multiple answer, and multiple choice and 
multiple wu:""'.r qutstions re all statistically significant 
at the . 01 lev l or eontid n 1 favoring hort answer, 
short answer and multipl e ehoicut r$speetively. 
c . In Phas n , qu stions requiring elaborative thinking and 
critical thinking were equally ff ctive, th · means b4aing 
10. 84 and 10. 83 reap$cti ly. 
- -
• 
• 
• 
• 
to 
n, 
1 
tell! nc · 
.-;FJ.__,. 1$.95, 15. w ... 
. , 
£01Dr£~"' 1'04."· ch.1,J.di 
no, 
• VJ • 
.3a, ., .31,. u .. o4~ 
• • t 
us 
• 
b• All those dif!' renoes t" sta.tisticnlly signi.fictmt • 
ups of t;?o 1 thre 1 und f ive at th -.Oll l of con-
tid nee, and th indi vidu.:!l at the .05 l evel, all fa'\10 J;\I)d 
the ys. 
c. In Pha.s II, th scoros "or the boy.'J ·1 rc ll. 701 
U .69, 10. 471 and 10.16 for groups or thr· , ~two, ·v • 
10.12,. and 9. fYI in the order. 
d . Al l differences £avo t boya. Tho only sta tiatica1J.7 
significant diff ronc \'18S in groups of throe, hich t;as 
sieni .. icnnt at the .05 l l of confidence. 
; . The portn of teachers and child n indicat d that tho 
t chniques r int re tina and accepto.bl • 
ll9 
Po sibil1ties for Future or Additional Studies 
Te learning is only one of a large cluster of elem nts which may 
be used to improve the $1\'lOttnt and quality of learning. It may combine 
with any of nwnber of types ot othration, as ignments, arrangements , 
enrichment 1 te ching aid nd classroom and school organiization. In 
order to evaluate its rita separat 17, a number of experimental 
deeigns may be made in which ll motivating and structural f ctors 
~ be held cons~nt, with i.ndi vid'Wll. ver us te · activity being the 
· independent variable. 
Materials hould be de igned for simele skills learnins . In such 
areas s: 
1 . number combinations 
2. correct spelling of words 
3. worR-, recognition. 
!n the de ign of such materials, the best qualities for excellence 
should be incorporated in learning t 
1 . High notivation 
2. Important to the child 
) . X.Svel of achiev:ement 
4. Permit different progress rates 
5. Be self- scoring. 
When the terials are designed then they can be used by individuals 
or in teams. 
A series of ex:peri ents of 1ndi vi duals versus teams should be desisned; 
to discover the effects of teruns op learni~S · 
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In view of the current intere t in chined progr , conduct a 
aeries of experiments to discover the effec of te tS on learning. In 
the are e of a 
arithmetic problem olving 
arithmetic fundamentals 
pelling accur ~ 
word recognition. 
A study of the etructural spects of skills learnini• The ar 
differ nt approach to the s !:18 probl m. The e seem to hav greater 
promise in te learning b cause of cxc nge of' technique d nrotual 
id fro people with different degree of ~~stery of skills . 
A large number of the imple trans! r akills re appropriat • 
They po seas conditions for self administering and elf correcting. 
They ar 1 
1. Probl m solving in arl tie 
2. Word analysi praetie 
3. Language - r r skills 
4. J p and globe skill 
5. Use of' re£erence , bles of content , nd dictionary ill 
6. iote taking 
7. Un id d oral and written recall . 
Construction of erials involving th ntal proces 
t rials 
nte from rese rch and pr ctice . Wh n these 
dev loped, t.hey can be used by ind1 vidual or in t s . 
Typical of these are the follo~ngf 
1 . Organization • outlining in soGial st.udies .and other content ar ae 
2! ComPQsi tion planning and. other type of prQblem solving 
; . Any aspect of elaborative thinking and application of principle 
drawn from various libJeets. 
4. Evaluation or critical thinking . 
Team learning should be done in combination w:i.th the following : 
l . ability grouping 
2. depart,entalized instruction 
) . teacher - te organization 
J 4. instruction through television and other mass media. 
\ 
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PHASE I 
• 
THE WORLD-WIDE PROBLEM OF PROVIDING SHELTER 
Everywhere in the world men and animals are busy p~oviding shelter 
for themselves. Men use many kinds of materials to make shelters of 
many different sh~pes and sizes. Some build houses of wood. Others 
build mansions of stone or brick, or huge apartment buildings of 
steel and concreteo Many people live in tents, houseboats, or trailers. 
Some homes are built over water, and others are perched high in trees. 
Animals build different kinds of shelters, just as men do. Some 
shelters may serve animals for a lifetime. Among them are beaver 
lodges, fox holes, rabbit warrens, and molehills. Other shelters are 
temporary. Birds make nests for hatching eggs and to protect their 
young. Bears and other animals find caves where they sleep (hibernate) 
through the winter. But all men and most warm-blooded animals need 
shelter at some time in their lives. 
Except in the mildest climate, men need shelter as much as they 
need food and clothing. In cold countries shelter keeps out snow and 
freezing wind. In hot, dry regions, shelter protects men fro~ a 
burning sun and scorching wind. In hot, wet lands men need shelter 
from heavy rains as well as from the sun. In countries like the 
United States, shelter gives protection against both cold winters and 
hot summers. 
·Shelter also protects personal property. It shields clothes, 
dishes, books, radios, pictures, and other objects from the weather. 
Shelter also helps to keep out thieves. Some farming peoples use 
their shelters to store food supplies for the winter. 
I 
Shelter is important for a third reason. At one time or another 
all human beings like to be alone or with their families. Parents and 
children can find this privacy in their homeso 
Scientists say that in the earliest times men did not have much 
more shelter than animals. Some people built crude huts in trees to 
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be safe from dangerous beastso Others used caves for shelter. They 
kept fires blazing at the entrance and piled up stone barricades to 
keep animals awayo 
Most early people got food by hunting or fishing. The hunters had 
to follow their game, and often they could not find caves. Then they 
built windbreaks of tree branches, bark, or animal skins. Some people 
today still use the same kinds of shelters as the earliest people did. 
Many families in north China live in caves carved out of the sides of 
cliffso Near the southern tip of South America the Ona Indians build 
nothing but crude windbreaks made of animal skins to protect them from 
a chilly climateo 
Men built improved shelters when they learned to make axes of 
polished stone and later of metal. This made it possible to cut and 
shape lumbero A second improvement came when people learned to grow 
crops. They could then settle in one place and build more permanent 
shelters. 
A common kind of house was built of sticks, reeds, and mud. Men 
built a framework with sticks and reeds (called wattle). They daubed 
the sides with mud and let it dry hard. Such a shelter is called 
wattle and daub. Sometimes men dug a hole for the lower part of the 
shelter. This cons truction is called a pit house. 
Early hunters who followed games were nomads - that is, wanderers. 
People who learned to tend herds of cattl&~ sheep, or goats often were 
nomads tooo These people had to move from place tb place to find 
grass or a fresh supply of water for their animals. Usually they 
carried their shelters with theme Some nomads used tents made from 
animal hair. The Arabs wove tent cloth from goat hair. Mongolians 
matted wool into felt and used the felt to mak& shelters called yurts. 
Some early people tried to make their shelters help gu~rd them 
against enemies. The swiss lake dwellers built homQS OVQr water and 
made drawbridges to connect with the shore.. They could raise the bridges 
to keep out enemieso Some early Indians in the American Southwest built 
homes on level niches in the sides of cliffs. They reached the homes 
only by narrow ladders or steps cut into the cliff. These could be 
defended easily against enemies. 
Even today people in many regions build shelters to hold off 
enemies. Natives on some tropical islands still live in tree houses. 
Some African people build a circular fence around their villages 
(called~ kraals). The fence protects both the people and their live-
stock against lions and other dangerous animals. 
The first civilized people built their homes in the valley of the 
Nile in Egypt, the river valleys of Mesopotamia (now in Iraq), and the 
valley of the Indus in India. The homes were blocklike and flat-
roofed., To make them, the people sun-dried clay to make bricks. 
Later, as the nations grew wealthier, well-to-do people built 
their houses around an open court. They often used stone instead of 
brick for building. In ancient Gree ce and Rome, rich home owners 
had running water, sanitary equipment, and piped heat. In crowded 
Rome, the people built apartment houses several stories high. 
' 
In northern Europe, people faced a colder climate. Here the 
principal part of a home was a long hall-like room. The roof was 
high, and it had a steep slope to shed heavy snowfalls. The room 
was heated by a large fire, but the high roof made the smoke from 
the fire endurable., An open "wind's eye" (window) under the roof 
let in light and air and also served as a chimney. During heavy 
storms chickens and livestock were driven into the house. 
During the Middle Ages, kings and the wealthier lords built 
fortified castles with thick walls. The lord and his family lived 
in a large central hall. The castle was dark, and the only heat came 
from a masonry fire pit at one end of the hall. Near the castle were 
the huts of the peasants. These workers made their homes from rough 
timber and chinked the cracks with mud and straw. 
Chimneys were invented in the 1100's, which made it possible to 
build several rooms, each heated by a fireplace. Windows were just 
openings that could be closed by a shutter during stormy weather. 
Glass still cost too much for general use. 
In Europe during the Middle Ages, city dwellers feared to build 
houses beyond the wall that surrounded the town. To provide extra 
room, builders added more stories to the houses. Some upper stories 
extended out over the dirty, unpaved streets. These overhanging 
stories darkened the streets and blocked air circulation. This plan 
of building is still found in some European countries. 
The Middle Ages brought improvements in bui~ding materials. Many 
houses were still _built of wood, but stone and half-timbered homes 
became more common. Great wooden beams formed the frame of a half-
timbered house. The spaces between the uprights were covered with 
laths plastered with clay. The old thatched roofs were highly in-
flammable. Now safer shingles, slate, and tile came into use. 
In the following centuries some improvements were made and various 
conveniences were invented. But no fundamental change occurred until 
powerdriven machinery came into use in the 1800•s. This change 
revolutionized the production and transportation of building materials. 
Improved machinery also brought new methods of construction. But the 
colonists who came to America before this change used the same methods 
employed in the Middle Ages. 
The first colonists liked to use the same materials and building 
styles they had knom1 in the mother country. But like earlier peoples, 
they had to use the materials they found near by. In New England, the 
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first settlers lived in crude shacks made of wattle daubed with beach 
mudo As soon as they could, they built houses made of rough planks. 
They built a large fireplace of clay or brick to give warmth. Later, 
when the colonies were established, well-to-do people built houses of 
wood like those in England. Wealthy Dutch and German settlers in New 
York and Pennsylvania chose brick and stone homes because they were 
familiar with that type. 
In the South, English colonists built large wooden houses with 
many rooms. Some of these were two stories high with porches fronted 
by pillarso In Florid~, the Spaniards built homes of stone and coquina, 
a stonelike material consisting of shells naturally cemented together. 
In California and the warm, dry Southwest, Spanish colonists who came 
from Mexico erected houses of adobe. This was clay molded into bricks 
and dried by the suno These houses had an inner court, a flat roof, 
and a blank outer wallo 
In Canada 9 the early French settlers built with logs. In New 
Orleans, they used cypress logs and thatched the roofs with palmetto 
leaveso Lateri the well-to-do homes had graceful iron railings and a 
paved court in the rear (called a patioo) 
One of the most important types of early American shelter was the 
log cabino Swedish colonists introduced this type of construction in 
Maryland and Delawareo When the pioneers pressed steadily westward 
through forest regions, they built log cabins. In the treeless Great 
Plains region they built houses of sod cut from the prairie. 
Power-driven machinery came into use in the United States in the 
first half of the 19th century (1800-50)o Sawmills, using steam or 
water power, pr ovided abundant l~bero Nails and other metal products 
became cheap and plentifulo Steamships, canals, and finally railroads 
made these materials available in all settled communities at relatively 
low costo 
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These changes transformed building methods. Formerly, frumilies 
built their own housesg perhaps with help from neighbors. They used 
materials nearbyo Today builders use materials from many places. They 
can build in any style the owner desires. Inventors and manufacturers 
have introduced many conveniences. Among them are heating with 
furnaces or boilers, and cooking and lighting with gas or electricity, 
and modern plumbing o 
In early times, shelters usually had only one room. There the 
family cooked, ate, selpt, and kept all its goods. Later, in 
civilized nations, frontier shelters and homes of the poor still had 
only one room. These homes often had sleeping space above the rafters 
or partitioned off along one wall. 
Modern homes have several rooms, and each one is designed to serve 
a particular purpose. This is indicated by its name - kitchen, dining 
room, living room, bedroom, bathroom, clothes closet, and in some 
homes a game room, nursery, den, or +ibrary. 
In large cities many families live in "efficiency" apartments which 
have only a few rooms. Space is conserved by installing a tiny 
kitchenette, an in-a-door bed, and sliding wall panels for clothes 
storage~ In contrast, some apartments have as many rooms as a costly 
ouse. New apartments and houses may have radiant heating, indirect 
lighting, and air conditioning. Some have built-in garbage-disposal 
nits, electric dishwashers and other labor saving devices. 
The new copditions also brought financial and social problems. 
and had once cost l ittle or nothing and families had contributed most 
f the building labor. Later dwellings became more concentrated in 
owns and cities, and building sites became more expensive. The work 
Df building was transferred to paid craftsmen such as carpenters, 
ricklayers, plumbers, and painters. Modern conveniences also added 
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to the expense; and communities had to exact higher taxes to pay for 
the many services providedo 
Under these conditions, only those who earned a good income could 
afford a new houseo Many families lived in apartme?t buildings. These 
supply shelter for two to 100 or more families. But these accommodations 
also became increasingly expensive, and rents rose accordingly. 
Families having low income could find shelter only in old or nearly 
worn-out buildings in undesirable neighborhoods. Many of these 
localities degenerated into slumso 
Adapted fromtF.,E.PiComoton and Co.~ "~helter"t_Vo1um~~3, pp. 154-162,. Comp on s ctured Encyolo edia, Ch1cago, 19~7 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS Q! 
THE WORLD-WIDE PROBLEM OF PROVIDING SHELTER 
lo During the Middle Ages the homes of kings 
Ao had thick walls 
Bo was heated by a large fire pit 
Co was dark 
Do all the above 
2o Beside protection and shelter homes provide men and animals with 
Ao protection of personal property 
Bo protection from thieves 
Co privacy 
Do all the above 
3o What did early men use to keep animals out of their homes? 
4o 
5o 
What 
Ao pad locks 
Bo watch dogs 
Co fire 
Do electric wires 
kind of homes do many 
Ao t,ree houses 
families 
Bo apartment houses 
Co ranch houses 
Do caves 
in North China live in?· 
What helped men settle in one place and build more permanent 
shelters? 
Ao thriving communitie s 
Bo the growing of crops 
Co the location of schools 
Do none of the above 
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6o Men who carry their houses with them when they roam from place to 
place are called 
Ao gypsies 
B. farmers 
c. indians 
D. nomads 
7. The Mongolians made their houses of 
Ao grass 
Bo , wool 
c. rock 
Do bushes 
8. · .In Rome the people built what kind of house in the crowded city? 
A. small one family houses 
B. apartment houses 
Co pit houses 
Do tree houses 
9. The people in northern Europe built high roofed houses in 
order to 
A. have picturesque houses 
B. have storage space in the attic 
c. shed snow 
D. have a place to go in case of floods 
10. Glass was not used in houses in the Middle Ages because 
A. it was so expensive 
B. it had not been discovered yet 
Co it was not perfected 
D. animal skin was better 
11. Dutch and German settlers in America built their houses of 
A. wood 
B. metal 
llo (continued) 
Co sticks, reeds, and mud 
Do brick and stone 
12o Undesirable neighborhoods containing nearly worn-out buildings 
are called 
Ao dumps 
Bo slums 
Co antique neighborhoods 
Do none of the above 
13o During the 1800's what change revolutionized building and the 
transporting of building materials? 
Ao new roads 
Bo power driven machinery 
Co new methods of construction 
Do none of the above 
14o A house built of a framework of sticks and reeds then daubed 
with mud is called 
Ao a sod house 
Bo wattle and daub 
Co mud and stick 
Do a tree house 
15o Today we might find people living in tree houses in 
Ao Canada 
Bo tropical islands 
Co South America 
Do northern Europe 
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SHORT AmwER QUESTIONS ON- THE 'WORr;o..;wrnE PROBLEM OF 1 PROVIDING SHELTER 
1. Where do some animals h~bernate in winter? 
2. Haw · does shelter help man in cold cou~tries? 
3. How does shelte~ help man in warm countries? 
4. Besides shelter -and protection, for what other reason do 
parents and children like homes? 
5. How did early man keep animals away from caves? 
6. What kind of shelter do many families in North ·China live in? 
7 • In South America, what kind of shelter did Indians live in? 
8. What helped men settl in one place and build more permanent 
shelters? 
9. What kind of construction is a hole dug for the lower part of 
.a shelter called? 
10. What are men called that carry their shelters with them as 
they roamed? 
11. Of what material did 'Mongoli.ans make their shelter? 
12. In Rome, what kind of home did the people build? 
l3 • Why ~d people in northern Europe build high roofed houses? 
14. In the }fiddle Ages, why wasn 1 t glass used in homes,? 
15. Wh..at are shelters called in old and worn out buildings and 
undesirable neighborhoods? 
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MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 136 
THE WORLD-WIDE PROBLEM OF PROVIDING SHELTER 
1. What types of shelter do men live in? 
2. What kinds of materials are shelters made of? 
3. What different types of shelter do animals use? 
4. What reasons make shelter important? 
5. What are the reasons for man having much better shelter today 
than in early times? 
6. What shelter improvements did Ancient Rome and Greece make? 
7. What different types of shelter are used in hot and cold climates? 
8. What improvements in housing were made during the Middle Ages? 
9. What types of houses did settlers in different parts of the 
United States make? 
10 . What are some of the problems of shelter in large cities? 
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SUBMARINES - "THE SILENT SERVICE" 
Among the important defenders of the United States are the men 
who wear the twin-dolphin insignia of the Submarine Force on their navy 
uniformse Their duty is called "the silent service," because sub-
marines are designed to operate quietlye They approach enemy vessels 
under water and deliver surprise attacks with torpedoes. 
Submarine duty is extremely hazardous» and at sea the men must 
live in cramped, often uncomfortable, quarters. The men who share 
these dangers and discomforts remain companions when they are ashore, 
as if they were members of a clube They call themselves "submariners," 
pronouncing it sub-mar•inerso They call their submarines "subs" or 
"boats." 
Every feature of a submarine is designed for operation either 
on the surface or submergedo The streamlined hull is shaped somewhat 
like a fast-swimming fish, such as a pickerel or a barracuda. A 
turretlike superstructure rises from the deck a little forward of the 
middle of the boata The taller part of this structure, called the 
sheers, houses periscopes and other equipment that can be raised and 
lowerede A low bridge bulges out forward of the sheers. Within the 
structure, invisible from outside 9 is the conning towero Here most 
the navigating equipment is groupedo On big submarines the line 
f the deck is broken by deck guns forward and aft of the bridge. 
The hull is made of steel plates welded togethero In cross 
eection it is circularo This shape gives maximum strength and keeps 
t he hull from being crushed by the pressure of the deep water. Modern 
aubmarines can go down more than 600 feeta Smaller boats have ohly 
)ne hull o Larger ones have a thick inner (pressu~e hull) and a thin 
)Uter oneo The space between contains ballast tanks and fuel oil 
~ankso These help protec t the inner hull against shells, torpedoes, 
nd rammingo 
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A b0at s~bmerges by letting sea water into ballast tanks. To 
rise it blows the water out with compressed airo This is stored in 
steel flasks at pressure s as high as 3,000 pounds to the square inch. 
Hydroplanes assist in submerging. These are movable horizontal fins 
at the bow and stern. Ordinarily they are tilted slightly and the 
boat sinks on an even keelo In a crash dive to escape an enemy they 
are tilted sharply, and th~ vessel goes down at a steep a~gle. When a 
submarine is surfaced, the bow planes fold into the side of the hull. 
To run below the surface, a boat takes on just enough ballast 
to leave !t a little lighter than the water it displaces. Then it runs 
with its bow and stern planes tilted to keep it ~t the chosen depth. 
If an enemy is hovering near ,it may drop down to the bottom and lie 
quiet in fairly shallow water. To keep the submarine in trim, ~eight 
must be added as fuel is usedo Water is also admitted as torpedoes 
are fired. 
For cruising on the surface, a large submarine has four Deisel 
engines. Only two are needed for moderate speedo With all four, a 
modern submarine can make 20 knots or more. Submerged, a submarine 
may be dr iven by electric motors drawing power from batteries. Top 
speed on battery power is about 17 knots. The batteries are charged 
by generators driven by the Diesels during surface runs. One night's 
charging enables the submarine to travel all next day on batteries. 
Until the end of the second World War, submarines could stay 
below water at most about 30 hourso Then they had to come up to re-
charge the batteries because outside air is needed for running Diesel 
engines. Since the war many submarines have been equiped with a snorkel 
(from the German Schnorkel), which permits them to run Diesel engines 
under watero An air intake tube is extended up to the surface. Blowers 
draw down air for the Diesels and the ventilating system. If a high 
wave strikes the intake, an automatic valve closes the snorkel. Any 
water that does get in is trapped and dropped into the bilges. Engine 
gases are exhausted through another tube below the surface. While 
"snorkelingg" a submarine can travel at about 12 knotso 
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The snorkel was invented by J. J. Wichers, a Dutch naval officer. 
The Germans captured a snorkel-equipped Dutch submarine and adopted the 
deviceo After the war the United States Navy and others developed 
improved snorkel.s o 
wqether a submarine is running submerged or surfaced, the helmsman 
usually stands his watch at the wheel in the conning tower. When the 
boat is surfaced he relies on orders from the bridge above. When it is 
submerged an officer at the periscope gives him orders. 
Most submarines have two or more periscopes for scanning the 
surface when the boat is submerged. A periscope can be raised until 
its tip stands about 40 feet above the hull. The periscope itself is 
inconspicuous but i.:t leaves a telltale wake. When enemy ships are 
near by the tube is drawn down and the submarine runs blind. Then the 
~~lmsman steers with the gyrocompass. 
The idea of an underwater boat that could run unseen has long 
appealed to man. A Dutchman, Cornelius van Drebbel, is said to have 
invented a craft which was rowed beneath the surface of the Thames in 
1620. David Bushnell's Turtle was used in 1776 in an unsuccessful 
attempt to blow up a British warship in New York harbor. Robert Fulton 
built a submarine and blew up targets with it, first before Napoleon 
and then for the British prime minister Pitt. But no one then showed 
interest . The Confederate craft Hunley blew up the u.s.s. Housatonic 
in Charleston harbor February IT, 1864, but was itself" destroyed·.·· 
All these earlier submarine~ lacked p~oper propelling machinery. 
Tohn P. Holland overcame this defect by using a g~soline engine on the 
3urface and electric motors under water when he built the Holland No. 9 
for the United States Navy in l898o Simon Lake also designed submarines 
at this time bu~ could not win American recognitione Then Russia 
employed him, and before the first World War the United States was 
giving him larg~ orders. 
SubmarineEf came to the fore as a powerful naval weapon in the 
first World Ware German U-boats sank millions of tons of shipping 
before the Allies devised successful countermeasureso (The te~ U-boat 
was from the German Unterseeboot 9 "under-sea-boato") In the second 
World War the principal warring nations made effective use of sub-
marineso The United States concentrated on 2 9 000-ton boats with a 
cruising range of 12,000 mileso Germany 9 for the most part, used 
smaller boats of about 750 tonso Japan built submarines of all sizes, 
from midgets to the enormous 1-400~ which displaced 5,500 tonso 
The United states guppy class was a postwar developmento (The 
term "guppy" is from Greater Underwater Propulsion Programo) These 
high-speed crafts were equipped with snorkels. Killer submarines were 
designed to destroy enemy submarines. The worldYs first atomic-
powered submarine 9 the Nautilus, was launched in 1954. The power plant 
of the Nautilus was a turbine driven by steam generated in an atomic 
reactor. Another type of submarine was the British Explorerg launched 
in 1954. Part of its underwater power came from the use of hydrogen 
peroxide as fuel. 
In the first World War, destroyers proved best for fighting 
submarines. Their guns could destroy a submarine on the surfaceo If 
it submerged they destroyed it with depth chargeso These have fuses 
that can be set to explode the charges at any depth. 
In the second World War the Allies aided their patrols of 
destroyers with ~reat numbers of smaller vessels - corvettes, destroyer-
escorts (DE '), patrol craft (pews), and subchasers (SC•s)o Planes 
based on escort carriers (CVE's) also proved effective. 
Radar can frequently detect a submarine if no more than its 
periscope is abcve water., For this reasong snorkels and other 
proj-eeting e"quipment are of"ten coated with a substance which cuts 
down radar reflections., To find a submerged submarine, navies also 
Use hydrophones and sonar equipment., Hydrophones are installed under 
water on each side of the ship., The one nearer the submarine hears 
the sound of its engine more strongly., The adjustment- needed to make 
the two sounds equai reveals the direction of the submarine. A sonar 
transmitter sends a supersonic beam through the water. If the beam 
hits a submarine, it echoes back to the receiver., The time taken for 
the echo to return reveals the distanc~. The sonar receiver can also 
be used for listening. Submarines in turn use these devices to detect 
surface ships and aim torpedoes. 
When a submarine is damaged and sinks in water that is not too 
deep, the crew can often be rescued., If a surface ship can maneuver 
over the submarine, it can lower a rescue bell and bring men up inside 
it .. 
Men can also escape with the help of the Momsen lung. A man's 
nose is closed by a clip and he breathes oxygen and air from a flask 
strapped to his chest through a mouthpiece gripped in his teeth. To 
avoid too sudde~ a change of pressure, he climbs slowly up a rope 
has been carried to the surface by a float from the submarine's 
escape hatch. In this way escapes can be made from depths of 100 feet 
or more., 
dapted from FoEo Compton and Coo 9 ~Submarines ~ The Silent Service n 
Volume 13, PP• 493-496P ComptonVs Pictured Encyclopedia, Chica~o 
1957o ' 
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
SUBMARINES - "THE SILENT SERVICE" 
1. The streamlined hull of a submarine is shaped like 
A. a torpedo 
B. a propeller 
c. an ice cream cone 
D. a fast swimming fish 
2. The tallest part of the turretlike superstructure is called 
A. the hull 
B. the periscope 
Co the cross section 
D. the sheers 
3. The hull of the ship is made of 
A. compressed air 
B. steel plates welded together 
C. five deisel engines 
D. ballas t tanks 
4. Modern ships can go down 
A., more than boo feet 
B. more than 800 feet 
c .. more than 1000 feet 
D. more than 1,500 feet 
5. L~rge submarines have 
A. one hull 
B. two . hulls 
c. three hulls 
D. no hull 
.. 
6. The thick inner hull of submarines is called 
A. - a pressure hull 
B. a periscope hull 
C. a ballast tank 
D. none of these 
7. The space between hulls help protect against 
A. shells 
B. torpedoes 
C. ramming 
D. all of these 
8. The number of diesel engines in a large submarine is 
A. two 
B. three 
c. four 
D. five 
9. The top speed of a submerged submarine is 
A. 7 knots 
B. 12 knots 
C., 17 knots 
D. 27 knots 
10. Until the end of World War II, the maximum amount of time a 
submarine could stay submerged was 
A. 30 hours 
B. 60 hours 
C. 90 hours 
D. 120 hout~s 
i. 143 
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11. A mechanism which allows submarines to run diesel engines under 
water is called a 
A. hydroplane 
B. snorkel 
c. superstructure 
Do ballast tank 
12. When enemy ships are near and a submerged submarine cannot use its 
periscope, it must be steered blind with a 
A. hydroplane 
B. radar set 
Co snorkel 
Do gyrocompass 
13. The world¥s first atomic powered submarine is named 
A. Nautilus 
Bo Sea Wolf 
c. Albatros 
D. Atlantis 
14. If no more than a periscope is above water, the submarine can 
be detected by 
Ao depth charges 
B. hydrogen peroxide 
c. fins 
Do radar 
15. To find submerged submarines, navies use 
A. sonar 
B. hydrophones 
c. radar 
D. all of these 
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SHORT ANSWER QU:ESTIONS ON SUBMARINES-"THE SILENT SERVICE" 
1. What. is the hull of a submarine shaped like? 
2. What equipment is housed in the sheers? 
3. On big submarines, what equipment is housed on the deck, 
forward and aft of the bridge? 
4. How far into water can modern submarines submerge? 
5. How many hulls do large submarines haTe? 
6. How does a submarine blow water- out of the ballast tanks 
to rise? 
. • , 
~ 7. When fuel is used, how is weight added to. keap the submarine trim? 
a. How many engines do modern submarines haTe? 
9. What is the_ fastest submerged speed for submarines? 
. 10. Until the end of World .War II, how long could submarines 
stay below water? 
11. What were killer submarines designed for? 
12. What is the name of the world's first atomic powered submarine? 
13. In the first World War, how could submerged submarines be 
destroyed? 
-.. 
14. ijow can· submarines showing. no more than a periscope aboTe 
water be detected? 
15. When escaping.. from a sinking submerged submarine, what helps 
men aToid too suddet:\ a change in pressure? 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
SUBMARINES - "'THE SILENT SERVICE" 
1. Why is submarine duty hazardous? 
2. What features of a submarine are designed for both surface and 
underwater operation? 
3o Why are two hulls better than one hull in submarines? 
4. What are the advantages of being able to submerge? 
5. What are the advantages of a snorkel? 
6. Why didn't people show interest in submarines when they were 
first invented? 
7. What types of fuel power submarines today? 
8. What modern electronic devices are used on submarines? 
9. What are the different types of submarines? 
10. How do nations at war make effective use of submarines? 
Multiple Choice Questio~s on 
Jamestown 
1. The number of ships that brought the first settlers to Jamestown was 
2. 
J. 
4. 
A. 2 
B. 3 
c. 5 
D. 7 
John Smith returned to England because 
The 
The 
A. of an inju~ to his arm. 
B. the king ordered him back. 
c. he became homesick. 
D. of the plague. 
James River was named after 
&_. a town. 
B. a king. 
c. a ship. 
D. an indian. 
most plentiful kind of meat in Jamestown was 
/t. goat meat. 
B. beef. 
c. duck. 
D. chicken. 
5. Jamestown was the capital of Virginia for 
A. 25 years. 
B. 50 years. 
C. 100 years. 
D. 150 years. 
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6. Settlers returned to Jamestown when 
A. the indians made peace. 
B. ships arrived with more people. 
C. ships arrived with supplies. 
D. none of the above. 
7. In order to insure pure water 
x,. bottled water was brought from England. 
B. water was boiled. 
c. water was allowed to stand for weeks• 
D. a well was dug. 
8. The first industry in Jamestown was 
A. glassmaking. 
B. making shelled jewe~. 
c. the tobacco industr,y. 
D. clothmaking. 
9. Stored grain was destroyed by 
A. fire. 
B. souring. 
c. rats. 
D. a flood. 
10. The Council in Jamestown was formed by the 
A. Virginia Company. 
B. Jamestown Company. 
C. all the people that came to Jamestown. 
D. none of the above. 
11. The sealed orders 
A. told who would be on the council. 
B. told how to arrange the buildings. 
c. told how to .rnake friends with the indians. 
D. all of the above. 
.• 
12. The men left England to come to America because , 
Ao there were few jobs in England. 
B. of adventure. 
c. to settle a new land. 
D. all of the above. 
l)l. The buildings were used for 
A. sheltero 
B. storage. 
c. churcho 
D. all of the above. 
14!o The largest group of men to come to Jamestown were 
Ao soldiers. 
B. farmers. 
C. gentlemen. 
D. servants. 
15. What did the Indians bring to trade for trinkets? 
A. fur. 
B. food. 
c~ tools. 
D. none of the above. 
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SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON JAMES'IDWN 
1. How many ships brought the first men to Jamestown? 
2. What was the occupation of the largest group of men that 
came to Jamestown? 
3. What was the name of the company that was responsible !or 
the ships coming to Jamestown? 
4. What were the eealed orders? · 
5. Who was the James River ·named after? 
6. What was the purpose of the fort? 
7. What did the Indians bring to trade for trinkets? 
B. What was the cause of a great_ deal of sickness and d ath 
in .the sununer? 
9. What was the first industry in Jamestown? 
10. What spoiled a supply of grain in the storehouses? 
11. Why did Johii Smith have to return to England? 
12. Why was Jamestown abandoned? 
13. Why did the people return to Jam etown? 
14. For how long was Jamestown capital of Virginia? 
15. Why was John Rolf trying to raise tobacco? 
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Multiple Answer Questions on 
J·amestown 
1. What were some of the occupations of the people coming to Jamestown?. 
2e What did the poor drinking water do to the people in Jamestown?. 
3. What did the settlers of Jamestown trade with England and other parts of the 
world? 
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4. What were the names of the first three ships that came from London to Jamestown? 
'· 
What were the reasons for the men coming to America? 
6e What were the buildings in Jamestown used for? 
?e What were ~h~ purposes of the Virginia Company? 
8. What steps in the construction of a building were shown in the film? 
9e What happened to the Council when George Percy took over after John Smith 
returned to England? 
LO. What was. the course of the three ships that left London for Jamestown? 
SILK 15.2 
According to an old Chinese legend, the story of silk began about 
2700 BoCe in the garden of a Chinese emperor. Si Ling-Shi, the lovely 
young empress~ sat drinking tea in the garden one day. As she looked 
up into the mulberry tree above her, she saw a fat white worm moving 
its head back and fortho From the worm's mouth sprayed a fine, shiny 
strand of lovely golden color. Si Ling-Shi watched in wonder as the 
strand became longer and longer and the worm wrapped it round and 
round itself to make a cocoon. The cocoon was so beautiful that the 
young empress began to wonder how she would look dressed in a gown 
made from the threads of many such cocoons. She picked the cocoon 
from the mulberry tree and dropped it into her tea. When it had 
softened, she took hold of one end of the thread and carefully unwound 
ito 
When Si Ling-Shi returned to the palace, she persuaded her husband 
to give her a whole grove of mulberry trees, where she could grow many 
thousands of the worms that spun such beautiful cocoonso In the 
ears that followed 1 the empress spent many hours working with the 
and cocoonso Finally, she had unwound enough of the cocoons to 
a material of wonderful beauty from their fine threads. The 
named the shiny cloth si for their empress. Si has been the 
word for silk down to the present dayo 
No one knows whether this story is true. But for more than 2,000 
ears after the time of Si Ling-Shi the Chinese were the only people 
in the world who knew how to make silko They guarded the secret of 
he silkworm carefullyo Anyone who was caught trying to steal silk-
orms, or the silk-moth eggs from which they hatched, was put to death. 
uring this time 9 Chinese merchants grew rich trading in silk with the 
other countries of Asia and Europeo Silk became so expensive that it 
IJ'as known throughout the world as the "cloth of kings." 
1~ 
Justinian~ who ruled the Roman Empire from Constantinople (now 
Istanbul), met two Persian monks who had been to China in about A.D. 
550. These monks told him a wonderful story of eggs and worms and 
silk. Justinian decided to get the secret of silk for his own 
country. He sent the monks to China with instructions to bring him 
some of the prized eggs. Several years passed before the monks came 
back, but they finally brought some of the' precious silkworm eggs. 
The monks had smuggled the eggs from under the very noses of the 
Chinese by hiding them in the bamboo staffs which the monks carried. 
During the next few hundred years, various peoples of the 
Western World learned how to grow silkworms and take silk from their 
cocoons. The Moors introduced silk cultivation into Spain in the 
Boors, and the art spread to Italy in the 1100's. Florence, Genoa, 
Venice, and Milan soon became famous silk-making centers. In the 
1200's, the French became rivals of the Italians as silk makers. 
The industry was carried to English weavers in the 1500's. 
Today the making of raw silk is carried on in many countries of 
the worlde In normal timesg the Japanese lead the world in the 
production of raw silk. The Chinese rank second in silk making. 
Italyg France, and India are also large silk producerse 
Silk is one of the strongest of fibers; A thread of silk is two 
thirds as strong as an iron wire of equal size. Silk is very elastic 
and so smooth that dirt does not cling to it easily. These qualities 
make silk one of the most useful materials of the textile world. It 
is made into hundreds of different articles, ranging from spider-web 
sheer silk stockings to heavy brocade furniture upholstery. The 
United States is the world's largest manufacturer of silk products. 
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The so-called worm that makes beautiful and lustrous silk is the 
caterpillar, or larva, of a king moth. Wild silk moths lay their 
eggs in mulberry trees, and the newly hatched worms, or larvae, are 
left to shift for themselves. But the caterpillar is pampered l ike a 
new-born baby. It is raised in the silk farmer's own home , under 
carefully controlled temperatures. It is protected from mosquitoes, 
flies, and other insects. The silk farmer must always be careful to 
wash his hands before handling the caterpillar. During the time when 
the worm is spinning its cocoon, the whole family must avoid loud 
noises and speak in hus~~d whispers, or these delicate creatures will 
stop their work. 
Early in the summer the female moth lays from 200 to 500 eggs on 
special strips of paper that the silk farmer provides. The farmer 
takes the eggs and puts them in cold storage to be kept until the 
following spring, when he wants the eggs to hatcho Three or four days 
later, the female moth dies. 
In the spring, as soon as the first green leaves appear on the 
white mulberry trees which are preferred for silk raisin&the farmer 
takes the moth eggs from storageo In some of the villages of China 
and Japan, thePe is a community incubator where small silk farmers 
take the eggs to be hatched. But many of the large silk farmers have 
their own incubators. 
The eggs hatch out into tiny white worms, from an eighth to a 
quarter of an inch long, and no thicker than a hair. Now the silk 
~ farmer•s real work beg~nso The new-born worms are greedy eaters, and 
the farmer's whole family is kept busy bringing in mulberry leaves for 
the worms to feed on. The whole house is fiLLed with the sound of 
crunching leaves . The worms eat steadily for the next five weeks. 
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During this time, the worms eat their own weight in leaves every day. 
They grow so fast that they shed their skins four times. At the end 
of five weeks, the caterpillar is about three inches long and nearly 
half an inch thicko Its body is divided into twelve sections. It is 
supported by three pairs of true legs and has five pairs of hooked 
leglike bits of flesh on the hind sectionso 
Now the silkworm is full grown and is ready to spin its cocoon. 
One day it stops eating and raises its head, swaying backward and 
forward in search of a twig on which to fasten its cocoon. The silk 
farmer rushes to bring in a rack of tiny cells to the silkworms. He 
places each worm in a cell. Each worm begins to spin. Two glands in 
the silkworm ' s body begin to give off a glue-like fluid which comes out 
of an opening in the worm's upper lip. As the spray of fluid hits the 
air, it hardens into fine silk thread. First the worm spins the outer 
covering, or floss of its cocoon. Then it begins to wind the long, 
continuous thread of silk around and around its bodyo As the worm 
spins on, it shrinks smaller and smaller, and is finally hidden from 
If the cocoon is left undisturbed, the worm will turn into a tiny 
moth , or pupa, and bore its way out of its silky covering in two or 
three weeks. But silk farmers do not let this happen, except in the 
I 
case of a few moths which they need for the next year's batch of eggs, 
because it would spoil the cocoon. In cocoons that are to be used for 
silk, the insect is killed before it attacks its covering. This is 
done by placing the cocoon in a hot oven or giving it a steam bath. 
Unwinding the Cocoono After the tiny pupae or worms have been 
killed, the silk farmer is ready to begin unwinding the long delicate 
threads of the cocoons. This is a very delicate job. In countries 
where this is done by hand, women do most of this work. The cocoons 
~ 
l% 
are first sorted for color--either golden, light yellow, or white. 
Then they are soaked in warm water to soften the gum that holds the 
thread togethero While the cocoons float on the water, a worker stirs 
them to catch any short loose threads. When these are removed, a 
young girl or woman finds the ends of the threads of about four or 
five cocoons. She twists them together, and puts them into a guide, 
much like the eye of a needle. Several strands are used because the 
single thread would be too delicate for winding and would break. Now, 
the silk is wound round and round on the reel. Sometimes a single 
thread as long as 1,000 feet is wound onto the reel. Each thread is 
so fine that it would take about 1,000 miles of it to make a pound of 
raw silk. 
After the silk is reeled off the cocoon, it is unwound from the 
reels and twisted tightly into bundles of raw silk. Then the silk is 
ready to be shipped to the ma~ufacturers of silk cloth. 
Throwing. The raw silk is much stronger than it was when it left 
t he cocoon, but it is still not strong enough to be woven into anything 
except the sheerest materialo Throwing is the name for a series of 
processes which raw silk undergoes from the time it leaves the bundle 
until it is woven. 
When the raw silk comes into the factory, it is first washed and 
dried. Next, any knots in the threads are smoothed out by passing the 
silk between fixed plates. Then it is rewound onto large spools. Now, 
the spools are put on a large machine called a throwing frame. Here 
the threads from two or more spools are combined to form one strong 
thread. 
Weighting. When silk comes from the throwing machinery, it still 
has too much natural gum on the strands. It is boiled, or scoured in 
a solution of hot soap to remove this gum. Scouring also prepares the 
silk for taking the most brilliantly colored dyes. But it ca~ses the 
silk to lose from 25 to 3D per cent of its weighto This loss is some-
times made up by a process called loading 1 or weightingo 
Weighting involves using chemicalso Silk may be weighted up to an 
amount far over the loss from scouringe Too much weighting will cause 
silk to crack and tear. The best grades of silk are not weighted and 
are sold as pure-dye silko One way to tell whether silk is weighted 
is to shake the material and see if it rustleso Weighted silk has a 
rustle which is easily heard, while unweighted silk makes no sound 
when it is movedo 
Weaving. The brilliantly dyed silk yarns are woven on looms very 
much like those used for cotton and woolo Power looms have taken the 
place of hand~weaving methods in almost all the countries of the world. 
In China, where there is a great deal of low-cost labor, weaving is 
still a hand crafto Hand-woven Chinese silk is one of the most 
expensive materials, and is used mostly in neckties and scarfs. 
Spun Silk. Only about 700 out of every 1,000 feet of silk thread 
can be unwound from the cocoono The thread that is left, as well as 
the flossy covering of the cocoon, is first combed to remove impurities, 
and then the straightened fibers are run together until a long thread 
is madeo This thread is called spun silko It is not so strong or 
lustrous as reeled silko It is used in making rough-textured fabrics. 
Hat braids and dress trimmings are also made from spun silk. 
Adapted from Field Enterprises, Inc., "Silk•l Volume·l5, ~e .World Book : , 
Encyclopedia, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago, Ill:;-1~57 ~ 
MULTIPLE .CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
.. -
SILK 
L. The Chinese name for silk is 
A, Si Ling Si 
Bo si 
Co sheen 
Do silk 
2. The punishment for stealing silk worms was 
0 
0 
A, whipping 
B.. imprisonment 
C., death 
Do a heavy fine 
As silk became expensive, it became known as 
A. brocade 
B. cloth of kings 
c. raw silk 
D. none of these 
Who br ought silk from China to the Roman Empire? 
Ao Justinian 
B., two monks 
C., the Moors 
D.. the empress 
Normally, which country leads in the production of silk? 
A. United States 
Bo Italy 
C, China 
D. Japan 
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6 .. Compared to iron, silk is 
Ao just as strong 
B. twice as strong 
c. 2/Jts as strong 
D .. not as strong 
7. Which country is the largest producer of silk products? 
.a .. 
1. 
0 
A. United States 
Be Italy 
c. China 
D., Japan 
Wild silk moths lay their eggs on 
A. paper 
B. mulberry trees 
c. a twig 
D. a f ock 
If a worm hears a loud noise when it is 
it will 
A., stop 
B .. spin faster 
c .. break the thread 
D .. none of these 
The female moth usually lays 
A. 20 - 30 eggs 
B. 100 - 1.50 eggs 
c 0 ' 200 - 500 eggs ·~ 
D. 500 - 900 eggs 
spinning its cocoon, 
1.59 
11. The process that makes silk stronger is called 
A. strengthening 
B. throwing 
c. weaving 
D. shrinking 
12. The farmer kills the insect by 
A. dropping it into tea 
B. putting it in cold storage 
c .. putting it into a hot oven or steam bath 
D.., all of the above 
13.. If the farmer let the worm turn into a moth 
A. the silk would be stronger 
B. the silk would be brittle 
c. the cocoon would shrink 
D • . it would spoil the cocoon 
14. Hand woven Chinese silk is used mostly for 
A. the Emperor 
B. neckties and scarfs 
c. l adies dresses 
D. l adies stockings 
15. Weighted silk 
A. rustles when it is shaken 
B. has no rustles 
c. is a pure-dye silk 
D. is the most expensive 
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SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON SILK 
1. What is the Chinese nllll'l1e for silk? 
2. What was the punishment for stealing silkworms? 
3. As the silk became expensi"Te, by what name was it 
known throughput the world? 
4. Who brought silk from China to the Roman Empire? 
5. What country leads in. the pro~uction of silk? 
6. How strong i.! eilk compared to iron wire'? 
7. What country is the world 1 s largest manufacturer 
of silk products? 
8. Where do wild . silk moths lay their eggs? 
9. What will happen if the worm hears loud noises when 
it is spinning its eocoon? 
10. How many eggs does the female moth lay? 
11. Why doesn't the farmer let the worm turn into a moth? 
12. How does the farmer kill the insect? 
13. What is the process called that makes siU" stronger? 
14. For what is hand woven Chinese silk mostly used? 
15'. For what is spun silk mostly used? 
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MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
SILK 
lo From the BOO's to the 1500's the silk industry spread from 
China to what other countries ? 
2. What countries today are large silk producers? 
3. What are the qualities that make silk a useful material? 
4. How does the farmer protect the silk worm? 
5 .. What happens to the silk in the throwing process? 
6o How can you tell v-thether or not silk has been weighted? 
? o Why is the weaving of silk still done by hand in China? 
8., What are the processes used to make silk a finished product? 
9., What t hings happen during the five weeks the silk worm is 
constantly eating? 
0 ., What things are mentioned in this story as being made of 
silk? 
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ARCHITECTURE IN AMERICA -~=..;;;;..;;.= J ' 
Before the arrival of settlers there was little native American 
architecture except in the great empires to the south. But the 
achievements of the Aztecs, the Mayans, and the Incas were outstanding. 
Along the eastern coast of the United States is found a typical 
architecture which the settlers had known in Europe. Just as 
Renaissance architecture differed greatly from country to country in 
Europeg the national differences of the original settlers modified the 
architecture in America; the New England, the Dutch Colonial of the 
middle colonies, and Southern Colonial. In addition to the influence 
of the native lands from which the builders came, architecture was 
affected by variety of climate and of available building materials. 
The early English settlers in the northern colonies found plenty 
of wood. They made extensive use of it in their homes. The climate 
was severe. They built their houses compactly with small windows and 
fairly small rooms so that they could heat them easily. The out-
buildings were often connected with the dwelling, for ease in taking 
care of the stock in winter. 
The architecture of the middle colonies was affected by Dutch and 
Swedish influences as well as by English. The Dutch built many brick 
houses in the towns of New York. But in the country both wood and 
'rough stone were used. The houses had one or two stories and were 
usually rectangular. 
The milder climate farther south, as well as a difference in the 
kind of settlers 9 produced Southern Colonial architecture. The English 
settlers there modeled their plantation houses after the great manor 
houses of Englando Some houses were built with brick, but wood was 
the common materialo The rooms of southern houses were much larger 
than those in the houses farther north. Later, these southern houses 
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usually had generous porches to allow o~tdoor living and to keep the 
sun off the windows. Many of them had columns across the front. 
These were often two stories higho 
Hipped roofs and tall windows show the influence of the French 
settlers in the early Mississippi Valley settlements, especially in 
New Orleanso The Spanish sett'lers used low, one-story buildings 
erected around an enclosed patio in the missions and houses of the 
Southwest; these were often surrounded by a cloister to gi~e protection 
from the burning sun. In the mission churches the builders tried to 
imitate the baroque churches of Spain and Mexico. Features of the 
pueblos of the American Indian have been adapted in the architecture 
of the Southwesto 
Twentieth-Century Architecture 
New techniques in engineering and mass production have given the 
architect many new materials with which to work, and new skills in 
using themo New effects were possible with glass, metals, plastics, 
plywood i and concrete. 
There are certain principles that are common to the best 
twent ieth- century architecture : 
(1) The building materials used and the engineering techniques 
that are followed determine the design. 
(2) Efficiency is the main factor in planning. 
( 3) The keynote is simplicity and clarity. 
(4 ) Decoration and pleasing effect grow naturally out of the 
building as a wholeo Good proportion and the imaginative 
use of the right basic materials, rather than ornament, 
produce the best effect. 
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The use of these principles has given rise to the new Inter-
• 
national Style of modern architecture. The architect today concerns 
himself as never before with the special trends of his age. He is 
interested in community structures, civic design, housing developments, 
and new schools. He is also concerned with a new freedom of family 
life which is reflected in the plans of the best modern houses. 
How the Architect Works 
An architect's fee usually runs from 6 to 10 per cent of the 
total cost of a building. The lower percentage generally applies to 
large buildings. '.rhe reputation of the archi teet is another factor 
in the size of the fee. For his fee, the architect not only prepares 
the plans, but he also supervises the constr~ction. A man who plans 
to pay $5,000 f ·or a home pays his architect a fee of about $500. The 
architect usually sa~ him more than his own fee in construction 
costs if he is competent. 
The architect works in about the same way whether he is planning 
a large office building or a small home. His client may consult with 
him either before or after he has selected the site for the proposed 
building. In the former case the architect helps the owner to choose 
the best location which he can afford. If a plot has been bought, 
the architect studies the natural setting and shows the owner which 
type of building can be put up most successfully on the site. The 
architect is familiar with the zoning laws. It is one of his respon-
•· 
sibilities to see that his client obeys these and other building laws. 
The location and. the general style of the building are then 
agreed upon. The architect prepares rough sketches of the appearance. 
The architect bears three things in mind in this study, as it is 
called. These are the plan, (the arrangement of the rooms in the 
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building) 9 the construction (whether it is steel-framed, concrete, 
brick 9 or wood), and the appearanceo A change in any one of them may 
mean changes in all threeo Working drawings and specifications are 
prepared when all the problems have been solved to the satisfaction 
of the client and the architect. The working drawings tell the 
builder where each part of the building is to go and how it is to be 
builto The specifications describe the kinds of materials and work-
manship to be usedo These drawings are usually made on tracing paper 
or cloth so that they can be blueprinted. Prints are sent to the 
contractor. 
A contract or contracts are prepared with a builder or contractor 
on the basis of these drawings and specifications. More than one 
contractor may be employed on a single project in some cases. One of 
the duties of the architect is to supervise the preparation of these 
contractso The contract may be on a lump-sum or on a cost-plus-~e~ 
basiso The contractor in the former case does the entire job for a 
fixed sum of moneyo In the latter case, the cost is determined after 
the building is finishedo It is figured on the basis of the actual 
cost of the material and laboro The architect must carefully 
supervise the purchase of all the building materials when a cost-
plus~fee contract is usedo He must see that the fairest price is 
obtained for his cliento 
The architect must also furnish detailso These are large-scale 
drawings, often full size, covering all the trims, moldings, and 
other details of the buildingo He also superintends the constructiort. 
It is a major responsibility of the architect to see that the 
construction is exactly in accordance with the specifications. He 
makes a careful inspection at regular intervalso The foundation, the 
framework 9 the roof 9 and the details must ~ exactly as he planped them. 
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The architect furthermore is responsible for seeing that the 
contractor is paid in accordance with the work he has perfiDrmed. He 
protects his client at all times from paying for material or labor 
that has not gone into the building. He makes a careful final 
inspection when the job is finished, and checks on everything that 
has been done. He makes sure that all building laws have been 
complied with, and that the building in every way comes up to the 
specifications. 
The architect often works alone or with a firm of architects, 
so that his decisions can be made independently. Other architects, 
however, work on salary for governmental bodies or for large 
corporationso Some architects do not have the independence of the 
individual architects, but their duties, responsibilities, and 
method of work are generally the same as described above. 
The financial returns from architecture vary greatly with the 
ability of the individual. The few outstanding figures in the field 
of architects can earn very high incomes. But there are thousands 
of competent architects whose earnings remain modest. Many 
architects have their chief reward in seeing their own designs 
become useful and beautiful buildings. 
dapted from Field Enterprises, Inc.~ "Architecture," Volume 1, pp. 372-377, 
World~ Encyclopedia, Chicago, 1957o 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
ARCHITECTURE IN AMERICA 
1. Early English settlers in the northern colonies made their 
homes mostly of 
A. brick 
B. wood 
C. canvas 
D. all of the above 
2. Homes were built with small rooms and small windows 
A. for protection against Indians 
B. to keep out sun and light 
c. to heat them easily 
D. because materials were scarce 
3. The architecture of the middle colonies was affected by the 
influence of 
A., the Dutch 
B. the Swedish 
c. the English 
D. a l l of the above 
4. Th~ Dutch houses built in New York were usually 
A. one or two stories 
B. one story 
c. t wo stories 
D~ three stories 
5. Southern Colonial architecture was different from northern 
architecture mainly because 
A. materials were scarce 
B. houses were not heated 
C. of the milder climate 
D. none of the above 
l6S 
6. Southern plantation houses were modeled after 
A. great manor houses of England 
B. New England manors 
-c. Spanish manors 
D. Dutch style New York homes 
7. Spanish houses were often surrounded by a cloister 
A. to give protection against hurricanes 
B. to give protection against rain 
C. to give protection from the burning sun 
D. all of the above 
8 • . Architects today have many new materials with which to work 
as a result of 
A. mass production 
B. new techniques in engineering 
c. new skills 
D. all of the above 
9. Twentieth century architecture is guided by certain common 
principles which have given ris e to 
Ao the new International Style 
Bo community structures 
C. civic design 
Do housing developments 
10. An architect's fee usually runs from 
A. l to 5 percent of the total cost 
B. 6 to 10 percent of the total cost 
c. 11 to 20 pe rcent of the total cost 
D. up to 25 percent of the total cost 
1 
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11. The plan, the construction, and t he appearance are the three 
things the architect keeps in mind, and this ±s called the 
A. general plan 
B. study 
c. drawings 
D. specifications 
12. When a contract is on a lump-sum basis, the contractor does 
the job for 
Ao 5 to 10 percent of the cost. 
B. 10 percent of the purchase price. 
c. the cost of the material and labor. 
D. a fixed sum of money . 
13. The architect often works alone or with a firm of architects so 
14. 
5. 
that decisions 
Most 
The 
A. are shared with the owner. 
B. are made by contractors. 
c. can be made independently 
D. are final. 
architects earn 
A. modest incomes 
B. high incomes 
c. low incomes 
D. very high incomes 
architect of a building is responsible for 
A. inspection 
B. supervision 
C. building laws 
D. all of the above 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON ARCHI TEC'IURE 
1. -In what part or Am rica c_ould native 'archi'tectUre be ••en 
' 
before the settlers arriTed? 
2. What, beside influence from their natiTe lapds and 
aTailable building materials, infl.uenced the architecture of 
the .!Cmerican settlers? 
3. What did the north.ern colonists use to build their homes? 
4. What did the southern settlers model their homes af.ter? 
5 • Why ·did the northern colonists build their homes with 
small rooms? 
( 
6. Why did the southern houses have large ·porches? 
7 o What determines the design of the twentieth-century houses? 
' 8. What is the main factor considered in twentieth-century 
planning? 
9. What per cent of t he cost of the ._building is the architect's 
fee? 
10. What determines the type of building that will be 'built? 
llo What are the specifications of , a building? 
12. What was the common material used in the construction of 
the plantation houses? 
~·;" 
/ 
13 o What country influenced the architecture of th-e Mississippi 
Valley'? 
14. What were the homes of the Spanish 'settlers like? 
15. Why did the English settlers connect the out buildings to 
the dwellings? 
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MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
ARCHITECTURE IN AMERICA 
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1. Make a list which describes the homes of the northern colonists. 
2. List the three groups of people that influenced the home s of 
the middle colonies ': 
3. List the ideas which describe southern colonial architecture, 
4. What princ~ples are common in twentieth century architecture? 
5. What are the duties of the architect? 
6. What three things does the architect bear in mind when is 
making rough sketches of the building? 
7. What trends (or ideas) of twentieth century architecture is the 
architect concerned with? 
8. What are the details of a building? 
9. What things do you think determined the type of architecture 
used by the settlers? 
10. What materials were used by the early settlers for building 
houses? 
MULTIPlE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
CI TRUS FRUITS 
1. Citrus fruits provide us with vitamin 
A.e Bo 
2. Citrus fruits grow best in a 
l.o warm dry climate. 
B. cold climate. 
c e raiey climate 0 
D. warm r ainy climate. 
3. When orange trees are transplanted, 
J..o under 1 year old. 
B. 1 year ol d .. 
Ce 1 1/2 years ol d. ' 
D. over 2 years old. 
4. The amount of oranges put into 
A. 10%. 
Bo 25%. 
c. 35%. 
D. over 50%. 
5o Citrus fruits are grown in 
A. Florida .. 
B. Californiae 
c. Arizona. 
De all of the above. 
juice 
they are 
i s about 
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6. Oranges are washed in 
A. soap and water. 
B. chemicals. 
C. distilled water. 
D. steam. 
7. Damaged oranges are 
.A.. throrm away. 
B. used for juice. 
C. sold for less money. 
D. none of the above. 
8. In a packing plant the fruit is 
J... washed. 
B. graded. 
c. sized. 
D. all of the above. 
9. Citrus fruit trees are sprayed for 
A. insects. 
B. disease. 
C. insects and disease. 
D. none of the above. 
0. Citrus fruit trees are grown in 
A. an orchard • . 
B., a grove. 
c. an arbor. 
D.. a nursery. 
1 . Citru2!1 fruit is transported by 
.A.. rail. 
B. truck. 
17/.:. 
c. boat • 
D. all of the above. 
12. Which of the following are citrus fruita? 
A. A.vocadO!Se 
B. Tangerines. 
C. Pomegranates. 
D. None of the above. 
13. Oranges are graded by 
A. color. 
• 
B.. size. 
c. condition. 
D. all of ·the above. 
Oranges are dried by 
A. hot air. 
Bo towelo 
C. regular air temperature. 
D. all of the above. 
5. Citrus fruit trees need 
A e warm weather. 
B. some moisture. 
C. sprayingo 
De all of the above. 
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SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON CITRUS FRUITS 
1. What Ti tamin do .... we get from citrus fruits? 
2~ What kind of climate is necessar.y for raising citrus fruits? 
3. How do we get sweet or~ge trees? 
4. What is done with damaged oranges? 
5. What do farmers ' add to soil used for growing citrus fruits~ 
6. What would happen if the soil were not irrigated? 
7. How are citrus fruits harnsted? 
8. .&bout what per cent of oranges are put into juice'? 
9. How--old -are -the citrus fruit trees when they are transplanted? 
10. What sorts oranges into size for shipping? 
11. How is the citrus fruit cleaned at the packing plant? 
12. In what part of the country is th climate best for raising 
citrus fruit? 
13. Why is it so important that oranges be "Handled with Care"? 
14. What do we call the places where oranges are grotm? 
15. Where are oranges sh:Lpped after they are picked from 
the trees? 
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le Name the citrus fruits. 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
CITRUS FRUITS 
2. In what states do we grow most of our citrus fruits'? 
3. Describe the process of harvesting citrus fruita. 
4. Describe the process in the packing plant. 
5. By what means are citrus fruits usually transported? 
171 
6. What has to be done to keep the trees from drying up at certain times of the year? 
1. Name all of the places oranges may travel before they reach your home. 
8. What happens to the bruised oranges? 
9. List the uses of citrus products. 
LO. What must Mother Nature give us so that we will have good citrus products? 
• 
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THE FOUR-FOOTED "SHIP OF THE DESERT" 
One or the most userul of all animals is the camel . For thousands 
of years it has helped men to live in the deserts of Asia and Arrica. 
It can travel great distances over hot sands and go for days without 
water, carrying a man or a load of freight. So it is no wonder men 
call it "the ship or the desert." 
Until motor cars and airplanes were invented, the camel was the 
only means men had for crossing the hot deserts of Asia and Africa . 
The camel supplies rood and many valuable materials to desert dwellers. 
For weeks at a time they may live on thick cheesy camel's milk and 
on the meat of young camels. They use rat from the hump in place or 
butter. They make camel's hair into tents, blankets, rugs, clothing , 
rope, and cord. And when the camel dies, desert dwellers us e its 
hide ror making sandals, water bottles, and many other articles. 
In spite of the camel's userulness, it has no friends. It is 
ugly looking and ill-tempered and stupid as well. But the camel is 
wonderrully made for the work it has to do. No other animal can live 
and carry great burdens in so hot and dry a climate on such scant 
supplies of food and water. 
The camel's most striking reature is the large hump on its 
back (or as in the case of one kind of camel, the Bactrian, two 
humps.) The hump is rormed of rat and muscle without any bone. rr 
the camel has to go without food ror a period of time, the rat in 
the hump can nourish it for several days. Its legs are so long that 
when it stands, its hump may be seven reet above the ground. Its 
knobby knees, other leg joints, and chest have pads of rough, dry 
skin. The pads cushion the camel as it kneels in the rough sando 
Each root is split into two long, hoored toes that spread wide under 
its weight. Under the toes on each root is a thick pad, and these 
keep the camel from sinking in loose sand . 179 
The camel's body is covered with a shaggy, sand-colored coat. 
The hair sheds in great handfuls, giving a shaggy, ragged look. A 
thick fringe of hair 'hangs from the long, curved necko The eyes are 
its only claim to beauty. They are large, brown, and melting. A 
long, double fringe of interlocking eyelashes protects the eyes .from 
sand storms and the glare of the desert sun. 
The camel's nostrils are slanting slits that can open wide to 
draw breath or close to keep out blowing sand. It has long jaws 
with sharp teeth. The lower jaw swings sideways as it chews its 
cud. (The camel is related to cattle, sheep, deer, and other cud 
chewers.) The lips curl upward, giving it a look of superiority. 
The upper lip is cleft (or split) in the middle like a harelip. With 
the two parts it grasps and feels its food, as it would with two 
fingers. 
Many a desert dweller owes his life to his camel. Driven by 
thirst, he can kill the animal if necessary and obtain a gallon or 
more of precious water. 
We often hear exaggerated stories about the camel's going with-
out water. But it can do so for some time by storing water in its 
peculiar stomach. As a cud-chewing animal, the camel has three 
stomachs. It uses the first one to store food as it grazes and to 
form it into a cud. The second supplies digestive fluids; and the 
third stomach digests chewed cud. The first two also have pockets 
in the walls for storing water and muscles to hold the pockets 
closed when they are filled. The muscles can open and close to let 
out water whenever the camel needs ito 
Before starting out on a long journey, a camel driver forces 
the animal to drink about 15 gallons of water by giving it salt to 
increase its thirsto With a light load and traveling slowly, a 
camel can go without water for six to ten days. 
After a dayvs travel, a camel driver gives his animal a small 
amount of hard dates or dry beans~ If the camel looks for food for 
itself it eats any twigs, thistles, and thorny shrubs it can find. 
Camels will eat almost anything. They will chew tent cloth or their 
own leather bridles. They consider an old mat or basket a great 
delicacy. 
Although men have used camels for at least 4,000 years, the 
animals never have become fully domesticated as cattle haveo One 
of the few things a camel can be taught to do is to kneel at its 
master's command. It seldom works without a protest. The uproar 
in a camel yard when a caravan is being loaded is deafeninge The 
animals express their rage with peculiar bubbling bellows and by 
biting, kicking, and spitting. Their favorite trick is to take sly 
nips at their masters. 
There is just one thing a camel will loveo The mother camel 
shows affection for her baby. The infant stands about three feet 
tall -on his long, thin legs, and he is ,so weak and·wobbly that he 
can scarcely walko But a day after birth he can follow his mother 
to pastureo Without her milk he would die. If the mother has to go 
with a caravan, the helpless baby is put into a hammock and swung 
from one side of a big freight camel called a nurseo The nurse may 
carry a quarter of a ton of other things besides - leather bags of 
water, bales of cloth and dates, jugs of oil, and blocks of rock 
sal to 
The baby isntt put on his mother's back because she is too 
stupid to understand thiso If she could not see her baby, she 
might think he had been left behind. Then she would run for the 
last camping placeo When the baby is on the nurse-camel, she can 
see him, and she follows contentedly. After the day's march she has 
UQ 
him all to herself. She nurses him and nuzzles him with her sensitive 
harelip. The baby cuddles up to her for warmth, for after the terrible 
heat of the day the desert nights are often cold. 
ln their third years , camels have grown big enough to carry 
heavy loads. They can keep this up for 15 or 20 years, and they can 
do lighter work until they are 30 years old or more. Some camels 
live to be 50 years old. 
A baggage camel is expected to carry 500 to 600 pounds and travel 
25 miles a day. A special breed of riding camel is .trained for war-
fare and racing. It can travel 75 to 120 miles a day at a steady 
trot of 9 to 10 miles an hour. In older times, a thoroughbred riding 
camel was called a dromedary, but now we use the word to mean any 
camel with one hump. 
To ride a camel, a man needs the courage and hardiness of a 
sailor. After he climbs on its back and gives the command to rise, 
the animal heaves its big body up with a groan, then starts to walk, 
or rather to rock. This motion is due to the fact that it lifts 
both feet on one side at the same time, tilting its body from one 
side to the othero Tossipg and pitching, the rider feels as though 
he were in a sailboat on choppy wate r. So violent is the motion that 
the camel police of Egypt bind their bodies tightly with long strips 
of cloth when they ride over the desert chasing lawbreakers. Motor 
trucks have replaced baggage camels to some extent, but the riding 
camel is still an important cavalry animal in desert military 
operationo 
There are two kinds of camels. The Arabian, or single-humped, 
camel is found in northern Africa, Arabia, and western Asia. The 
Bactrian camel with two humps is found throughout Asia. 
The Bactrian camel has reddish-brown or black hair. Its body 
is much shorter, thicker, and heavier than the Arabian's. Its feet 
# 
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are more calloused and better able to stand rocks, snow and ice. It 
can drink salt water and swim for short distances. The hair in winter 
may be a foot l ong. The camel's hair cloth we use in fine overcoats 
and other clothing comes from the Bactrian camels of Mongolia and 
northern China. The finest quality is the short silky down, next 
to the skin. 
Scientists tell us that the first camels lived in North America 
millions of years ago, and many fossils have been found. They show a 
steady development from tiny creatures no larger than rabbits to the 
great beasts we know today. At some distant time one group migrated 
to Asia across a land bridge that once existed over the Bering strait. 
Another group, smaller and without humps, went into South America. The 
llamas, alpacas, and vicunias are the descendants of this second groupo 
Thereafter, camels died out in North America. 
There are no records of wild camels, so the desert dwellers of 
Arabia must have domesticated the camel in prehistoric times. In the 
Bible we read that Abraham took on his journey "sheep and oxen and 
camels." Job at one time had 6,000. 
In the 1850•s the United States Army tried to introduce the 
camel into deserts of Arizona and New Mexico , but with little 
success. Descendants of these camels were seen as late as 1912. 
·dapted from F.E.Compton and Co., 11The Four-Footed Ship of the Desert,m 
Volume 3, pp. 56-59, Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia, Chicago, 1957o 
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THE FOUR-FOOTED "SHIP OF THE DESERT" 
1. A camel can travel great distances over hot sands and go for 
days without: 
A. salt ~ 
B. water 
c. sleep 
D. rest 
2. The hide of the camel is used for: 
A. sandals 
B. water bottles 
C. tents 
D. all of the above 
3. The camel's hump is made of: 
A. water 
B. bone 
c. fat 
D., none of these 
4. A camel can travel how many days without water: 
A. 6 - 10 days 
B. 3 days 
c. 2 weeks 
D. 3 weeks 
5. When a caravan moves, a baby camel: 
A. is carried in a hammock at its mother's 
side 
B. is carried in a hammock at a nurse 
camel's side 
c. is left at home 
D. runs at its mother's side 
6. A baggage camel is expected to t ravel : 
A. 15 miles a day 
B. 25 miles a day 
c. 35 miles a day 
D. 50 miles a day 
7. Riding a camel is like riding: 
A. a horse 
B. in a car 
c. on a boat 
D. in an airplane 
8. The camel's coat is best de scribed as : 
A. silky and dark brown 
B. silky and sand colored 
c. shaggy and s and colored 
D. shaggy and dark brown 
9. What keeps the camel from sinking into 
A. his knobby knees 
loose 
B. a thick pad under hi s toes 
c. his light weight 
D. none of the above 
sand : 
10. The camel with two humps f ound throughout As ia is called: 
11. The reason a 
A. Bactrian 
B. African 
c. Arabian 
D. Mongolian 
camel has no fri ends is: 
A. it is ugly l ooking 
B. it is ill tempered 
Co it is stupid 
D. all of 't;he above 
1S4 
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12. The distance from the ground to the top of the camel's 
hump is: 
A. 5 feet 
B. 7 feet 
c. 10 feet 
D. 15 feet 
13. The food that a camel likes to eat: 
A. are vegetables 
B. are tree trunks 
c. are hard dates and dry beans 
D. are none of these 
14. A camel may live to be as old as: 
A. 15 years 
B. 20 years 
c. 30 years 
D. 50 years 
15. The only thing that a camel will love is: 
A. milk 
B. its baby 
c. rock salt 
D. oil 
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SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON THE FOUR-FOOTED "SHIP OF THE · DESERT" 
1. What is the most striking feature of a camel? 
2. How many stomacl!lJ does a camel haTe? 
3. What is one thing. a camel can be taught to do? 
4. When do the camel1.s rough. pads bn its . knees and leg joints 
protect . him? 
5. In what wa:y is a camel. like cattle and sheep? 
6. How does a camel use its eleftJ J4.p? 
7 • What are the pockets in the camel's stomach used for? 
8. How does a camel driver force the animal to drink quantities 
of water? 
9. How much water can a camel . be. made to drink at one time? 
..., 
10. How long can a camel travel without drinking water? 
U. What do camels consider a great delicacy'? 
12. How old must camels be bef ore they can carry heavy loads? 
13. How many pounds . is a 'Qaggage camel expected to carry'! 
14• How far is a baggag.e camel expected to travel in a day'? 
15. Which c.amel is found throughout Asia? 
l a6 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
THE FOUR-FOOTED "SHIP OF THE DESERT" 
----- ----
lo For what reasons is a camel a useful animal? 
2o How does the camel supply desert dwellers? 
3o What are the disadvantages of using a camel? 
4. How is the camel equipped to protect himself in 
the desert? 
5. What does each of the camel's stomachs do? 
6. What things' does a camel like to eat? 
7. How does a mother camel help the baby camel? 
8. What kinds of different work are camel's trained to do? 
9. Why does a man need courage to ride a camel? 
10. Where did camels go to from North America, and how 
did they change? 
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ANTARCTICA 
, 
Recently 9 the twelve nations that have worked most in Antarctica 
signed a treaty setting aside the continent - one and a half times 
the size of the United States - for entirely peaceful purposes. No 
military maneuvers, equipment testing, atomic explosions, or atomic 
wastes will be allowed thereo 
Each nation will inform the others of its expeditions and bases; 
scientific data will be shared by allo Any installation is to be 
open to inspection by anyone at any timeo 
This treaty is an outgrowth of the International Geophysical 
Year, (IGY) during which sixty-six nations helped amass knowledge of 
our eartho Exploring Antarctica was a key project in the IGY. Now, 
some of the IGY research stations appear likely to become permanent, 
and international cooperation will continueo 
The signers of the treaty include the United States, Russia, 
Argentina , Australia, Belgium, Chile, France, Norway, United Kingdom, 
Japan, New Zealand, and the Union of South Africao 
This agreement could lead to important political, as well as 
scientific stepso A diplomat .from South Africa observed, "If the 
olive branch of peace has to be carried into the world .from the 
barren wastes of Antarctica, then strange as it may seem, it is as 
good a start ing place as any for so momentous a missiono 11 
He referred to hopes that the treaty can serve as a model for 
one that woul d reserve space for peaceful explorationo And, if 
pace, why not earth~ 
The great southern continent has much in common with space. 
oth are relatively unexplored, although scientists are living in 
\ntarctica (no man yet lives in space)o Both regions are currently 
nore import~nt for the knowledge that can be gained .from them than 
~or any commercial or military useo 
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One precident contained in the Antarctic treaty might be easily 
applicable to space - the provision of prior notice of expeditions. 
Similar announcements of space rockets might prevent worried defenders 
from mistaking them for incoming missiles and starting war by error. 
Like space, Antarctica ho~ds a strategic position. The white 
continent sprawling around the world's southern axis is the South 
Poleo High above its frozen surface, swirling winds manufacture 
weather for the Southern Hemisphere - and perhaps to some extent for 
the Northern as well. 
Just as airlines now fly routinely between Eastern and Western 
Hemispheres over the Arctic areas of the North Pole, soon, explorers 
believe, they will cross the South Pole on time saving routes from 
Australia and New Zealand to South America or Africa. 
Further, while the earth rotates on its axis, the South Pole, 
where the axis passes through the spqere, stays still. Thus Antarctica 
can become a key station in the space age. Rear Admiral George J. 
Dufek, UoSoNo, commander of the United States Naval Support Force in 
Antarctica during the IGY, reported in October, 1959: "•o• A satellite 
in a polar orbit could be observed fr om the South Pole every time it 
passed around the earth - at present speeds of 18,000 miles per hour, 
about every 90 minutes. 
Such satellites, when eventually manned, could be controlled 
etter from the South Pole than from any other spot on the earth's 
and surfaceo By 'controlled ' I mean given instructions for the 
ilot to break out of orbit and lando" 
Although much remains to be learned in Antarctica, the last few 
ears have produced a good deal of information. Operation Deep Freeze, 
,he United States four year exploratory effort, cost $250, 000,000. 
1~ 
Only two per cent of that went directly to scientific work. About 
$245,000 ,000 was needed just to set science up in business on the 
inhospitable iceo 
Among the things learned: 
About ice 
There is twice as much - 6,600,000 cubic miles - as had been 
calculated earliero Scientists have probed 1,000 years into the past, 
by taking cores of ice, from depths ranging to 1,000 feet. In these, 
each year vs snowfall is a layer, and the cores can be re~d like the 
rings of a treeo They give past weather records, and through grains 
of pollen carried in by the wind, give an idea of the world's 
vegetation - though not necessarily of Antarctica's. 
About the continent itself --
Contrary to popular belief, Antarctica is not all ice. Large 
areas of bare ground have been found. Once thought to be a continuous 
continent, Antarctica now appears to be a complex of islands and folded 
mountain chains on one side, and a vast plateau on the other. There 
is some evidence that it may be two continents separated by a deep 
trough, although it is not yet certain whether the trough is deep 
enough to make an arm of the sea between the two parts. 
About the past 
Antarctica was not always barreno Once it supported a green 
jungle o Pine, swamp palm, laurel, fig, beech, sequoia, and huge fern 
once thrivedo Wherever the wind sweeps the snow from a mountain flank 
or a valley, from the Palmer Peninsula to the Queen Maud Range, within 
300 miles of the Pole 9 geologists can find fossils of these plants. 
Explaining how the continent ch~nged to a land of perpetual ice and 
snow is a harder tasko 
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About plants and animals --
Simple plants -- blue green algae and lichens -- grow in partly 
ice-free lakes in Antarctic Valleys; no one knows how they developed 
thereo Continuing studies of the funny Adelie penguins have included 
placing tiny thermometers and radio sets in their eggs while the 
birds brooded themo This technique revealed that even with air 
temperatures well below freezing, the penguins kept their eggs at a 
temperature of 92.7 degrees F. 
About magnetism --
, Earth's magnetic field -- the shape of the force that points 
compass needles north -- is not as stable as once thought. It is 
probably affected by other magnetic fields in spaceo 
About the auroras --
It was conclusively proved that these bright displays in the sky 
occur at the same time in Northern and Southern Hemispheres -- the 
result of bursts of radiation from the sun. 
Many people and eyen Admiral Dufek confesses he is one of them --
have difficulty understanding what earthly good this sort of information 
iso On expressing his feeling to Rear Admiral Lloyd V. Berkner, he was 
told: 
"Well 9 it is a little difficult to see how it matters, for 
example, that there are 6g600,000 cubic miles of ice down here 
instead of 3,240,00 as we formerly estimatedo Yet that is a critical 
figure for studying the delicate balance of the heat and water 
system of the eartho Science may one day use such figures to tell 
us extremely practical and valuable things about the earth's future." 
l 2 
"When you consider," the Admiral continued, "that in 35 years, 
at the rate we are going, there will be twice as many people alive 
as there are today, you realize that science must come up with 
solutions for thousands of new problemso What we have been learning 
in Antarctica is the raw material for some of those solutions." 
Adapted from National Geographic Society, 11.Ant~trtica," Volume 38, Number 
14: 158.,.~61 January 9 1960, Geographic S.chool Bulletins • Washington, 
1960. 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 
ON 
ANTARCTICA 
1. The size of Antarctica is about: 
Ao twice as large as the u.s. 
Bo one and one half times the size 
Co the same size 
D. twice as small 
2. The continent of Antarctica will be used for which of the 
following: 
A. military maneuvers 
B. equipment t e sting 
c. atomic explosions 
Do scientific expeditions and bases 
3. We know that Antarctica: 
A. is a solid mass of ice 
Bo is one large continent 
Co was not always barren 
Do is none of thes e 
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4. An agreement worked out to protect Antarctica was signed by: 
Ao United States and India 
Bo all South American nations 
Co twelve nations 
Do all of these 
This treaty can serve as a model for: 
Ao peaceful explorat ion 
Bo knowledge of satellites 
Co testing atomic equipment 
Do dumping atomic wastes 
6. Space and Antarctica are alike in the following: 
Ao both are frigid r egi ons 
B. great wealth i n both 
c. both are r elatively unexplored 
D. both contain fossils 
7. Antarctica is not important for the following reason 
A .. commercial us e 
B .. military use 
c.. agricultural use 
Do all of these 
The reason why Antarctica holds a strategic position is: 
Ao it manufactures weather for the southern 
hemisphere 
Bo it has a frozen surface 
c .. it is a white continent 
D .. it is a sprawling continent 
9. While the earth rotates on its axis, the South Pole: 
A • . rotates once a day 
B .. rotates once a year 
c .. rotates once a month 
Do stays still 
10.. A satellite in a polar orbit could be observed from: 
Ao the South Pole 
B.. Southern Antarctica 
c. any part of Antarctica 
Do none of the se 
11. Polar orbit satellites could be controlled better from the 
South Pole than from any other spot: 
A .. on the earthVs sea surface 
B .. on the earth' s land surface 
c. at the North Pole 
D., all of these 
?4 
12.. Among the things learned during Operation Deep Free'ze 
is that: 
A .. there is twice as much ice as had been 
calculated earlier 
B. ice cores can be read like the rings 
of a tree 
c .. scientists have probed a thousand years 
into the past 
D. all of these 
13. There is some evidence that Antarctica may be: 
A. two continents 
Bo all ice 
c. rich in vegitation 
D. inhabited~ '0¥ ria:t~e rindians 
14o There is evidence that Antarctica supported 
A. pine trees 
B. sequoia trees 
c .. fig trees 
Do all of these 
lS.. Bright displays in the sky occuring in the sky in both 
hemispheres are caused by: 
Ao earth's magnetic field 
Bo blue green algae and lichens 
··-co bursts of radiation from the sun 
Do radio sets 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON .ANTARCTICA 
1• How many nations signed a treaty to protect Antarctica? 
' 2. How large is Antarct~ca compared to the u.s.? 
.3. What was a chief project of I G Y? 
4. This proj..et· can influence the world in two ways; one is 
poll tical, what is the other? 
5. For what turth~r explorations can this treaty serYe as a model? 
6. Since commercial and mill tary Talues of Antarctica haTe 
been ruled out, "1iillt.t is its · ch,i.ef Talue? 
7. Announcement·of tests as done in Antarctica might also be 
used for what other explorations? 
8. What is the most important point on the continent of Antarctica? 
9. For what area do swirling .winds oTer Antarctica manufacture 
weather? 
-
10. Why would the South Pole be a key station to obserTe 
satellites? 
; . 
11. How can scientists tell what happene~ a thousand years ago 
on Antarctica? 
12. What do scientists now thillk · makes up Antarctica? 
1.3. Where in Antarctica .do blue-green algae and lichens grow? . 
14. What causes auroras on Antarctica? 
15. Of what Talue is the knowledge of Antarctica to us? 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTI ONS ON 
ANTARCTICA 
1. What nations signed the treaty to protect Antarctica? 
2. What are some of the things that will not be allowed in 
Antarctica? 
3. Compare Antarctica with space. 
4. List the known facts about the Continent of Antarctica. 
5. What trees once grew in Antarctica? 
6. List different types of geographic features scientists 
believe make up Antarctica. 
7. List the reasons why land exploration in Antarctica is 
important to scientists. 
8. What are the reasons why Antarctica may be important in 
observing satellites? 
9. List evidences of previous life on Antarctica. 
10. List the reasons why air flight over the South Pole will 
improve transportation. 
'1 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
COAL MINING 
1.. The mining schedule is built around 
A. the seasons of the year 
B. the time of day 
c. the demand for coal 
D. all of the above 
2. Most people get to work in a mine by 
A. walking 
B. train 
C. automobile 
D. bicycle 
3. The tipple is 
A. an elevator shaft 
B. a flat railroad car 
c. a mine center above ground 
D. a steam shovel 
4.. Coal tar is used for 
A. medicine 
B. streets 
C. fuel 
D. all of the above 
5.. The safety device carried by every miner is 
A. safety matches 
B.. a safety light 
c. a jack knife 
D. a gas mask 
'/ 
6. When coal is heated, the mater ial that remains is called 
A. coal tar 
B. coal gas 
Co coke 
De coal. residue 
?. A miner wears 
A. a heavy steel helmet 
B. straps around his trouser legs 
c. a safety light 
De all of the above 
8. Major coal mining is done in 
A. Pennsylvania 
B. West Virginia 
c. Kentucky 
D. All of the above 
9. Coal is used a great deal by 
A. railroads 
Be generating companies 
c. steel companies 
Do all of the above 
lOo Coal is sorted by 
Ao hardness 
Be color 
Ce size 
D .. none of the above 
.. 
11. A product of coal that we use today is 
A. coke 
B. gas 
Co tar 
D. all of the above 
12o Holes are drilled in coal mines 
A. for dymaniting 
B. to let poison gas escape 
Co to find out how much coal there is 
D. to let coal dust escape 
13. Coal gas is used for 
14. Coke is 
A. medicine 
B. an explosive 
c. cooking 
D. a fuel for automobiles 
A. hard 
B. soft 
c. dusty 
D. almost a liquid 
15. Miners are always thinking of 
A. setting a record for mining coal 
B. finding a new mine 
C. safety 
D. all of the above 
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SHORT ANSNER QUESTIONS ON COAL MINING 
1. How do most people who work in coal mines get to work? 
2_. What is the tipple? 
3. What are miners concerned about most of all? 
4. Why do miners wear straps around the leg of their trousers? 
5. How is coal carried out of the mines? 
6. A'fter coal is baked, what is the nll!le of the material 
which remains? 
7. What safety devi.ce .does. a miner carry with him? 
a. What major industry :ls dependent upon coal supplies? 
9. Where, besides deep pits, can coal be found? 
10. What is coal gas used for? 
ll. What is coal tar used for? 
12. What kind of hats do miners wear? 
13. What product of coal is known as a hard, clean fuel? 
14. Why is water important to coal mining? 
15. H_ow is the coal . transported from the mine? 
-1. What 
2o List 
3o What 
4o What 
5. What 
6. When 
are the steps 
the important 
things does a 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
COAL MINING 
used in extracting coal from the 
states that have coal mining. 
miner wear for safety? 
industries buy coal? 
are the products of coal? 
a mine is discovered~ what things are built? 
7. What do the machines used in coal mining do? 
mine? 
8. Name different kinds of people that depend on coal mining. 
9o What is the general store and what purposes does it serve? 
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JOHN JACOB AS,TOR 
John Jacob Astor was born on July 17, 1763. His father, John 
Astor, was the easy-going village butcher. His own mother had died 
when Jacob was three, and the father had married again. His new 
wife was a kind, friendly person, but she did not manage the home 
well. The family fortunes went from bad to worse. 
There was not much opportunity for am~itious boys in the small 
town of Waldorf, Germany. So~etimes a father could pay a master 
workman to teach his son a trade. The boy became the workman's 
helper, or apprentice . John Astor had no money with which to buy 
such an apprenticeship for any of his sons. One by one the older 
boys left home to seek their fortunes far away. 
George went to London. For many years he worked for his uncle 
in a firm that made and sold musical instruments. John Henry went 
to the "new land", as America was called. His letters said that he 
was making a good living as a butcher. John Melchior was working 
on a gr eat estate in another part of Germany. Catherine stayed at 
home, as girls did in those days, and helped care for her little 
half siste~s. John Jacob helped his father in the butcher shop. 
Neighbors said that it was vanity that had made John Astor 
give his own name to three of his sons. The boys avoided confusion 
by dr opping their first names. Unt il they were grown men, they 
called themselves Henry, Melchior, and Jacob. 
The Astor family was very poor. A butche r could hardly make a 
living in this village where no one was rich. Jacob hated being 
poor. He hated his father's business. 
"I shall never be a butcher," he often said. Good humored 
John . Astor laughed. What else could the boy do? He could not learn 
a trade. And there was no money for Jacob to pay his way to far-
off cities where he could hunt work. 
When Melchior, the last of the three older boys, left home, 
Jacob had walked with him down the road. 
"Someday I shall be leaving home, too, Melchior," young Jacob 
said. "I shall go to another country - I think to America. But 
I shall not be a butcher there as Henry is. I shall make myself 
rich. Rich, Melchior. You shall see." 
One day George wrote a letter to his family. In the letter he 
wrote, "Jacob, you are to come to England. One does not have to 
pay big money to be apprenticed here. I shall get work for you. 
Here you can save and get ahead in the world." 
Wonderful words! Jacob thrilled again as he read them aloud. 
He was more determined than ever to leave Waldorf. 
But three years passed before Jacob was ready to go to London. 
For three years, he worked with his father, carrying fresh-killed 
meat, sharpening knives, scrubbing the butchering block and the 
floor. For three years, he did any small extra job he could find 
and saved every penny that he earned. He remembered the words of 
his own mother. "You must work hard and save," she had told her sons. 
"That is the way to get ahead in the world." And all the while, Jacob 
planned his journey to England. 
After labor and sacrifice, he earned money for a suit of clothes 
and shoes. Then he told his father that he was leaving home. When 
old John Astor saw that his son meant to go, he relented and wished 
him well o He even managed to find a few coins to give the boy for 
a start. Mrs. Astor packed a clean shirt and a pair of socks. She 
gave him food for a few dayso 
Jacob made three resolutions for his new life: "Be honest; be 
industrious; never gamble." He recited these promises ·over and 
over. Then he picked up his bundle and went his way. 
London was a bewildering city in 1780. streets were crowded. 
Sounds seemed strange to a village boy who could speak no English . 
Somehow, someway 9 Jacob found his brother. George was happy to see 
him, and made a bed on the floor of his room. 
"Now that you are here, you will do fine Jacob," George told 
himo "You shall have a job tomorrow." 
"But this language!" Jacob groaned. "It is fearful, George. 
Can I learn it?u. 
George grinned at him. "Of course you canl English goes much 
like German--more so than you guess at first." 
"Those funny sounds like German!" Jacob couldn't believe it. 
"Wait till tomorrow. When you are working in the shop and 
men around you are speaking English, it will come easy, 111 George 
promised. 
The next morning Jacob went to work for his uncle in the shop 
that made flutes and pianos. In six weeks he could understand 
English quite wellg and he could make others understand his own 
words. He never had instruction in English, and all his life he 
spoke with a German accent. 
Three more years went by. Jacob was twenty years old. On a 
September morning in 1783, men at the shop talked excitedly about 
news they had just heard. Benjamin Franklin, as representative of 
the United States, had signed a treaty with Great Britaino The 
British government recognized the independence of the United States. 
Jacob talked with George about going to America that night. 
In November of 1783, Jacob bade George good-by and sailed away to 
make his fortuneo He stood by the railing of the ship, watching 
the shores of England fade from viewo "I shall be rich," he told 
himself. "Richer than anyone elseA" 
Fortunately, Jacob had not expected life to be easy in Amer ica. 
Getting a job was nQ trouble to him1 Diederich, the baker, hired 
him at once. The next morning, Jacob was selling biscuits and cakes. 
Jacob liked this job . With his basket he went about the city. Soon 
he was well ac·quainted with New York. 
One day he discovered the store of Robert Bowne, the Quaker 
who did a business in pelts or furs . Jacob went into the shop and 
asked for work. The Quaker liked Jac ob 's appearanceo He hired 
the boy for two dollars a week and board. Jacob dashed back to the 
baker shopg left his basket, gathered up his few clothes, and began 
to work for Bowne that same day. 
After a month Mr. Bowne raised his wages a little. Jacob was 
glad to have the extra money, though he knew he could earn as much 
at easier worko But he had found no other way of learning what he 
needed to know about furso He stayed with the Quaker and stored 
all that he learned in his memoryo 
In the autumn Bowne sent Jacob up the Hudson River to buy furso 
When Jacob left New York, he carried on his back a pack filled with 
trinkets to exchange for pelts. The goods in Jacob's pack had cost 
considerable money, but Bowne felt sure that Jacob would select furs 
t hat would sell for a good profit. 
When he got back from the trip he talked about going into 
business for himselfo His brother Henry was willing to make him 
a small loan. Jacob rented a small, shabby building on a side street. 
Ther e was a lean-to at the back where the furs could be stored. The 
yard was big enough for beating the furs. He had enough money to 
pay for a few months' rent for his store and to buy trinkets for 
trade. And in this way Jacob Astor started a fur business in the 
year 1786, just three years after he arrived in the new land. 
From the beginning Jacob had two advantages over many rival 
merchants. He had confidence in himself, and he knew exactly what 
he wanted. He intended to be richo 
The new fur trader worked very hard. Since he had no money for 
hiring help, he did all of the work himself. He bargained for furs, 
cured, beat, and packed them. Occasionally, he took short trips for 
buying. The furs he lugged home on his back were sold at good profit . 
Some months before, Jacob had had a stroke of good fortune. He 
fell in love with Sarah 9 the daughter of the Widow Todd at whose 
home he boarded. S~rah was intelligent and industrious, and the Todd 
family had friends and relatives in New York. Sarap had a little 
' 
money- about three hundred dollars- and it gave her husband ·a 
chance to increase his business. Jacob felt sure he would be happy 
with herg but he was astonished when he discovered that she was 
skillful with furso He had not expected that bit of lucko 
Sarah was a good merchant as well as an expert with furs. Because 
she observed that musical instruments sold well, she sometimes had 
a piano or some flutes for sale. Then she added other items of 
merchandise. William Backhouse, a New York merchant, noticed the 
prosperous little shopo He offered Jacob a loan so that the business 
could grow fastero The Asters were grateful to William Backhouse 
for his help, and they named a son for this friend. 
Almost all of Jacob Astor's success came as the result of hard 
work and straight thinkingo Now and then he had a bit of good lucko 
Whenever Jacob Astor made money, he promptly set that new money 
to working for him. 
Jacob Astor's fur business had grown. He had started in a 
little shop on a side street with a modest sign which said: "Furs 
and Pianos." After twelve years in America, he had a shop on 
II 
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Broadway with an elegant sign: 11Fur Merchanto 11 About this time he 
began to use his full name, John Jacob Astor. 
Astor organized the American Fur Company in the year 1808. With 
that company, a new word, ttmonopoly, 11 came into business use. The 
word meant that here was a great business under one head. With this 
companyg Astor had trading posts throughout the country, where 
Astor's men traded with both Indian and white trappers for furs. 
These furs brought Astor great riches, and he used the money to 
earn more money. His ships sailed the seas, carrying furs to England, 
France, Germany, and China. His ships also carried other products 
such as lead, and wool and Chinese goods. Astor could always find 
new products to fill his ships - products which he could sell at a 
profit. 
By the year 1834, fur was getting scarcer and beaver hats were 
out of styleo Astor sold out. His timing was perfecto Never again 
was the fur business the magic way of getting quick moneyo 
The poor imigrant boy, Jacob Astor, was worth a quarter of a 
million dollars by 1800o Yet he lived so modestly that few suspected 
him of having wealth. One of his few luxuries was a riding horse, 
and nearly every day he took a ride north of the cityo He saw land 
·which others thought was too far out ever to become valuableo He 
bought many acres not only of good farm land but of rocky land and 
marsheso 
One day he sold a house on Wall Street , and the buyer thought 
he had outsmarted that clever Mr. Astor. Jacob ~aughed at him. 
"With this eight thousand dollars which you have paid me," 
Jacob said, "I shall buy eighty lots on Broadway near Canal Street. 
In ten years your house will be worth twelve thousand dollars and 
my lots eighty thousand dollars. 11 And that was what happened. 
0 
It was Astorvs faith in New York which helped hlin to make his 
greates t for tune o He believed that the city would grow~ and it did 
growo He lease~ or rented 9 most of his lando He let those who leased 
the land build the buildings 9 pave the streets~ and make other 
improvementse In this way he earned bigger profits. 
He sold only the lots he thought not worth holding. All this 
time hundreds of people had been moving to New York . Someone always 
wanted to buy any lot that Astor was willing to sello And , of 
course , he a l ways sold it for much more than he paido 
Astor made two million dollars in the fur busines so This sum 
grew to about twenty million dollars during his life time. Today 
the family fortune is said to be about half a billion dollarso 
When Astor died in 1848, New York newspapers printed special 
editlons 1 and newsboys shouted the news on the streetso Some who 
heard the shouts wondered what this man Astor had done. They read 
the papers and learned that John Jacob Astor was Americ a ' s first 
milliona·ireo He was the first man to dream of an empire or businesso 
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 2:!.0 
JOHN JACOB ASTOR 
1., John Jacob Astor was born in 
A., England 
B .. Germany 
c .. Scotland 
D .. America 
2., John Jacob was 
A., apprenticed in a musical instrument factory 
B .. apprenticed to a butcher 
c .. made to work for his father 
Do apprenticed to a fur merchant 
J., John Jacobs s family was 
A .. rich 
B., selfish 
c .. poor 
D., lonely 
4 .. John Jacob wanted to be a 
Ao butcher 
B., music instrument maker 
c .. fur merchant 
D., baker 
5 .. John Jacob~s brother George invited him to 
Ao Germany 
B .. America 
Co England 
D., Scotland 
6. Mr. Astor gave John Jacob 
A. new clothes 
B. tickets 
c. a little money 
D. all of the above 
7., For his new life John Jacob resolved to 
A., be honest 
B. never gamble 
c. be industridus 
D. all of the .~bove 
8. 
' 1 ,. ( 
John Jacob thought it would be dif:t'icult 1 ~o learn 
( . 
A. English 
B. German 
C., Russian 
D.. French 
9.. What one thing did John Jacqb promise himself? 
l Oo 
ll o 
A., that he would always live in England 
B., that he would return home to his family 
c. that he would own many buildings in New York 
D., that he would become rich 
The first job John Jacob had in New York was that of 
A. a butcher 
Bo selling cakes and biscuits 
c. selling musical instruments 
Do a fur merchant 
Where did Mr .. Bowne send John Jacob to buy furs? 
A. Boston 
B. up the Hudson River 
Co to Canada 
D.. to the west coast 
... 
12e When John Jacob came back from the fur buying trip he decided 
A. to buy Mro Bowne i s shop 
B. to go into business alone 
c. to sell musical instruments 
D. to sell trinkets 
... 13. John Jacob's business gre~ so large that he owned 
A. several trading posts 
B. ships 
c. property 
D. all of the above 
14. Why did John Jacob sell out the fur busines's? 
Ae so he could spend more time on his farm 
B. there was no more great money in the fur business 
c. so he could buy more property 
D. so he could go back to England 
15. John Jacob made how much money in the fur business? 
A. twenty-five thousand dollars 
Bo two million dollars 
c. twenty million dollars 
D. half a billion dollars 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON JOHN JACOB ASTOR 
1 .. Where wa:s John Jacob Astor born? 
2. What trade did John Jacob begin to learn? 
3. Hbw did John Jacob and his brother aToid confusion 
about their names? 
4. ·What business did John Jacob say he would not follow? 
5. Why- didn 1 t Mr .. Astor buy an apprenticeship for John Jacob? 
6~- Mter receiving the letter .f'rom his brother, how long did it 
take John. Jacob to get to England? 
I • 
7 • What cli.!ficulty did John Jacob haTe to overcome before 
leaving for America? 
8. What did John Jacob 1 s uncle make in his shop? 
9. What did John Jacob keep telling himself'? 
10. What was the first job John . Jacob had in America? 
11. Why did John Jacob need a yard in the rear of' his store? 
12. Why was John Jacob'"s wi.f'e able to help him' in h:ts1 a tor~? 
13. What does the word 11monopoly11 as used in this story mean? 
!4. Why did John Jacob Astor sell his business? 
15. H'aw did John Jacob Astor's faith in New York help him 
to make his greatest living? 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
JOHN JACOB ASTOR 
lo What duties did John Jacob Astor have in his father's butcher 
business? 
2o What three resolutions did John Jacob make for his new life? 
J 
3o What work did John Jacob have to do for himself when he went 
into the fur business? 
4o What were the things John Jacob and Sarah sold in their store? 
5o What countries did John Jacob Astor do business with? 
6o What products did John Jacob Astor 1 s ships carry? 
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7o What did people that leased John Jacob Astor's land have to do? 
Bo List the types of business John Jacob Astor owned or boughto 
9o What transactions proved John Jacob Astor had a keen mind for 
business? 
lOo What t hings did John Jacob Astor learn when he was an 
app.r.ent i c_e to Mr -o Bo:wne 'l 
JOHN PAUL JONES 
---
"Man the riggingi" 
"Heave in the main skysailA" 
Young John Paul's dark eyes snapped as he shouted commands. 
Scrambling to the top of a little hill~ he waved his armsp 
pretending to haul a sailo "Now watch me slide down the rigging," 
he c~lled as he slid down the grassy bank. 
Just then he saw a ship in the <;list13.nce. "Sail hoJ" he cried 
happily, bounding ove~ the green siope to the water's edge. 
As long as John Paul could remember, he had watched for sails 
on the bay . He had been born 9 in 1747, in the gardner's cottage, 
only a quarter of a mile from the water's edge. 
Almost always ships could be seen passing in the bay. Many of 
them docked at Dumfried (dum-frees'), a mile from John's home. Often 
John was allowed to visit the ships. He learned every part of every 
ship that he saw. 
He learned that the prow is the front of a ship and the stern 
is the back . He learned that the hull is the body of a ship and the 
hold is the part inside below the decks. The masts 9 or spars, are 
the long poles to which the sails and rigging are attached. On a 
ship with three masts the front mast is called the foremast. The 
center and tallest mast is the mainmast. And the mast behind is the 
mizzenmast o He learned that the crosstrees are strong crosspieces 
of timber by which the topmasts are joined to the lower masts. A 
poop is a high upper deck in the stern. These were only a few of 
the part s which John Paul had learned. 
Young John Paul was not quite thirteen years old when his 
fathe r came home with the news. The merchant, John Younger, had 
agreed to hire young John as ship's boy, or apprentice. Mr. Younger 
carried on trade with the British colonies in America. He owned the 
"Friendship" 9 which would be sailing soon for America, and John Paul 
could sail with it. Captain Benson, unlike many sea captains of that 
time, could be counted on to be kind to his crew. For this reason 
Mr. Younger had selected the "Friendship" for John's first voyage. 
To John Paul it seemed almost too good to be true that he was to 
sail on a real merchant ship. To be sailing to America, where his big 
brother was livingl To America~ where every man was considered as 
good as his neighbori 
As ship's boy 9 John had all sorts of odd jobs on board. Sometimes 
he scrubbed decks or helped the cook. He cleaned the captain's cabin 
and ran errands 9 but he had other duties that pleased him more. He 
helped to clean the guns 9 which the merchant ship carried for pro-
tection. And several times he stood behind the big wheel to navigate, 
or steer, the ship. 
When the ship docked near Fredericksburg, Virginia, John Paul 
was waiting to go on shoreo "Now you've proven yourself a real sea-
man," said Captain Benson9 "anxious to sail, but just as anxious to 
be the first to lando" 
While John Paul was visiting his brother 9 the "Friendship's" cargo 
was unloadedo Cloth9 tea, dishes, toys~ and many other things which 
the colonists needed had been brought from England. The empty ship 
was then packed with such products as tobacco 9 grains 9 and cotton 
for the return trip . 
One day when his ship returned to home port in Whitehaven, he 
had disappointing newso Mro Younger was giving up his company, and 
John Paul was out of a job . Before long 9 however, he was ~ppointed 
a midshipman in the British navy. 
Soon his joy in being on a fighting ship was dimmed when boys 
of less skill were promoted over him. As a Scottish gardner•s son, 
he had little chance of becoming an officer. He decided to leave the 
navy and make his fortune on the ships which were transporting Negro 
slaves from Africa to America. 
John Paul hated to see the suffering of the alves during the 
long voyage, so he quit his job although he was far from home and 
without work. On his way home he boarded a ship named the "John" as 
a passenger. 
It was a strange voyage back to Scotland. Both the captain and 
the first mate died of a tropical fever. John was already well known 
as a good seaman, and the crew realized that he was the man on board 
who was most likely to bring the ship home safely. He took command, 
and when he arrived at Kirkcudbright, the merchants who owned the ship 
were pleased and grateful. Although Johp was only twenty-one years 
old, they appointed him captain and also asked him to serve as 
merchant in charge of the "John' s" cargo. Skilled seamen often 
~orked for years to attain such an important command. 
After a while, he decided to give up the sea. Where could he go? 
What could he do? Then he thought of Americao 
In America many exciting things were happening. For years the 
American colonists had been smarting under the stern British rule. 
In 1775 they went to war ag~inst Great Britain. It was no time for a 
life of ease, John Paul Jones decided. He felt "bound by gratitude 
as well as honor" to help the American cause. He was one of the first 
American patriots to volunteer to serve at sea. 
On October 30, 1775, Congress voted to spend a hundred thousand 
dollars to outfit four warships. Through his friend, Joseph Hewes, 
John was appointed a first lieutenant in the new navy. Hewes was an 
influential shipowner and a member of the naval committee of the 
Congress. He knew about the bold young sea captain's stormy career 
and thoug~t that he would do more than anyone else for an American 
navyo 
Hewes was right o Jones suggested many practical ways to organize 
a navyo Many of his suggestions were the result of his experience as 
a midshipman in the British navy, the most powerful navy in the world. 
John Paul Jones was happy to be at sea again. He wrote Hewes, 
"You are the angel of my happiness. To your friendship I owe my 
present enjoyments as well as my future prospects~m 
From the firstg Jones proved to be an excellent officer. Time 
and again it was his daring that made it possible for the little navy 
to bring needed ammunition to the fighting forces. Again it was his 
courage and skill that made attacking British ships turn frightened 
sails to escape. Many times it was Jonesvs knowledge of the sea and 
ships that brought American seamen home safely. 
About the time that the Declaration of Independence was signed, 
Jones was made a captain. He received the first appointment, or 
commission, issued by Congress after the colonies began calling 
themselves the United States. Meanwhile he had been given command 
of the "Providence." Although it was a small ship, it was sleek and 
fast. In seven weeks' time he had sunk eight enemy ships and 
captured eight more as prizes. He had met two British frigates so 
much more powerful than his own small ship that he dared not risk 
an open battle. Instead he shortened sail and led them on "a wild 
goose chase 9 11 as he said. In this way he forced them to waste 
ammunition while he sailed his own crew to safetyo 
On June 14, 1777, John Paul Jones was given independent command 
of the "Ranger." That same day the United States flag with stars 
and stripes was adopted as the national emblem. 
At last John Paul Jones would carry the war away from the 
shores of America. On the voyage across the Atlantic he had to 
~ ~ 
train his men in naval warfare. Some of them had never even been 
on a ship before. After they arrived in French waters, Captain Jones 
arranged for the French fleet to exchange gun salutes with the 
"Ranger o" 
The guns boomed from the "Ranger's" decks. A second later, the 
French guns boomed their answering salute. It was a thrilling time 
for the crew on the Ranger. It was the first American ship to receive 
a salute from a foreign nation. 
Jones had formed a plan. He would attack British ports and 
ships in their own waters. He would raid towns of Britain as Britain 
had been raiding American shores. With British towns in danger perhaps 
the British commanders would be forced to keep the navy at home to 
guard its own ports. Fewer British transports loaded with supplies 
and ammunit ion for the armies fighting the Americans would b~ sent 
across the sea. 
The plan was dangerous as well as bold. A broadside from a big 
British warship could blast to splinters a little ship like the 
"R~nger." But Jones knew that the British would not be expecting an 
attack from the little new American navy. 
In April, 1778, the Ranger boldly sailed from Brest, France. It 
sailed for a part of the English shore which her captain knew well -
Whitehaven. There, huge British ships were usually docked. At low 
tide they would be helpless to get away. Jones planned to set fire 
to the ships and cripple English shipping. 
A small ship of the United States Navy had dared to fight what 
had been known as the invincible navy of the king. For hundreds of 
years no foreign country had dared to raid British shores. No one 
had dared to challenge British power at sea. In America the joyous 
news brought new hope of liberty. 
John Paul Jones returned to France a hero. Wberever he went, 
people wanted to meet himo Newspapers printed columns about his life 
and adventureso There was a storm of protests against Jones in the 
English papers, but even they printed exciting tales and gossip 
about himo 
Although Jones found himself a hero, he also soon found himself 
without a ship. The "Ranger" was ordered sent back to America. By 
that time France had openly entered the war on the side of the United 
States. The French government had promised to outfit a ship for 
Joneso 
The ship was an old-fashioned merch{lnt vessel, almost worn out 
with useo Its decks were high, a nd it was bulky and hard to manageo 
Jones was so anxious to go to sea aga in that his friends knew he 
would have taken almost any old tubo He armed the ship with second-
hand cannons and guns. 
For two more years John Paul Jones continued to serve in the 
cause of liberty until the United States won its independenceo 
Then his love of the sea and excitement took him on other 
adventures in other parts of the world. For a time he served as 
admiral in the Russian navy, planning a campaign by sea against the 
Turks o In 1788 he wrote his friend Thomas Jefferson 9 "I can never 
renounce the glorious title of a citizen of the United States." 
Captain Jonesvs health had begun to fail, and in 1792 he died 
in Paris o As the years passed 9 the people of the United States 
realized more and more how much this patriot had done for their 
cause of liberty o They realized how much he had done to make a 
strong navy 9 and he became known as the founder and father of 
the United States Navy. In 1905 his body was brought back to 
America by a squadron of warships. His tomb is now in t he United 
States Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland, where young men receive 
the naval training that Jones so strongly urgedo 
Adapted from Weir, Ruth Cromer, John~ Jones, ~ow, Peterson and Goo, 
Evans t on , I llinois, 1950, 
... 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS Q! 
JOHN PAUL JONES 
1~ John Paul Jones was born 
Ao near the water 
Bo in the mountains 
C., in the city 
Do in America 
2, John Paul Jones was how old when he went to sea?' 
A, 13 
Bo 18 
c., 21 
Do 28 
3, When he first went to sea John Paul Jones was 
Ao first officer 
B., a shipRs boy 
Co a boatswainRs mate 
Do a c aptain 
4o The ship that John Paul Jones was first assigned to was the 
Ao John 
B. Ranger 
Co Friendship 
Do Providence 
5, What happened on the "John" on the way from America to Scotland? 
Ao the captain died 
B., John Paul Jones was very sick 
Co the crew was sick 
Do there was a mutiny 
6. What was the cargo transported from Africa to Americ a? 
A. precious metals 
Bo silks 
c. diamonds 
D. Negro slaves 
7. Why did John Paul Jones want to come to America when he gave 
up the sea after commanding the "John 11 ? 
Ao to become a navy captain 
B. many exciting things were happening in America 
Co to retire to the country 
D. to live with his brother 
8. What was the purpose of attacking British ports and ships in 
their own harbors? 
Ao to disperse American ships 
B. the British would stay home 
c. the debris from the ships would be on the 
British shores 
Do none of these 
9. Joseph Hewes helped John Paul Jones by 
Ao having him appointe d as a lieutenant in the 
UoSo Navy 
B. giving him command of a ship 
c. making him captain of the "Ranger" 
Do none of these 
10 .. What did the 11 Providence 11 and its crew accomplish? 
A. it destroyed 8 ships 
Bo it blocked the entrance to the British harbor 
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10 . (continued) 
C., it traveled farther than any other ship 
Do it destroyed 16 ships 
ll o JohnYs first captain9 Captain Bens on, unl ike most sea captains 
of the time was 
Ao kind 
B., cruel 
Co careless 
D., indifferent 
12o Why did John decide to leave the British na vy? 
13o 
14o 
15. 
Why 
The 
Ao because boys of less skill we r e promoted over him 
Bo he was tired of the British navy 
C., he wanted more adventure 
D., he wanted to visit his brother 
did John leave Mro Younger's company? 
Ao he wanted to earn more money 
B., he wanted more adventure 
Co Mro Younger was giving up the company 
Do Mro Younger was unfair to John Paul J ones 
owners of the "John" were so pleased tha t J ohn Paul Jones 
brought the ship home safely that they 
Ao gave him command of another ship 
Bo made him captain of the John 
Co paid him several thous and dolla r s 
Do refunded his passage 
The first ship that John Paul Jones served aboard was a 
Ao war ship 
Bo air craft carrier 
Co merchant ship 
Do sail boat 
SHORT ANSWER QUES_TIONS ON JOHN PAUL JONES 
1. Where was John Paul Jones born1 
2. What did John Paul Jones want to be? 
-J. How old was John Paul Jones when he went to sea? 
4. Where did tha "Friendship• first take John Paul? 
5. Who was John Paul Jonas anxious to see in America? 
6. What was the ·cargo traru!lported from Mrica to Amarica? 
7. How old was John Paul Jones when he was first appointed 
captain of a ship? 
8. Why did John Paul Jones want to go to America when he 
gave up the sea? 
9. Why did John Paul Jones join the American Na'fY? 
10. How did Joseph Hewes help John Paul Jones? 
ll. What important event in history occurred the same date 
that John Paul Jones was given command of 1tf!'he Ranger"? 
12. What did John Paul Jones hope to accomplish by attacking 
British ports and ships in their own waters? 
13. In what navy was John Paul Jones an admiral? 
l!i. What do we credit John Paul Jones with today? 
15. Where is John Paul Jones buried? 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
JOHN PAUL JONES 
- - ---
1. What different nations did John Paul Jone~ serve? 
2. What were John Paul Jones' duties when he first went to ~ea? 
3. What were the different types of cargo that the Friendship 
carried? 
4. What kind of ships did John Paul Jones serve aboard? 
5. List the different ranks John Paul Jones had in the various 
navies., 
6 . List the countries John Paul Jones fought against. 
7. What were the reasons that John Paul Jones could not get 
ahead in the British navy? 
8., List the strange things about the trip back from Scotland. 
9o List the things that helped John Paul Jones become an officer 
in the American navy. 
10 ., List reasons why John Paul Jones is a hero. 
1. 
2. 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
COLONIAL SHIPBUILDING 
The Colonists tools were made in 
A. America 
B. France 
Ce England 
D .. Germany 
Most of the New England colonists were 
A., gentlemen 
B., farmers 
Co carpenters 
D .. servants 
3.. Settlers did not come to America in great numbers after 
1641 because 
A.. the Puritan ' s life was better in England 
B.. they could not pay for the trip 
. 7 
Co the king would not let them come to America 
Do all of the above 
4. New England was ideal for shipbuilding because of 
A.. its irregular sea coast 
Bo its rivers 
C.. its forests 
D.. all of the above 
5. The colonists built their own ships because 
A.. they had to find something to keep them busy 
Bo England was sending no ships for trade 
Co they wanted larger ships 
Do none of the above 
6o The south's most valuable product was 
Ao gold 
Bo potatoes 
C. tobacco 
De meat 
?e The most important New England seaport was 
A. Boston, Mass. 
Bo Providence, R.I. 
c. Bangor, Maine 
D. Salem, Mass. 
8. What did the East Indies send to New England? 
Ae grain and meat 
Bo lard and livestock 
Co Rum and sugar 
Do all of the above 
9o The English tried to control trade by 
A. tax~s and levies 
Bo making agreements with the other countPies not 
to trade with the colonies 
c. guarding the New England seaports 
Do not sending ships to New England 
10. The colonists were anxious to see the ships come from England 
because they brought 
A. supplies 
Bo food 
c. news 
Do all of the above 
llo At the time of the colonists, the largest shipbuilding area was 
Ao New York 
Bo Pennsylvania 
Co Boston 
Do Roanoke 
12o The main reason the Puritans left England was 
Ao for .adventure 
Bo to make more money 
Co for religious freedom 
Do none of the ~bove 
13o Ships that were not too large were used for 
Ao trading between colonies 
The 
Bo whaling 
Co pleasure boating 
Do none of the above 
colonists prospered because of 
Ao trade with the indians 
Bo shipbuilding 
Co manufac ture of woolen goods 
Do all of the above 
15o What did the colonists receive from the forests of New England? 
A" lumber 
Bo turpentine 
C~· ; pitch 
Do all of the above 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON COLONIAL SHIPBUILDING 
1. Where were the colonists tools made? 
2~ What work were.....most people engaged in? 
3. What <lid the . colonists trade for English goodsfl 
4. Why didn't many settlers come to America after 1641? 
5. What was the most favorable thing in New England for 
-shipbuilding? 
6. Why did the colonists have to build their own s~ps? 
7. What goods did the colonists trade with countries other 
thm England? 
8. What was the south's most highly valued product? 
9. What goods came from the East Indies to New England? 
10. What were ships that wer~ not seaworthy used for? 
11. How did the English try to control trade in the colonies? 
12. What did shipbuilding do for the colonies? 
13. What was the most important New England seaport? 
14. What did the New England settlers want most o:r all from 
England? 
15. What was the largest group of people that lef't England? 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
COLONIAL SHIPBUILDING 
1. List the tools that came from Englande 
2o What items from England did the colonist.ws wife want? 
3e What we~e the major shipbuilding centers in New England? 
4. List the kinds of work pe ople did to support the shipbuilding 
industryo 
5o What did the ships carry f or export? 
6. What products were shipped from the South to New England 
colonists? 
7e List the reasons why New England was good for shipbuilding? 
8o List the products the colonists received from the forests of 
New England. 
9o Beside Bostoni what two places outside of New England were 
important shipping areas? 
lOe List all of the ports that you can remember that the 
colonists ships visited. 

FLYING DOCTORS OF 'JHlE OUTBACK;. 
' -- -· 
How much grqund do you cover in caring for your patients?" I 
asked the doctor. I was starting to make calls with Dr. Jack Woods 
of Australia's Flying Doctor Service. 
"I serve people for thousands of miles around here," he said. 
"It is as if one doctor were to serve about six of your Eastern 
States and part of CanadaJ" 
Our first stop was at the Broken Hill air base. There Dr. Woods 
and his pilot talked by radio with our first patient, 200 miles away. 
The man lived on a large ranch, called a sheep station. He was 20 
miles from his nearest neighbor. The pilot asked about a landing 
strip and told the man that we would be there in about two hours. 
Lonely ~ Country. The three of us just about filled the 
plane. Ten minutes out of Broken Hill we were over the Australian 
bush. This wild land of few people is called the "outback." A tiny 
group of houses marks a sheep station. Then there is mile a~~r 
mile of empty country. 
mountains. 
~~ 
There are no roads or railroads and no h~ 
' 
The doctor had heard about this patient three days earlier. At "-.. , 
that time the doctor was hundreds of miles away caring for another 
sick person. Over the radio, he had told how the patient should be 
cared foro Just by giving a number, he told what medicine the 
patient should take. All these lonely stations have the same kind 
of medicine chests. Each box or bottle has a number on it. 
At last we saw the s t ation. It had a patch of green, six houses 
close together and a water hole. We saw something flapping in the 
breeze to tell us which way the wind was blowing. It turned out to 
be a suit of long underwear. 
The sick man's wife told me about the time when there were no 
Flying Doctors or two-way radios. I could understand how very lonely 
a woman in the Outback must have been 30 years ago o There were just 
her husband and herself, and three or four men to help with the sheep. 
For months at a time, she didntt see another woman. 
Life in the Outback. Our next call was 75 miles away. A child 
had a fever. The three other children in the family came to meet us. 
The doctor had brought a doll, a toy gun, and a bag of candy. I could 
see that he was an important person in their lives. 
We had come during school hours. The children of the Outback 
cannot go to schools like ours. They are taught by their mothers with 
the help of a government program. The lessons come by mail and by 
radio. The mail truck calls at the stations almost every week. But 
very often the truck breaks down in the middle of the desert. 
We spent that night at the one little town within several days' 
travel by car. The town has 86 people, a small hospital and two 
nurses. These girls have to know a great deal more than most nurses. 
Sometimes they must do the work of a doctor. 
No Rest for the DoctorJ We made our calls and got back to Broken 
Hill the third night. We had flown more than 1,000 miles. 
At supper, the doctor's wife told me that he had taken the job 
for one year - seven years ago. He never would take a vacation. "He 
is afraid of missing something," she said. 
He was going to take the next day off to see a football game with 
me. But in the morning a call came from 500 miles away. A man who 
had been thrown from his horse was badly hurt. Half an hour later I 
saw the little plane rise. It circled and headed off across the great 
Outback. The football game was forgotten immediately. 
Dr. Jack woods is one of several doctors of the Flying Doctor 
Service. They serve most of Australia. That continent is about the 
size of the United States. 
Most Australians live along the coast. But thousands of people 
also live in the great sheep and cattle country of the inland. They 
are lucky if a neighbor is within half a day's journeyo 
In the Outback of northern Australia, the nearest neighbor may 
be a weekVs journey awayo There is no telephone to bring them closeo 
The Flying Doctor Base is the center of friendly life for the 
sheep and cattle stations o The people of the Outback now are less 
lonely because of the Flying Doctor Serviceo 
The Flying Doctor Service was the idea of Dro John Flynno He 
cared for the sick 9 going from station to station by carriage or 
came lo He dug through drifted sand or battled blinding dust stormso 
About 1917 he began his work to build a visiting doctor service. 
Slowly he got promises of help o Two problems stumped him for yearso 
How could he get the doc tor to the patient? How could the patient 
call the doctor? The airplane solved the first problemo There seemed 
no answer for the secondo 
The radio began to be used o Dro Flynn told radio men that he 
needed a sending and receiving set that would make its own powero 
They all said it was impossible to build such a seto So, Dro Flynn 
t ook up the hard job himselfo 
A young radio worker finally helped him do the jobo They built 
a set that receives and sends messages as far as 500 mileso A child 
can run ito In homes with no electricity9 power is given by pedalso 
In 1928 the first Flying Doctor Base was set upo Soon people in 
other parts of the country begged for the serviceo In 1933 a plan was 
worked out for the countryo The c ont inent is divided into several partso 
Each has its own radio base and its flying doctoro The cost is met by the 
patients, rich people and the governmento The Flying Doctor must learn 
how to treat cases at a distanceo He must teach the patient's family 
to work with him calmy and carefullyo 
Adapted from: 
Readeris Digest 9 Readin~ Skill Builder , Reader's Digest Services, Inco 
Educational Division9 P easantville~ No Yo 
ELABORATIVE THINKING QUESTIONS 
FLYING DOCTORS 
le Since the flying doctors first started in 1917, what conditions 
have not been changed by inventions? 
2. What kinds of workers nqt mentioned in the story are necessary 
to keep the Flying Doctors Service working well:l 
3e What way~ can you think of improving the Flying Docto~ Service? 
4o Compare the methods used by doctors and the government school 
program. Discus~ ways in which they are alike and differento 
5. If you were setting up a list of rules for a sick person to 
follow in getting a doctor, and what to do until the doctor 
arrived, what would you include? 
»Cr:i. tical Thinkin; Que•tiona ~ FlyiAG Doctor. 
or \he Outback 
1. What do you think are the ad.Tanta~•• and di•ad.Tanta~•• 
of bein~ a !lyin~ doctor? 
2. The author feel• that .fl1in~ doctor• are an excellent 
way to care for people in the Au•tralian Outback re~on•. 
What are •ome of the r euon• why you lli~ht not a~ee? 
3. What difference• do you notice between callin~ your doctor 
and Au•tralians callin~ the flyin~ doctor? 
4. In what way do you think the Friendly Doctor Serrlce ha• 
helped aake li T.i.nc in the Outback le.. lonely? 
5. The co•t of the Flyin~ Doctor SerTice i• paid in part by 
rich people and the ~oTerllJIIento If you were •••kine tunda 
from the rich people and the goTernment~ how would you •how 
the need for •ore money? What thin~ would you do to raiae 
•ore :money? 
HAWAII: ISLAND PARADISE ..,. .. 
For more than a century, Honolulu, the capital of the Hawaiian 
Island~, ha~ welcomed traveler~ warmlyo Each arriving ocean liner 
i~ greeted by a group of i~lander~ wearing necklace~ of flower~. 
The~e are C§lled leis. The Royal Hawaiian Band fills the air with 
music. A Hawaiian woman sings the haunt ing " Song of the Islands." 
Such sights and sounds, plus the perfume of thousands of flower 
leis, capture the heart of the visitor. Before he even s·teps ashore 
he feels the beauty and charm of Hawaii. 
Nowhere in the world can travelers buy so much beauty for so 
little money. All kinds of brilliant flowers made into leis can be 
bought very cheaply. Each lei woman has worked from early afternoon 
until late the night before. She has strung from ten to fifteen 
thousand flowers. In a single boat-day morning, the lei women sell 
as many as 100,000 blossoms. 
The group of islands called Hawai i is a wonderland of color. 
Color is everywhere. It is in the sky, in the trees and shrubs, and 
even in the sea. 
Honolulu, on the island of Oahu, boasts that it has the best 
climate on earth. Its average temperature for more than fifty 
years has been 74 degrees. In a few hours, howeverg you can@9t a 
complete change of climate. In the same day, you can swim in the 
ocean and then drive up a nearby mountain and ice-skate on a 
beautiful lake. 
Honolulu's Waikiki Beach is the most famous in the worldo Its 
charm is in its graceful curve and in its many shades of green and 
blue water. 
Native men from Samoa were probably the first to set eyes on the 
Hawaiian Islands. In the fifth century, they may have traveled 2000 
to 3000 miles. They used 70-foot canoes cut from single giant logs. 
~ ... ~ 
In 1778 Captain James Cook discovered Hawaii by accident. Cook, 
an English sailor, saw the islands while he was trying to find a new 
route for travel by water. The people whom Cook found on the islands 
at first believed that he was a pale-faced god. Just before the 
Englishmen were ready to leave the islands, Captain Cook quarreled 
with some natives who had stolen a boat. One native stabbed him. 
When the captain fell with a groan, the natives exclaimed "He feels 
pain. He is not a godl" They killed him at once. 
Until 1820, the Hawaiians had no written language. In that 
year, missionaries and their wives arrived in Hawaii. The missionaries 
created a language for the natives and began to teach them to read 
and write. These missionaries translated the Bible into the new 
native language. Within 30 years, Hawaiians boasted that they were 
the best educated people in the entire world. 
The missionaries taught the Hawaiians to sing hymns. The 
Islanders became very musical. The haunting "Aloha Oe" is sung as 
each tourist ship leaves Honolulu. The words of this song were 
written by Queen Liliuokalani. First pl~yed in the United States in 
1883 by the Royal Hawaiian Band, the song was soon sung everywhere. 
The Portuguese introduced a little guitar to the Island. The 
Hawaiians liked it and named it the "leaping flea," or ukulele. 
The people of Hawaii are of many different races. Chinese, 
Japanese, Filipino, Hawaiian and white children study and play 
together happily. Their parents belong to the same business, 
professional and labor groups. 
Hawaii is the sweetest land on earth. Almost ·'three fourths 
of the land that is cultivated is sugar cane. The planting season 
is continuous. 
The Islands furnish about nine tenths of the world's supply of 
pineapples. On the island of Lanai, every one of the 15,000 acres 
under cultivation produces pineapples. 
The traveler to Hawaii can eat all kinds of strang~ and 
exciting foodso He can enjoy fish, poi, baked breadfruit, 
cocoanut pudding, mango ice cream, papayas and many other delicious 
foods. 
Leaving Honolulu is a thrilling experience. Travelers never 
forget the excitement of crowds of people calling good-by. They 
remember the perfume of flower leis about their necks and the 
final farewell of "Aloha Oe" as the ship leaves port. Each 
passenger takes a long last look at the city. Then he slips off 
his lei and drops it overboard. He watches anxiously to see 
whether it drifts toward shore. If it does, then he surely will 
return to this island Paradise. 
Adapted from: 
Reader's Digest, Reading Skill Builder, The Reader's Digest 
Educational Department, Pleasantville, New York 
ELABORATIVE THINKING QUESTIONS ON 
HAWAII 
1. What kinds of things would you like to know more 
about the Hawaiian people? 
~ 
2. If you were making advertising posters suggesting 
that people visit Hawaii, what would you say, and 
which things do you consider important? 
3. Does this story give any hints as to how Hawaii is 
changing or what it might be like in the future? 
4. If you were to re-write this story, what things 
would you stress as the advantage s of living in 
Hawaii? 
5. What are some of the activities you would do 
if you visited Hawaii? 
CRITICAL THINKING QUESTI ONS ON 
HAWAII 
1. Which things mentioned in the article on Hawaii 
can you do in Massachusetts? 
2. If you were to give a talk on Hawaii what groups 
of people do you think would find this type of 
talk interesting? Why? 
3. The author points out the advantages of living in 
Hawaii. What do you think would be the disadvantages 
of living in Hawaii? 
4. How do you think the Hawaiian people are now different 
from the time Captain Cook first discovered the 
islands? 
5. Who do you think made the greatest contribution to 
the Hawaiian people, the missionaries or the 
Portuguese? Why? 
RED CHI 
-
Not too long ago in R d China, it wa a day for waving red flags . 
It was a ~ for thou ands of work rs in blue cotton uni.for to 
parade th street of Peiping. Even li1ldta Khrushchev s in China for 
the celebration. It was October 1, tenth birt 1day of the Communist 
gover nt. 
'1' n year ago• the Communis drove th ationalists (non- Communist ) 
trom the Chinese nland. Under the leadarsblip of Mao Tsetung, the 
Oommu.hists set a goal for China. Th goal s to turn the .backward 
country into a tOdern nation • 
. In ten years, Red C..~ina has taken a ttgr at leap" toward this goal . 
. ' 
However, the e n used to reach it ve brought eries of horror from 
the r st of th~ world. 
!!:!! "Leap." Ov r the ten-year period, houses, f ctories1 bridges, 
and dams have been built . A highway has been . mpl ted aero s China to 
the Soviet. border. ConstructJ.on has b en started on new r ilroa • 
Production has be n inerea ed. 
In 19491 China ' s food crop va 113 million tons. Last ye 1 it 
wa 250 million. In 1949, China p~oduced l$0 thou nd tons of steelJ 
1 t year, it produced 8 million. Much of the ste l is poor. 
China. has built up a land &rJI\Y second 1n siz only to the Soviet 
U'nion. A Red Chine e slogan says: •Ev ryone a. soldier111 (£ro kin-
derg ten up. ) 
The Cruel ane . Red Chinese lead r e have built up their country by' 
ing slaves o£ the people . Th lead rs ha~ e put eryone to work they 
v f orced millions of t ·dliee into communes . 
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A commun is about tn size of a United States county. In a co :une, 
thous nd of p ople t, le p1 lOr 1 an think one unit . F 11 s 
broken 1p. Children are separa.t d tro par nt • Peopl at in hall 
and leep in barrack • 
When per on enters a co ne, he lo s everythin h owns . H 
w~rks at least 18 hour k . Be i told1 11Thre 
years of rd rk for one tho nad year oi ppineaa. • 
ain , Red China still a proble • 
It 1 ders ha e had to low r produc ion goals for 1959. Tired and overworked, 
the le are producing poorer . ods . Over-popul tion, p u drought nd 
floods, have cau ed foud shortag • 
In it·on, 1 ader ve lost the peopl • s support. Obedi nee now 
can won only by greater force an~ thr t of imprisonm nt. 
~ China ?uahes South. T - tung ai r is not love . 
Communi is a h er which we us to d stray the enemy. • 
The en 1 th Unit d States, because the United S te 1 the 
eh ion of fr countri • d China want to bring th tree countri a 
of Southeast A i a under it control. 
During the past year , Red China ha tarted kir.mi he in Lao and 
along border in Indi • Red China s crus ed r volt in Tibet nd 
fired on islands held by ationali t (Fre ) China . 
Laos . t July, Co :uni ts attaclled th little kin dom of os. 
hese Co 1unist d b n rmed and tr ined in orth Viet (a country under 
Red China's control . ) The United States sent in suppl1e to help Lao., fight 
ott the Co aunists . A Unit ation group ent to os to look into the 
charges or d attack. 
Laos is a Buddhist kingdo known as the nd o 111on elep nt . M 
The 1 cho aped country is a little 1 reer than Kane a . Mostly jungle, 
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1 s gre te t resource is wood. Lao i also rich in tin and rice . 
India. Red China claims an eastern strip o£ India. It has built 
a road acros Indian territory from Tibet to Sinkiang. Recently, it ent 
troops across the Tibet n border into India. The troops fought with an 
Indian p trol . Nov, d Chi i thr atening to seize epa.l nd Bhutan 
(a little 1.0ountry under India ' protection). 
Tibet . d China conquered th o.ountain country of Tibet eight 
yea:r o . It tried to a.nge 'fibet ' s ancient ways and force Communi 
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upon it peopl • t spring, the peopl of Tibet ed r volt . They 
were cruelly crush d by powerful Co u.nist troop • Thousands of Tibetans 
w re killed. The Dalai Lama, Tib t' s god-king, fied to India. H ha 
ask d th United ations to help Ti t in er struggl for fr do • 
~ China ' s Isl nda . Last year 1 Red China tired upon the tiny 1 landa 
of Que oy and tau. 'lh s island lie tween Taiwan (Formo ) and the 
Chinese lldnland. They are held by ationalist China, al o called Fre Chi • 
The Unit d Stat s , llbich upport th tionaliste, ruSh d help to the ialands. 
A!t r n:y h 1lin stopped. However 1 the Red Ohine e 'thr ten 
to begin th helling again . 'lhey waat to bring ationalist Ohina under 
Co nist control . 
What Doe d China Want 9 The in rea on tor Red China ' puah outh 
........... .__...---- .......... 
1£ to gain 1i vi.ng pac and food for its bur ting pop tion. China i onl.7 
out two- third the ize of th United States. The United Sta tea bout 
17 8 ilion p opl • Red China at out 650 nlil.lion - re peopl than arr:r 
oth r country in th world. 
Also important • Red Cb.i nt to ow the fr e world t t it is 
big power. It wants a se t in United ation • The United S te anawere 
Red China by ayin that it cannot fight its way into he u. • It t earn 
that right by co 'ng a peaceful nation. 
Reproduced fron: MY WEEKLY READE .• Edition No . 6, Oct . 11• 23, 1959 by penni ion 
of th publisher riean Education Publications, Co1umbua 16, Ohio. 
ElaboratiTe Thinkin; Queationa £!!~China 
1. or the different thin;• ••ntioned in the article,. which would 
you like more in!ontation on? Wh:r? 
2o' Red China i• teaohin; the Chin••• people to read and 1ll"i te. 
What do you think w.ill happen when •ore people are 
educated? 
3o Red China i• tryin; to produce u •any ;ood• u the Unitea 
Stat••· Do :rou think they will? Why? When? 
4. In what wa:r• can China aolTe i'ta rood proble•? 
5. In what waya doea Red China raain a threat to pea.cetul 
na.tion•? 
CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS ON 
RED CHINA 
lo In what ways have the Chinese Reds tried to improve living 
conditions in Red China? 
2o What difficult problems have resulted from the cruel means used 
by the Reds to meet their goals? 
3. What comparisons from this article can you make between the 
United States and Red China? 
4. Which of the things mentioned in the article do you think are 
impossible for Red China to accomplish? 
5o Do you think the author of this article lived in or visited Red 
China? Why? 
SHEIK JUSTICE 
With Arab Sheik Mahmoud Ibn Moosa 9 owner of a caravan of some 
90 camels 9 I set out one morning for Baghdade The bearded sheik 
rode a large, white donkeyo He and the donkey both slept in the 
same tent at nighte They were seldom apart in the daytimeo To the 
19 men of the caravan 9 the chiefus commands were their only law. 
I had with me 80 gold pieces in a leather bago I kept it near 
me in my tent at night. Each morning I was careful to make sure that 
the money was safe. On the ninth morning I found no bagl 
I went at once to Ibn Moosa and told him of my loss. He asked 
me a few questions 9 then sat in silence 9 stroking his beard. At 
length he said , "We will remain in camp todayo Some of the saddles 
need mending 9 and two or three donkeys have lost their shoes. Before 
sundown you shall have your gold. Go in peace." 
A little later I saw the leader of the caravan wander away from 
the camp aloneo It was noon before he returned. Giving orders not 
to be dis turbed 9 he closed the flap of his tent. I began to worry 
about my moneyo The onl y man who c ould get it for me was sleeping! 
Three hours later he came out and ordered dinner. It was almost sun-
downo 
~~en the meal was eaten9 t he old sheik 9 in brightly colored 
robes g came slowly from his t ent. He seated himself on top of a 
small pile of freigh t in the center of the c amp. He asked me to take 
my place near himo Then in a stern voice 9 he said, "Ask everyone in 
camp to come here at onceo" 
They all gathered in front of him. The sheik looked slowly from 
one to anothe r up and down the long row. Every eye was fixed on the 
chiefo No one said a word. Thi s went on for at least five minutes. 
Finally the sheik began to speak slowly and sternly . 
9 .. 
"To<:}ay my name has been disgraced before this guest and before 
God. Stealing is very wrong. To steal from a guest is dreadful. As 
no one has been near our camp from outside , the robber is here before 
me." 
The chief's voice rose as he went on to say how very, very 
wicked the thief waso Then the chief spoke in a quieter tone. "My 
white donkey in the tent yonder has the power given him from God to 
tell me who has stolen this money. He cannot use our language, but 
he can tell me in his own language who the thief is. I command each 
of you to go one by one into my tent. Close the flap so that no one 
can see you but the donkey and God. Then pull the tail of the donkey. 
When the hand of an innocent man touches his tail, the donkey will be 
silent. But when the thief touches the donkey's tail, he will at once 
bray. Then we shall know who is the thief and shall punish him 
severely .. '' 
The man at the end of the line was ordered to go first. He rose, 
entered the tent and closed the flap. In a few seconds he returned 
to his seat. The sheik pointed to the second man, then to the third. 
We all listened for the bray 9 but there was no sound. Twelve men 
entered and returned, and still no sound. Thirteen, fourteen, fif-
teen.~~ sixteen. Only three more men were left. Silenceo Seventeen, 
eighteen. Now the last man was on his way. Heg too, went in and 
came out without a soundo The donkey has failed to pick out the 
thief. 
The men were again sitting before Ibn Moosa in a row. "Standl" 
he ordered.. When all were upg he added 9 "Hold your hands out before 
you with the palms up .. " Each man held out his hands. The chief 
walked to the first man in the rowo He stooped over and laid his 
face into the manss hands. He held it there for about five seconds. 
Then the chief went from man to man 9 laying his face into the hands 
of each. He said not a word to anyone. 
. 
When he bent his face to the hands of the twelfth mang he 
jerked back and drew his sword . Sternly he said9 "You wicked thiefg 
get that gold at once or I will kil l you on the spot." 
The man fell upon his face and begged for his life. Then he 
jumped to his feet and r an outs ide the circle of camels. He lifted 
a flat stone and pushed away some loose eartho He came back with 
my canvas bago 
"Give it to the howadj t (traveler) 11 9 ordered Ibn Moosa. 
The bag was put into my hands,. The money was all thereo Then 
two men were ordered t o whip the thief o Aft e r a few not very heavy 
I 
blows p I begged them to stopo At the sheikYs command the men let 
the thief go. Then the sheik went to his ten t . 
As we rode al ong the next day 9 I asked the chief to tell me 
how he knew which was the thiefo Smiling, he said , "You must not 
tell my meno The donkey vs tail was dipped in water strongly 
flavored with mintg then driedo All the men pulled the tail except 
the thief,. His hands did not smell of minto" 
Adapt ed from ~ 
Reader is Digest 9 Reading Skill Builder .~~ The Readervs Digest 
Educational Department,~~ Plea~sntville 9 New Yo,rk 
ELABORATIVE THINKING QUESTIONS ON 
SHEIK JUSTICE 
lo Do you think that this story could have taken 
place within the last two years? Why? 
2o For what reasons do you think a member of the 
caravan would want to steal from an American? 
Jo If the thief had not been discovered, what 
do you think he would have done with the 
money? 
4o If John Jacob Astor were the American that was 
robbed in the caravan trip, how do you think 
he would have handled the situation? 
5o If you were to write a statement or saying about 
this story to show the moral of the story, what 
would you write? 
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CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS ON 
SHEIK JUSTICE 
1. If you were to act out this story what characteristics 
would you expect the actor playing the sheik to have? 
2. If you were the author of this story, would you have 
punished the thief differently? How? 
3o The author of this story tells very little of his 
adventures, except for the stealing of his moneyo 
If you were to write this story~ what things would 
you include to give your readers a better picture 
of your travels? 
4e What happenings would lead you to believe that 
the Sheik wets a very just and patient man? 
5o If you were traveling in America and someone 
stole your money 9 in what ways would this 
situation be handled differently~ 
.. 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 
Benjamin Franklin lived with his family in the town of Boston, 
Massachus etts. His father, Josiah Franklin, had come to Boston from 
England and had bought a small house on Milk Street. ·Here Ben had 
been born on January 17, 1706. He had t welve brothers and sisters, 
and the Fr anklin home was a happy one. Often in the evening the 
family would gather to hear the fathe r sing and play his violin. Ben's 
father was strict, but kind and unde rst anding. As Benjamin said later, 
his father and mother were careful t o bring up their sons and daughters 
to know what was "just, prudent , a n d beneficial in the conduct of life." 
In the days when Benjamin wa s growing up, the Ame r ican colonies 
were still under the rule of the Br i tish king. Boston was a town of 
only twelve thousand people, a smal l number compared to the huge cities 
of today. Yet Boston was larger t han a ny of the other cities in the 
colonies. It was becoming an i mporta n t seaport , with tall-masted 
sailing ships coming and going. 
It was an exciting time to be alive, but Ben was restless. There 
was not much opportunity for most boys to get an education. Ben had 
stayed at school for only two years. When he was ten, his father put 
him to work in his own business, which was making candles and soap. 
Ben's job was to run errands, cut candlewic~s, and fill the molds with 
hot tallow to form the candles. The idea of being a candlemaker all 
of his life did not appeal to Ben at all. He wanted to go to sea. He 
saw the ships in the harbor arrive and depart, and he was sure that he 
would like the adventures of a sailor's life. 
"No, my son," said Josiah Franklin. nyou must find a more 
satisfactory occupation than that of a sailorl" 
"But I don't care for the usual kind of life," Ben tried to 
explain. 11 I want something bigger." 
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Then the father had a happy idea . Ben enjoyed readinge He had 
known how to read even before he started to school. Books were scarce 
in those times, but the boy read every one he could find. An older 
son, James Franklin, had opened a printing shop in Boston. The father 
decided that Ben should become an apprentice, or helper, in his big 
brother's shop. There he could learn to print books. 
Ben was twelve years old when he went to work for his brothero He 
soon decided that the printing business was much more interesting than 
making candles and soap. He learned to set type and to make books and 
pamphlets., · Then his brother started a newspaper which he called the 
New England Courante Ben helped to print it once a week, and he carried 
the finished copies through the streets for de livery to the customerso 
James · and Ben had many quarrels, and sometimes James beat his 
y ounger brother. When Ben was sevente en, he declared that he would 
be an apprentice no longer. He tried to find work in another printing 
shop, but James had spoken against him to the other printers. No 
printer in Boston would give him a jobo 
Ben then made arrangements to be a passenger on a ship to New York o 
He told no one in his family because he was afraid that they would try 
to keep him from leavingo Quietly he gathered together his few 
possessionso Secretly he boarded the shipe 
A fe·w days later, it was morning in Philadelphiall the town of the 
Friends, or Quakers, as they were called. The month was October, 1723, 
and the autumn smell of falling leaves hung in the airo 
A small sailboat came down the Delaware River with several passen-
gerse One of them, a youth of seventee~ rose to his feet anxiously as 
the boat approached the landing at the fo ot of Market Street. 
"The r~ is Philadelphial" cried one member of the boat's crewe 
"You are about to ·seek your fortune, I suppose?" 
Ben jamin Franklin had come to Philadelphia . 
Reaching into his pocket, Ben took out a shilling. "For the 
passage across," he said to the boatman. 
"No," the man grinned, " t tis for you to keep it. You helped to 
row when the wind died away." But Ben insisted on paying for his 
passage, although he had very little money left. 
As the morning pass ed, Ben explored the town. That night Ben 
found a room at an inn. The next morning, rested and clean once more, 
he went out to look f or work. Not many men in Philadelphia knew how 
to handle printing presses, and the young man from Boston was rece1ved 
gladly. He soon found a job with one of the printers. 
Bents new employer arranged for him to board at the house of a 
Mr . Read, on Market Street. He had found work, and he had a home. He 
was settled in the city of the Quakers. 
Benjamin Franklin was one of the first and finest examples of the 
American v.1ay in which a man can start at the bottom and reach the top. 
Yet his success did not come easily. For a while everything that he 
attempted seemed to fail, but discouragement only pushed him onG 
By the time Ben was twenty-three, he had his own printing shop, 
where ' he printed pamphlets and bookse The next year he began his own 
newspaper. Later that newspaper became a magazine which is still being 
published. It is now called The Saturday Evening Post. 
After some success in the printing business, Ben Franklin got 
married. At first Ben and his wife Deborah were very poor and lived 
in the rooms over the printing shop. As the years passed, Deborah 
was kept busy helping in the shop and looking after the Franklin 
children. Ben was even busier. His business was growing, and he wrote 
many articles for his newspaper. He still found time to study, and he 
taught himself Spanish, French, and Italian. He read books of history, 
science, and geography. 
But Ben wanted to do something more. One day the idea came to 
him: he would publish an almanac. It would be a small book that 
gave information about every day in the year. It would tell what time 
the sun would rise and set each day and the kind of weather that might 
be expected. 
It would contain jokes and suggest games. It would include short 
sayings, bits of wisdom and advice which Ben would either write or 
collect from other books. He would call himself "Poor Richard, 11 1he 
decided, and he would call his new book Poor Richard's Almanac. 
The first Almanac was written in 1732 when Ben was twenty-six 
years old. It was so popular that he published a new one every year 
for twenty-five years. Thousands of copies were sold throughout the 
thirteen colonies. Today it would be called a best seller. It made 
Benjamin Franklin the best known man in America. People on both sides 
of the Atlantic enjoyed the wise sayings of Poor Richard. 
In addition to .all of his other interests, Ben Franklin was a 
scientist . He thought of scientific theories which had never occurred 
to anyone before. He observed the weather and the tides of the ocean. 
Among his inventions was a new kind of stove. The Franklin stove was 
a big improvement over the fireplaces which people had been using to 
heat their houses. 
When Franklin was forty years ?ld, he went back to Boston on a 
visit . While there, he· became interested in electricity. At that 
time no one knew very ·much about electricity. Some of the scientists 
in Europe had learned that it was a kind of force which could be 
produced by friction. Ben Franklin was determined to learn more about it. 
He made many experiments. His most famous one was with lightning, 
which took place several years later. He had noticed that lightning 
looked like electric~ty. It crackled like electricity. He hoped to 
rove that it was el~ctricity. 
~. 
'" ;,/ 
One day in 1752 found Benjamin Franklin wat ching the skies as a 
storm threatenedo When the bla ck thunderclouds rose above the horizon, 
he hastily called his son William then a young man of twenty-one • . The 
two of them se t out for a walk in the fields out~ ide Philadelphia. 
Together they carried some strange pieces of equipment. 
"Do y ou really think that you can draw electricity out of the 
sky?" William asked doubtfullys 
Ben Franklin was patient. "Yes, because I believe that lightning 
is electricity. Now we shall soon find out." 
The two men stopped in a lone l y field, near a small shed. As the 
thunder crashed, Franklin put together a homemade kite. 
The kite which Franklin used for h is experiment with lightning 
was made of s ticks and a large silk handkerchief. He attached a key 
to the lower end of the kite strings As the wind swept aver the field, 
it carried the kite far up into the air. The thunderclouds whirled by 
overhead, and lightning flashes streaked the sky. 
Suddenly William shouted, "See! Those threads on the line -
theyvre standing up straight!" 
Franklin quickly touched the key with a bit of metal. He felt a 
definite shock. 
"Electricity!" he exclaimed in a shaking voice. "It is1 It is 
electric ity!" 
In a moment a shower of rain fell, wetting the line. Sparks 
jumped from the kite string. 
"Electric fireg" William cried, and he watched the miracle with 
awe. 
After Franklin proved that lightning was electricity, he invented 
the light ning rod. This rod was a thin iron pole placed above a roof 
and leading down outside a building into the ground. The tall rod, or 
pole, attracted the lightning, which was drawn off harmlessly into 
the groundo 
Ben Franklin, who lived for the good of other men, found many 
ways to help themo The public library which he had started in 
Philadelphia was the f irst in Americae He did many other things to 
improve his adopted cityo He helped to f ound the first hospital there. 
He organized better fire and police departments, the first fire 
insurance company, and the first r egiment of volunteer soldierso 
In 1753$ the year after the famous experiment with the kite, 
Franklin became the postmaster-general · of all the colonieso In those 
days, most of the mail was carried horseback over rough roadso 
Franklin improved the roadso 
It was the month of June, 1776, and Benjamin Franklin was seventy 
years old. He had had a severe attack of gout which made it difficult 
for him to walk. For this reason he stayed quietly at his home in 
Philadelphias working at his desko His gray eyes were as sharp as 
ever behind his spectacles 9 but there we re lines of sadness in his 
faceo 
A few blocks from the Franklin home , the Second Continental 
Congress was meeting in the red brick State Housee Here during 
June, the patriots of America had been debating an important quest ion: 
Should the colonies decl are their -independence of Great Britain? 
Should they set up their own government and have a nation of their 
own? 
The sound of the knocker on the front door interrupted Ben 
Franklin's thoughtso A moment later a servant appeared in the doorway 
of his studyo 
~Mr. Thomas Jefferson is here 9 sir , " she saido 
. . 
Franklin nodded, pleased. Thomas Jefferson was a brilliant young 
lawyer and writer from Virginia. Congress had appointed him, with 
Franklin and three other members, to prepare a statement that the 
colonies were declaring their independence. Then if Congress decided 
to vote their independence, the declaration would be ready to announce 
their decision to the world. The committee had chosen Jefferson to 
write the declaration. 
On the Fourth of July, 1776, the Continental Congress voted to 
adopt the document we call the Declaration of Independence. It announced 
that the thirteen colonies had become an independent new nation, the 
United States of America. Franklin had recovered enough to attend the 
meeting and to vote for the document that he had helped to write. His 
signature, "Benj. Franklin," appears on the original Declaration, with 
a triumphant flourish under it. 
Benjamin Franklin lived to be eighty-four years old. His death in 
1790 was mourned by people throughout the world: Before he died he 
wrote, in a letter to a friend: 
"God grant that not only the love of liberty, but a thorough 
knowledge of the rights of man~ may pervade all the nations of the 
eartho" A philosopher, or wise man, the letter continued, should 
be able to go anywhere in the world and say, "Thi s is my countryo 11 
Adapted from Neilson1 Frances Fullerton and Winthrop Neilson1 Ben F.ranklin1 Row 
Peterson and Co.~ Evanston, Illinois, 1950 
ELABORATIVE THINKING QUESTIONS ON 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 
1 . As a result of reading this story 9 what experiments of 
Franklin's would you like to do with your classmates? 
2. Compare Ben Franklinss life with John Jacob Astor. 
Find ways in which they were alike and ways in which 
they were different. 
3. Which of Ben Franklin's inventions have been improved 
since colonial days? 
4. Ben Franklin made many improvements for the city of 
Philadelphia. Which of these improvements could you 
continue to work on for making your city a better place 
to live? 
5. Of the topics mentioned in the story about the different 
things Ben Franklin did 9 which would you like to know 
more about? 
CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS ON 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 
lo In what ways was it better for Ben Franklin to have lived 
his early years in Boston rather than Philadelphia? 
2o Which of Ben Franklin's activities helped Philadelphia 
and which activities helped the entire United States? 
3o For what reasons may Ben Franklin have wanted to stay in 
Boston and for what reasons did he move to Philadelphia? 
4o If Ben Franklin had gone in the Navy 9 what things might 
he never have accomplished? 
5o What things in Ben Franklin's life would be best shown by 
plays or acting out 9 and which events in his life would be 
best shown by pictures and charts ? 
RUN, SHEEP DOG, RUN ! 
-- -- - -
In the Big Horn Mountains in Wyoming 9 tourist highways cross 
summer sheep ranges. Often a band of sheep will graze close to 
the unfenced roadway. Little by little 9 some of the sheep edge 
out toward the passing cars. "Hey, Shepl" shouts the herder. 
Immediately his dog, a small collieish mongrel, dashes around 
the animals. He drives them back to safety. A car with an 
eastern license stops and the people in the car lean out. 
"What a smart dogl How did you teach hini tb do that? What 
kind is he?" 
"Just a dog," says the herder. To him, Spep, with all his 
smartness, is all in the day's work. 
"Just dog" he· may be, but our important wool-growing industry 
could not get along without him. Two thirds of American wool 
comes from western plains, deserts and mountain ranges. In these 
places, a herder without his dog would be as helpless as a cow-
boy without his horse. 
A sheepman once told me that one man and one dog can hold 
sheep in a storm when 15 men without dogs couldn't! 
The first sheep dogs and sheepmen came into the West in the 
middle of the last century. They came from Scotland. Many of 
the dogs, known as border collies 9 were among Scotland's best. 
They are smart and are able to stand the physical hardships of 
months on the range. Many of them are black and white. Usually 
they are smallish. 
Last summer I watched one of these intelligent sheep dogs 
at work. Sheep were grazing on a mountain pasture at the edge 
of a spruce forest. The herder sent the dog up to drive strays 
out of the timber. She went about her duties in a grown-up way. 
You never would guess she was only eight months old. Once she 
stopped and looked back for instructions. 
"She's young yet," the herder explainedo "She's afraid of 
making a mistakeo She doesnvt want to anger me and get scolded." 
Sure at last of what the herder wanted, the dog rounded up 
the sheepo Then, without a word from him8 she disappeared again 
among the treeso 
11Goin' back to see if she lost any," said the herdero 
Wherever sheep are raised 9 you will hear stories of how alert 
and careful the dogs areo They know the minute sheep are missing 
from a bando Sometimes the herder doesnvt hunt for them at once. 
Then the dog will often get them without being toldo 
In Wyoming a few years ago, a man bought 300 sheepo He 
started trailing them across country to his rancho This was a 
sheep's journey of four dayso The first day he missed one of 
his dogs and five sheepo He did not stopo He kept on with the 
rest of the sheep to his journey's endo Then he went back to look 
for the missing animalso Just one day's journey behind him, he 
met the dog plodding along with the five strayso He continued 
1 
to go back along the trailo He found that the dog had carefully 
bedded his charges in the fields each night of the hard journeyo 
The Red Desert of southern Wyoming is the last stamping ground 
of the old~time wandering sheep outfito Their only permanent 
property is the she~p wagono Some of these outfits own 100,000 
sheep and 200 dogso They summer in the mountains to the south 
and winter on the frozen deserto The wagon with its stove and 
bunk is the herder's houseo The dog lives underneath the wagon. 
He needs to be hardyo In winter9 the dog often works 15 hours 
at a stretcho Sometimes his feei bleed from sharp snow crusto 
In spring when the new grass sho~s above ground, the sheep run 
wild with joyo They scatter in all directionso Only the dog 
can check themo He runs until his tail droops with wearinesso 
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When the baby lambs are born~ men and dogs work day and night. 
A dog that is good around lambs knows how to p~sh the lit t le l ambs 
gently with his noseQ He pushes until they wobble to their feet 
and trail off after the ewese He then circles back over the bed 
ground to make sure he has every onee If he finds a lamb left 
behind, he stands over it, barking until the herder comes o He acts 
i n the same way if a sheep falls and gets on its back o A sheep 
on its back will flounder like a turtle o It may die unless some-
one comes to its aido 
During the summer in the mountains, the dog has one job - t o 
keep the sheep from getting lost in the timbero In mid- September 
all are moved down and camp by the railroado Baaing, mill ing 
bunche s of 3000 are herded into corralse The lambs born last 
spring are taken out for shipmento Here the good corra l dog 
is in his glory o His job is to run over the backs of t he sheep 
standing tightly packed in the loading chute o By nipping at 
those in front, he gets them to enter the caro 
By the time the excitement of shipping is over 9 snow is f a l ling. 
Herders, horses and dogs head back for the rangeo Sheep that have 
not been sold also go backo Winter comes downo The sheep are 
likely to scatter and drift before the stormso A good sheep dog 
keeps them from scatteringo 
Even in a storm it is hard to confuse a good dog o A herder 
who had tended sheep along the Yellowstone River for yea r s told 
me about his favorite dog, Queeno The herder was groping his way 
back to the wagon with his band of sheepo They had to go through 
a blinding Montana blizzardo Queen disobeyed him for the f i rst 
time in her life_,., She crowded the sheep to the left of whe r e he 
'5 
wanted to go& He called to her 9 but she kept turning the flock to 
the lefto Suddenly he saw the wagon - directly aheado Except 
for Queen's cleverness, he would have missed his shelter by a 
quarter of a mileo He might have perishedo 
Adapted from : 
Reader's Diges.t.s> Reading Skill Builder, The Reader's Digest 
Educational Department, Pleasantville, New York 
Elaboratin TMnkinl Queation. ~ ~; Sheep Do;, ~1 
1~ In what way• can a •h•.P herder reward hia :f'ai thtul aheep do;a? 
2. In what waya could workint; cond:itiorta be i:mproTed for a aheep 
do;? 
3o If' your ela .. wanted to inTite peopl• who were en~~ed in the 
•heep indu•tr,r, •ake a liat of poa•ible people to inTite. 
4-o- Why ean' t •heep raiain~ be done wcce .. ru~ in New Enr;land? 
· Li•t aa Jtany reason• u you can think of? 
5o In what waya do you think •heep herdin~ i• the aae a• it wa• 
100 yeara a~'i Hmr i• it different fro• 100 year• a~? 
Critical Th:i.nlcip.c Queationa ~ Run, Sheep ~ RunJ 
2. In what waya ia a aheep doc aiJrl.lu to a houae-pet do(? 
3. Th.• author doe• not point out the diaadTant~•• of bein, a 
aheep do~. Mak• a liat o:r thin~• that you think are 
diaadTant~••· 
4. In what wa:r- do .. the aheep doc protect the aheep .fr011 dan:~er1 
and in what waya do•• he protect the aheep herder? 
5. For what reaaona would a aheep do, feel rewarded after the 
aheep han been ahipped to •arket? 
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IS THERE LIFE ON ? 
.-...... .....,_ ___.. ...,_,. ........... 
Ar there people like us on oroe other plan t. ? I£ eo, is their 
civilization re advanced than our ? Is it v ry different? 
People used to think that rs and other planets were inhabited. OUr 
id as are very different. stronomers have had news fer thos who like to 
think tnat a great civilization xiats on - or on any other plan t 
in our l.ar ste • 
First, let' con id r the canals on Mars about which you have 
pro bly read. In 1877, the Italian a tronozner Schia.parelli saw - or 
thought he saw - fin , straight ki nge on r 1 surfac • These markings 
d 11canal1," or channels. t when translated into English, the 
Italian word ha taken to n real canal • Of course, e nals rrtust ruean 
people able to build canals, because nature never for •straight rivers . " 
P opl began to wonder who th canal uild rs on s were . 
We also aed to think th t Mar., was an 11 older" planet than the earth. 
People put one and one tog tber and c up wi t11 thre • Hence, science 
there must be furth r along. Perhaps, the tians could do things that 
w had not yet learned to do . They must be buil~rs, we thought . 'f e 
canals ght be gre t irrigation di es, or canals, to conduct the melting 
anotr !ro the polar caps of their planet to 'Where water was scarce . 
!hat pretty pietur i gone . No dern astrono er believ s that the 
canals on ; even 1£ they exi t, were built by "people. • People just. 
couldn ' t live on rs. 
Right here we ha,_, one of the big~e t lessons of soiance . Science 
1! not concerned with wh t we ' d like to b lieve, no tter how pleas nt. 
Reproduced !"rom. 
of the publisher 
WEEKLY Edition o . 6, Feb. 17- 21, 1958 by permis81on 
erican Education Publications, Columbus 16, Ohio . 
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Scienc eeks the truth. 
s th in marking on • nor 
has photograph ever been abl to show the • They are till a stery, 
The te er ture on this interestin plan t is a .ost al s below 
free ing . However, 11hot" ' ,,er day' on the equator of rs ould b 
like war spring days here. Crop ould ve difficulty growing. 
e a very thin atmosphere. about as thin that at top of 
• Everest. To e things worse, t air en Mare has almo t no oxygen. 
Al o, there is ver,r1 very little water on • 
In spite £ all the e drawback 1 th re probably is so li.fe on rs . 
P rts or s gr gr en each Martian summer. Ar th re f orest or fields 
ot gr a? No1 Spectograph te t show t t the green on rs i differ nt 
fro the green of plants that e chlorophyll in them and us sunlight 
to grow. This, of course, include all ki nds of plants we know except the 
very lowe t kinda a lichen and osslilce plants. t do s em e to aq 
t there 1 lif on 8 if VG n only th lowe t for • 
Suppose we I e a rocket trip to a anyway - on th roo t of 
our · gins.tion. As step out on th hard- baked urfac of th planet, 
we feel very li ht, even with oxyg n suit on. The pull of avity h re 
i only o third t t on earth. W ' ve l.&nd d on a spot that loo a so thing 
like a desert of reddish sand and roc a . W se no untaina, only gently 
rolling land. Th re are no trees, hruba, or flower J no riv rs, or lakes. 
The ky is blue- black. The is on - third ller th w are used 
to e ing it. W ca.n se the earth nd on fro where WI ar 1 when night 
fa.ll • o ether the earth nd on looks lik a brUliant double star. 
Reproduced fro l4r 
of th publisher 
KLY READER Edition No . 6, eb. 17- 21, 19.58 by permi sion 
rican Education lie tiona, Ool us 16, Ohio. 
on earth. 
1 'brlUUnt. 
do on eaJ>th. a isM httully cold., ho ver The art 
ltlre has two on • Phoboa · Dei 8 . .Pbobo mean t ar; Dei:me 
ana panic. Tbq wer the companio ot ~l' ~ the god of 
lQ'thology. 
, in .Roman 
Ho ver, !'hobo 1 nothing re t cfiunk of rock about ten 
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s 1n 
rises in the we t and eta in the e t . Even tho h 1 t 1$ a. tioy on compared 
r asou, of eaurue, i t~t Phobos i very much . clo rr to · •• 
produced f'rOlll MY 
of tb publi her 
ck to ea.rth? Wbishl. 
tion o. 6, eb. l Y:..21, 19.$8 bf rnd.a ion 
licatie • Ool 16,. Ohio. 
ELABORATIVE THINKING QUESTIONS ON 
IS THERE LIFE ON MARS? 
---
1. This short story leaves many questions about Mars 
·unanswered. Of the different facts mentioned in 
the story, which .would you like to learn more 
about? 
2. In what ways ' do you think we could speed up out-
knowledge about life on Mara, rather than waiting 
many years to "'f'ind these answers? 
3c If scientists discover ways of visiting Mars in the 
near · future·~ wha-t .ne.w -i:r;:l<;lustries will this open in 
the United states? 
4. Both Russia and the United States want to send people 
to Mars. In what ways, and for what reasons, are 
their desires similar? 
5. In what ways have scientists ideas about Mars 
changed:? 
Critical Thinki.nc Questiona on.~I8 bre Life On Mar~~?" 
1. Scientist. today know a crea.t deal. about MarJ • In the article 
lfhich thine• •ay be clusi.!i•d u IIUpersti tions? A8 !acts? 
2. What are sOMe of the un.blTed .;ys'beries about Mars'? 
3. If you were ' th author of this story, how would you haTe aade 
the story aore interestinc for boys and cirl• that Jdcht like 
"to co on an adTenture?" 
4. If you were to Tisi t Mars, what thine• would you find different 
fro• ·· 'arth? (Un only fact. to anawer this queati'on.) 
5. In what ways would linn' on Ma;t'ls be suitable~ and in what way~~ 
would it be hantf'ul? 
THE SEVEN WONDERS OF THE ANCIENT WORLD 
Of the marvelous works built in ancient timesp the sightseers 
of the time of Alexander the Great selected seven as the most 
wonderfulo These were variously listed, but a list found in a 
litt~e story of about the 6th century AoDo gives the following: 
( 1) the Pyramids of Egypt; ( 2) . ,the Hanging Gardens of Babylon; 
(3) the Statue of Zeus at Olympia; (4) the Temple of Diana at 
Ephesus; (5) the Mausoleum or tomb at Halicarnassus; (6) the 
Colossus at Rhodes; (7) the Pharos (lighthouse) at Alexandria. 
The world bas learned much about engineering and architecture, 
but we still marvel at the massive Pyramid~, which stand as solid 
as ever after the wear and tear of centuries. Except for fragments 
of the Mausoleum and the Temple of Diana, they are the only 
"wonder of the world" that remains today. 
The Hanging Gardens of Babylon have long since disappeared. 
hey were said to have been built by King Nebuchadnezzar (about 
to please his favorite wife, who had come from a hilly 
land and was tired of the flat plains of Babylone Great terraces 
of masonry, from 75 to 300 feet in height 9 were built one on top 
of the other, and on these were planted gardens of beautiful 
ropical flowers and groves and avenues of palm trees, irrigated 
by water pumped from the Euphrates Rivero On these "terraced 
gardens", Nebuche.dnezzar and his queen could sit in the cool shade 
and look down upon the beauties or the cityo 
The Statue of Olympian Zeus was erected at Olympi.a, in Greece, 
by the great sculptor Phidias, in the 5th century Bo c. !t was a 
towering structure _of ivory and gold, 600 f~et high (which. i~ 
about equal to 11 men standing one on anotherws shoulders) no 
less remarkable for its majesty and beauty than for i~s richness 
and sizeo It has perished, and our only idea of it is gained from 
coins of Elis which are said to bear copies of the great original. 
Recent diggingsor e~cavations on the site of the ancient 
Greek city of Ephesus, in Asia Minor, have revealed little pieces 
of the pavements 9 columns, and sculpt~res of the magnificent 
Temple of Dianao Their wor~ship is so fine that it i$ easy 
to see why the ancients regarded t~e temple as one of the wonders 
of the wor+do The first Gree~ settlers at Ephesus found the 
people who lived in Asia worshiped a nature goddess, whom they 
identified with their own Artemis (called Diana by the Rbmans). 
They raised a shrine to her, which was rebuilt and enlarged from 
time to tinieo The fourth temple is the one regarded as the 
"Wondero~ It is said to have been built by contribution~ from 
all the great cities of Asia and to have taken 120 years to 
complete, being dedicated about 430 BoCa This great structure, 
alas! was set on fire in 356 BoCo - on the very night when 
Alexander the Great was born, it is said - by one Herost~atus, 
who committed this crime merely that his name might be remem-
bered through ages 1-
A new temple of Artemis was completed before the ena of the 
. . . 
century"; 'and it atoo(! until 262 AoDo ~hen it was destroyed ·ali(l ' 
burne·d· by the Gothso The g~e·at carved drums of the lowe-r part 
of its 60~foot columns 9 now in the Btt'itish Museum, show 1;hat t:fre 
' '· ~ .... 
fifth temple was inferior in workmanship to the fourth. Both 
were decorated with priceless statues and paintings. They were 
among the largest Greek temples ever built, the fourth measuring 
425 feet by 220 - which is larger than st. Peter•s in Rome, the 
largest of all Christian churoheso The fifth temple was still 
! ~ 
largero After the law of Theodosium (381 AoDo) which closed the 
pagan temples-, the ruins of these ancient structures were used 
as materials for the construction of Christian churches. Two of 
the pillars or columns in the great cathedral of Pisa, and the 
green marble columns supporting the dome of Sto Sophia's in 
Constantinople, are said to have been taken from the Temple of 
Diana. 
Tp~ Mausoleum or tomb at Halicarnassus - also in Asia 
Minor - derived its name from King Mausolus of Caria, who died 
about the middle of the 3rd century BoCo His wife, who was 
devoted to his memory, hired Greek architects and sculptors to 
construct and decorate, at Halicarnassus, this superb monument 
over his remainso It was a great rectangular pile of ma~onry, 
topped by an Ionic collonade which supported a rootlike pyramido 
At the top of this pyramid stood a magnificent four-horse chariot, 
in which were statues of the king and queeno So famous did this 
become that the word "mausoleum" is now applied to any monumental 
tombo Some of the remains of the original Mausoleum are now 
preserved in the British Museumo 
The Colossus or Rhodes was a great bronze statue, probably 
105 feet high, of th~ sun god ~e~ios, the goa oT ene Rhodians, 
.. 
or of Apolloo Erected in 280 B oCo 1 legend had it that the giant 
work stood over the entrance to the harbor of Rhodes, an island in 
the Aegean Sea, but more probably it stood at one side of the 
entrance. It was overthrown by an earthquake in 224 B.C., but 
long remained, even in fragments, an object of wonder. Nearly a 
thousand years after it had fallen, in 656 A.D., a Saracen 
dealer bought it and carried away the fragments as old metal. 
The Pharos of Alexandria, in Egypt, was the forerunner of 
modern lighthouseso The name belonged originally to an island 
lying orr ' the coast. When Alexander the Great laid out this city 
to which he gave his name, he c onnected the island of Pharos 
with the mainland by means of a road or causeway. On the eastern 
point of the island, Ptolemy I and Ptolemy II, Greek kings of 
Egypt who followed him, erected a great lighthouse of white 
marble 1 said to have been 400 feet high; and it wa,s this structure 
which came to be known as "the Pharos of Alexandria." 
Adapted from: 
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia and Fact Index~ Chicago 
Fa Ee Compton and Company, 1945, Vol:-Ij, PPo dl - 83. 
' . 
ELABORATIVE THINKING QUESTIONS ON 
THE SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD 
1. What do you think will be the seven wonders of the 
modern world in the year 2,000? Why? 
2. If you were to build seven wonders for todayts world, 
describe what you would build. 
3. Who would you honor in building each of the seven 
wonders? Why would you honor them? 
4. Where would you locate each of the seven wonders of 
the modern world? Why? 
5. What under-developed country would be the most deserving 
of having one of these wonders on their soil? Why? 
CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS £B 
THE SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD 
1. Of the Seven Wonders of the World which do you think took the 
greatest amount of workers? Why? 
2. Of the Seven Wonders of the World which do you think required 
the most time to build? Why? 
3. Which of the Seven Wonders of the World do you think were seen 
by the most people? Why? 
4. Which of the Seven Wonders of the World do you think was 
appreciated by the most people? Why? 
5o Which of the Seven Wonders of the World could be seen from 
water? 

Name~ Schooh 
--------------------~~ 
-----------------------
Teacherg 
---------------------
' This is a test covering material which was studied during the 
past twelve days of schooL You are expected to do the best you 
can. If you come to a question that you cannot answer~ skip it, 
go on to the next question~ and go back later to any questions you 
skip. 
This test has, tftelve divisions~ one for each subject studied1 
and each divisipn has three. parts. 
' ' 
In Part I, you are asked to give a certain number of answers 
for each question or statement. 
Example& What are the names of three New England St&tes? 
JnoAl?~o:tWJ 
In Part II, in each of the blanks~ put the word or shortest 
phrase that will complete the sentence or answer the question 
correctly. 
I I - I I 
Example & The name of our fiftieth state is !'f'?,.u.)CU..U • 
In Part ni, read each question or statement carefully and 
decide which one of the answers is best to answer the question or 
canplete the statement. Place a circle around the letter before 
the correct answer. 
Example & The state of Virginia is located on the 
~ Atlantic Ocean 
B.. P-Mific Ocean 
C.. Gulf of Mexico 
Do Great Lake~ 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
THE WORLD WIDE PROBLEM OF PROVIDING SHELTER 
------....-·--
1. Three types of building materials are 
I 
2. Two improvements made by Greek and Roma'ns were 
].,. Three types of shelter used by man are 
4. Two kinds of craftsmen that work on building houses are 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
....._ 
THE WORLD. WIDE PROBLEM OF PROVIDING SHELTER 
1. Early man kept animals away from his caves by 
----------------------
2. Houses in northern Europe were built with high roofed houses so 
J. Areas with diJ.apidated or old run down houses are called 
----------
4. What invention in the 1800 1s made it possible to build better homes? 
5. Before roofs. were made of slate, shingles or tile, they were made of 
6. Men built better shelters when they-------------------------------
7. People who live in the tropical islands often build their houses in 
8. People in the very warm climates use their houses. for protection 
against ------------------------------------------------------------
9. Some early Indians from the Southwest part of America built homes in 
10. One of the most important types of early American shelter was the 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
THE WORIJ)-.:WIDE PRO~ OF PROVIDING SHELTER 
1. In 1400, the homes of kings 
A. had thick walls 
B. were heated by a large fire pit 
C. were dark 
D. all the above 
2. Beside protection and shelter homes provide human beings and animals with 
A. protection of personal property 
B. protection from thieves 
C. privacy 
D. all the above 
.1. In North China many families live in 
A,. tree houses 
B. apartment houses 
C. ranch houses 
D. caves 
4. An important thing that made man settle in one place and build better 
homes was 
A. thriving communities 
B. the growing of crops. 
C. the location of schools 
D. none of the above 
5. People who carry their houses with them when they roam from place to 
place are called 
.A:.. gypsies 
B. farmers 
C. indians 
D. nomads, 
. ; . ....  
6. Glass vias not used in houses during the Middle Ages because 
A,. it was so expensive 
B. it had not been discovered yet 
c. it was not perfected 
D. animal skin was better 
7. In the crowded city of Rome, people built 
A. small one family houses . 
B. apartment houses 
C. pit houses 
D. tree houses 
8. A house built of a framework of sticks and reeds then packed with mud 
is called 
A. a sod house 
B. wattle and daub 
C. mud and stick 
D. a tree house 
9. The Mongolians made their houses of 
A. grass 
B. farmers 
C. indians 
D. nomads 
10. Dutch and German settlers in America built their houses of 
A. wood 
B. metal 
c. sticks, reeds, and mud 
D. brick and stone 
- ... 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ~ 
SUBMARINES - "THE SILENT SERVICE" 
1. Name the two devices used for finding a submerged submarine. 
2. Three nations that used the submarines in the second World War were 
3. List three things that you can remember about the hull of a 
submarine. 
4. Give two reasons why submarine duty is hazardous duty. 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
SUBMARINES - "THE SILENT SERVICE" 
lo What equipment is carried on the deck of large submarines? 
2. The name of the first atomic submarine is the 
--------------------· 
3o While "snorkeling" how fast can a submarine travel 
4o When were submarines first used as a powerful naval weapon? 
5. What country named the submarine the U-Boat? 
-----------------------· 
6o Why were killer submarines designed? 
---------------------------------------------------------------------0 
7o What replaces fuel as it is used to keep even weight in the 
submarine? 
-------------------------------------------------------
8o What is used to destroy submerged submarines? 
9o What country invented the snorkel? 
lOo If batteries are charged at night, how long can the submarine 
travel without recharging? 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
SUBMARINES - "THE SILENT SERVI CE" 
--- ------- ~-----
1. The tallest part of the submarine is called 
A. the hull 
B. the periscope 
c. the cross section 
D. the sheers 
2. Modern submarinQs can go down 
Ao more than 600 feet 
B. more than Boo feet 
c. more than 1000 feet 
D. more than 1,500 feet 
3. Large modern submarines have 
A. one hull 
B. two hulls 
c. three hulls 
Do no hull 
4. The thick inner hull of submarines is called 
A. a pressure hull 
B. a periscope hull 
c. a ballast tank 
D. none of these 
5. The space between ·hulls help protect against 
A. shells 
B. torpedoes 
c. ramming 
Do all of these 
~ 
6. Large submarines have 
Ao two diesel engines 
B. three diesel engines 
c. four diesel engines 
D. five diesel engines 
7. Submerged submarines can only go 
A. 7 knots 
B. 12 knots 
c. 17 knots 
D. 27 knots 
8. Before the end of World War II, the longest a submarine could 
stay submerged was 
A • . 30 hours 
B. 45 hours 
c. 60 hours 
Do 75 hours 
9. When a submerged submarine cannot use its periscope, it is 
steered by a 
A., hydroplane 
B. radar set 
Co snorkel 
D. gyrocompass 
10. If a submarine is traveling with its periscope above water, it 
can be located by 
A. a snorkel 
B. sonar 
Co fins 
Do radar 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
JAMESTOWN 
1. Two things the Jamestown settlers traded with European countries 
were 
2. Three purposes of the Virginia Company were 
3. Five of the occupations of the Jamestown settlers w-ere 
SHORT AN SWER QUESTIONS ON 
JAMESTOWN 
1. How many ships brought the first settlers to Jamestown? 
2. Pocahontas saved what person from death? __________________________ _ 
3. Sickness and death of the settlers in the summer was caused by 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
4. The number of Jamestown settlers that came over on the first boats 
were 
----------------------------------------------------------------· 
5. The most plentiful kind of meat was 
-------------------------------· 
6. The office that John Smith held on the Council was that of 
------
----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
?. After John Smith, the first governor to restore unity to James-
town was 
------------------------------------------------------------· 
8. The houses built in Jamestown were made of wood and they were 
packed with 
9. What happened when George Pe rcy became governor? 
10. After grain was stored in wa r ehouses what spoiled it? 
1. 
2., 
3o 
John Smith 
Ae 
B. 
c. 
De 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
JAMESTOWN 
left Jamestown because 
of an injury to his arm 
the king ordered him back 
he became homesick 
of the plague 
Jamestown was the capital of Virginia for 
Ae 25 years 
Be 50 years 
c., 100 years 
Do 150 years 
Jamestown's first industry was 
A., glassmaking 
Be making shelled jewelry 
c. the tobacco industry 
Do clothmaking 
4. The Jamestown Council or government was formed by the 
A. Virginia Company 
B., Jamestown Company 
c. all the people that came to Jamestown 
D., none of the above 
5o Jamestown was settled by men who left England because 
A. there were few jobs in England 
B., of adventure 
C., they wanted to settle a new land 
D. all of the above 
, ('" 
6. The settlers that came to America were mostly 
A. soldiers 
B. farmers 
c. gentlemen 
D. servants 
7. The settlers who abandoned Jamestown returned when the 
A. Indians made peace 
B. ships arrived with more people 
c. ships arrived with supplies 
D. none of the above 
8. The sealed orders from England told 
•. 
A. who would be on the council 
B. how to arrange the buildings 
c. how to make friends with the indians 
D. all of the above 
9. The colonists named the James River after 
A. a town 
B. a king 
c. a ship 
D. an indian 
10 . The colonists traded trinkets with the indians in exchange for 
A. fur 
B. food 
C. tools 
D. none of the above 
0 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
SILK 
Three qualities that make silk a useful product are 
Two insects that the farmer protects the silk worm from are 
The three most common colors of the cocoon of the silk worm are 
Two things that happen to the silk in the weighting process are 
• 
• 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
SILK 
The punishment for stealing silk worms in 2700 B.C. was 
The country that leads in the production of silk products is 
-------------------------------------------------------· 
3. In the winter silk farmers put the eggs in ---------------------
• 
• 
• 
7. 
• 
A silk worm eats its own weight in --------------------~-------· 
Silk, because of its fine qualities and value became known as 
Spun silk is mostly used for -----------------------------------· 
When the caterpillar's fluid hits the air it 
-----------------------------------------------------------------· 
The kind of leaves preferred for silk raising is from the 
bush. 
1. While the silk worm is growing, it sheds its skin ---------- times. 
• 
Too much weighting will cause the silk to 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
SILK 
The Chinese call silk 
A. Si Ling Si 
B. si 
C. sheen 
D. silk 
Silk was carried from China to the Roman Empire by 
A. Justinian 
B. two monks 
c. the Moors 
D. the empress 
The country that produces the most s ilk i s 
A. United States 
B. Italy 
C. China 
D. Japan 
Silk is 
A. just as strong as iron 
B. twice as strong as iron 
c. 2/3 1 s as strong as iron 
Do not as strong as iron 
When a silk worm is spinning its cbcoon, a loud noise will caus e it t6 
-A • stop 
B. sp;in faster 
c. break the thread 
D. none of these 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
The female moth usually lays 
A. 20 - 30 eggs 
B. 100 - 150 eggs 
c. 200 - 500 eggs 
D. 500 - 900 eggs 
The process that we use to make silk stronger is called 
A. strengthening 
B. throwing 
C. weaving 
D. shrinking 
After the silk worm spins the cocoon, the farmer kills 
by 
A. dropping it into tea 
B. putting it in cold storage 
c. putting it into a hot ov~n or steam bath 
D. all of the above 
If the farmer lets the silk worm turn into a moth 
A. the silk would be stronger 
B. the silk would be brittle 
c. the cocoon would shrink 
D. it would spoil the cocoon 
Weighted silk 
A. rustles when it is shaken 
B. does not rustle 
c. is a pure-dye silk 
D. is the most expensive 
the insect 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
ARCHITECTURE IN AMERICA 
Three principles common in twentieth century architecture are 
Three 0f the duties of the architect are 
Two things the architect keeps in mind when he makes rough 
sketches of the building are 
What are two of the details of a building? 
• 
0 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
ARCHITECTURE IN AMERICA 
Before the arrival of the settlers there was little native 
American architecture except in • 
--------------------------------
Besides their native lands what influenced the architecture of 
the settlers? 
Why did large southern houses have large porches? 
The large plantation houses were constructed of 
------------------------------------------------------------------· 
What did the English settlers do to make it easier to take care 
of livestock in the winter? 
What was the common material used in building large homes in the 
south? 
What percent of the total cost of a building does the architect 
get paid? 
What did the New York Dutch use to build their houses? 
What laws do the architect have to be familiar with? 
What are the specifications of a building? 
• 
• 
• 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
ARCHITECTURE IN AMERICA 
The early settlers of northern colonies made most of their homes of 
A. stone 
B. wood 
c. skin of animals 
D. all of the above 
The architecture of the middle colonies . was influenced by 
A. the Dutch 
B. the Swedish 
c. the English 
D. all of the above 
Southern Colonial architecture was different from northern 
architecture mainly because 
A. mater~als were scarce 
B. houses were not heated 
c. of the milder climate 
D. none of the above 
Early southern houses were modeled after 
A. manor houses of England 
B. New England houses 
c. Spanish homes 
D. Dutch style New York homes 
Architects today have many new materials with which to work 
as a result of 
A. mass production 
B. new techniques in engineering 
c. new skills 
D. all of the above 
• Most architects earn 
Ao very high incomes 
B. high incomes 
Co modest incomes 
D. low incomes 
Northern homes had small rooms and small windows 
A. for protection against Indians 
B. because families were small 
c. so they could be easily heated 
D. because materials were scarce 
The Dutch houses built in New York were usually 
A. one or two stories 
Bo one story 
c. two sto:t;>ies 
Do three stories 
Spanish houses were often surrounded by cloisters 
Ao to give protection against hurricanes 
Bo to give protection against rain 
Co to give protection from the sun 
Do all of the above 
The architect often works alone or with a firm of architects so 
that decisions 
Ao are shared with the owner 
Bo are made by contractors 
c. can be made independently 
Do are final 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
CITRUS FRUITS 
1. Three of. the citrus fruits are 
2; 'l'wo of the states that grow citrus fruits are 
}. Three ways of transporting citrus ffruits are 
4. Two uses of citrus fruits are 
Ci t r us frUits are handled 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
CITRUS FRUIT 
---------------------------------------------
The part of the country best for growing citrus fruit is 
------------~---------
,--------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------· 
Slightly bruised oranges are used for • 
-----------------------------------------
I f the citrus fruit tree doesn 1 t have enough water, it will 
----------------------
After washing, the oranges are dried by 
------------------------------------------
Old orange trees are grown in 
---------------------------------------------------
Ci t rus fruit trees are sprayed to protect them from 
------------------------------
The met hod used for growing sweet orange trees is called 
-------------------------
Soil for growing orange trees is enriched by adding 
------------------------------
Before shipping, oranges are sorted by ------------------------------------------
The 
The 
The 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
CITRUS FRUITS 
vitamin that we get from citrus fruit is 
A. B. 
B. c. 
c. D. 
D. E. 
climate needed for citrus fruit is a 
A. warm dry climate. 
B. cold climate. 
c. rainy climate. 
D. warm rainy climate. 
amount of oranges used' for juice is 
A.. lo,t. ' 
B. 25%. 
c. 35% .• 
D. over 50%. 
Orange trees are transplanted from a nursery when they are 
/f... under 1 year old. 
B. 1 year old. 
c. 1 1/2 years old. 
D. over 2 years old. 
Baby citrus fruit trees are grown in 
A. an orchard. 
B • a nursery. 
C. an arbor. 
D. none of the above. 
Oranges are washed in 
A. soap and water. 
B. chemicals. 
c. distilled water. 
D. steam. 
• Oranges are graded by 
A.. color. 
B. si-ze. 
C. condition. 
D. all of the above. 
To grow citrus fruits, we need 
A. warm weather. 
B. some moisture. 
c. spraying. 
D. all of the above. 
Which of the following are citrus fruits? 
A. Avocados. 
B. Kumqua,ts. 
Cc Pomegranates. 
D. None of the above. 
In a packing plant the fruit is 
Ao washed. 
B. graded. 
c. sized. 
D. alll. of the above. 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
THE FOUR FOOTED "SHIP OF THE DESERT" 
1. List three ways in which the camel is equipped to protect itself 
in the desert 
2. Name four things made from camel's hair. 
3. What are three outstanding characteristics of a camel? 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
THE FOUR FOOTED "SHIP OF THE DESERT" 
le The camel has stomachs. 
2. The camel's lip is useful for • 
--------------------------------
3. Before traveling great distances in the desert, the camel is made 
to drink large quantities of water by giving it 
-----------------
4. The desert dwellers use material from the camel's hump instead 
of 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
5. The· Bactrian camel is different from the Arabian camel in that the 
Bactrian has 
------------------------------------------------------· 
6. When a caravan moves, baby camels are 
7. One thing a camel can be taught to do is 
--------------------------------------------------------------------· 
8. How old is a camel before it carries heavy loads? 
------~------------------------~-----------------------------------· 
9o About how much water can a camel be forced to drink before starting 
on a journey? 
-------------------------------------------------------· 
o. Some baggage camels carry loads weighing up to 
--------------------· 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
THE FOUR-FOOTED "SHIP OF .THE DESERT" 
1. The skin and hair of the camel is used for 
A. sandals 
B. water bottles 
C. tents 
D. all of the above 
2. A camel can go without water for 
A., 6-10 days 
B. 3 days 
c .. 14 days 
D. 21 days 
3. The camel v s hair is 
A. silky and dark brown 
B. silky and sand colored 
c. shaggy and sand colored 
D. shaggy and dark brown 
4. The camel is able to walk on loose sand because of 
A., his knobby knees 
B. a thick pad under his toes 
c. his light weight 
D. none of the above 
5. A camel has no friends because 
A. it is ugly looking 
Bo it is ill tempered 
c .. it is stupid 
Do ail o:f the above 
... 
6. From the ground to the top of the camel's hump is about 
A. 5 feet 
B. 7 feet 
c. 10 feet 
D. 15 feet 
7. A camel likes to eat 
A. vegetables 
B. tree trunks 
c. hard dates and dry beans 
D. hay and sugar 
8. Some camels live to be as old as 
A. 15 years 
B. 20 years 
c. 30 years 
D. 50 years 
9. The camel loves 
A. milk 
B. its baby 
c. rock salt 
D. oil 
10. Riding a camel is like riding 
A. a horse 
B. in a car 
C. on a boat 
D. in an airplane 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
ANTARCTICA 
lo Three things that will not be allowed in Antarctica are 
2o Three things that we know about Antarctica are 
3o Four forms of life that grew on Antarctica are 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
ANTARCTICA 
lo The treaty setting aside Antarctica for peaceful purposes is an 
outgrowth of the • 
2o This treaty can influence the world politically as well as 
3o The swirling winds over Antarctica manufacture weather for 
4o An important geographic location in Antarctica is 
---------------------------------------------------------------------· 
5o What has been the value of the ice cores? 
--------------------------------------------------------------------· 
How far back into the history of Antarctica have scientists been 
able to investigate? ______________________________________________ • 
?o Antarctica has been compared with what other place? 
--------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Bo Why would Antarctica be a good place to control manned satellites? 
----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
9o How long did the United States spend on Operation Deep Freeze? 
----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
o. How do we know Antarctica was not always barren? 
----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
ANTARCT ICA 
1. Comparing Antarctica to the U.,S ., we find that it is about 
A. twice as large 
B. one and one half times as large 
c. the same size 
D. much smaller 
2. Antarctica will be of value to the world as a place for 
3o 
4. 
5 .. 
Space 
A. military maneuvers 
B. equipment testing 
c. atomic explosions 
D • . scientific expeditions and bases 
and Antarctica can be compared in that 
A., both are frigid regions 
Bo there is great wealth in both 
c. both are relatively unexplored 
D., both contain fossils 
Antarctica will be useful for 
Ao commercial use 
B., military use 
c. agricultural use 
Do all of these 
Antarctica is strategic because 
Ae it manufactures weather for the southern 
Bo it has a frozen surface 
c .. it is a white continent 
D. it is a sprawling c ontinent 
hemisphere 
.. 
• 
6. While the earth rotates on its axis, the S.outh Pole 
A. rotates once a day 
B. rotates once a year 
c. rotates once a month 
D. stays still 
7. Bright displays of light occuring in the sky in both hemispheres 
8. 
are caused by 
We 
A. the earth's magnetic field 
B. blue green algae and lichens 
c. bursts of radiation from the sun 
D. radio sets 
know that Antarctica 
A. is a solid mass of ice 
B. is one large continent 
c. was not always barren 
D. is rich in vegetation 
9. An agreement worked out to protect Antarctica was signed by 12 
nations including 
A. United States and Ru~sia 
Bo Chile and Japan 
c. Norway, France, and Be l gium 
Do all of the above 
o. The Antarctic Treaty can serve as a model for 
A. peaceful exploration 
B. knowledge of satellites 
Co testing atomic 'equipment 
D. dumping atomic wastes 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
COAL l-UNING 
1. List four things a miner wears for safety~ 
2. Name three products that we get f rom coal. 
3. List three main coal mining states. 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS Q! 
COAL MINING 
1. The means of transporting coal throughout the country is 
------------------------------------------------------------------· 
2. Coal is carried up out of the mine by means of --------------------· 
3. One of the centers of life in a mining town is 
---------------------------------------------------------------------· 
4. Today most of the work is done in a mine by means of -------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------· 
5. Beside deep pits coal is mined ------------------------------------· 
6. What coal product is hard and clean? 
------------------------------· 
7. Water is important in coal mining because 
--------------------------------------------------------------------· 
8. What is the coal product used in medicine? 
9. How is the coal loosened in the mine? 
10. What coal product is used for cooking? 
----------------------------
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
.COAL MINING 
1. The mining schedule is built around 
A. the seasons of the year 
B. the time of day 
c. the demand for coal 
D. all of the above 
2. Most people in mining towns get to work by 
A. walking 
B. train 
c. automobile 
D. bicycle 
3. The tipple is 
A. an elevator shaft 
B. a flat railroad car 
c. a building above ground 
D. a steam shovel 
4o Coal is used a great deal 
A. by railroads 
B. as a fuel for heating homes 
c. by steel companies 
Do all of the above 
5o Coal is sorted by 
A. hardness 
B. color 
Co size 
D. all of the apove 
. "' .. 
6. Holes are drilled in coal mines 
A. for dynamiting 
B. to let poiaon gas escape 
c. to find out how much coal there is 
D. to let coal dust escape 
7. Miners are concerned with 
A. setting a record for mining coal 
B. finding new mines 
C. safety 
D. all of the above 
8. The general store 
A. contains the post office 
B. sells food supplies and clothes 
c. is a meeting place 
D. has all of the above 
9. The coal product that remains after heating is 
A. hard 
B. soft 
c. dusty 
D. almost a liquid 
10. Valuable equipment use~ in coal mining is 
A. a cutter bar 
B. a drill 
c. a conveyor 
Do all of the above 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ~ 
' JOHN JACOB ASTOR 
1. What were the three promises that John Jacob Astor made to help 
him in his new life? 
2o List four ways John Jacob Astor made moneyo 
3o Three things that John Jacob Astor learned while working for 
Mro Bowne were 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
JOHN JACOB ASTOR 
1. One business that John Jacob Astor did not like was 
2. What is a monopoly? 
3. How did John Jacob Astor and his brother avoid confusion over 
their names 
4. What business was John Jacob's uncle in? 
------------------------
5. What difficulty did John Jacob have to overcome? 
--------------
6. How did John Jacob's wife Sarah help him? 
?. The first place John Jacob went after leaving home was 
' 
So After George invited John Jacob to come to work for their uncle 
what did John Jacob have to do first? 
--------------------------
9. In w~at business did John Jacob make the most. money? 
lOo What did John Jacob do with money he earned? 
--------~---------
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
JOHN JACOB ASTOR 
1. John Jacob Astor's father lived in 
A. England 
B. Germany 
Co Scotland 
D. America 
2. When John Jacob was a young boy he was 
3o 
4o 
5 .. 
A. apprenticed in a musical instrument factory 
B. apprenticed to a butcher 
c. mad~ to work for his father 
D. apprenticed to a fur merchant 
John Jacob.ts father and stepmother were 
Ao wealthy 
B. selfish 
Co poor 
Do lonely 
George invited John Jacob to 
Ao England 
B., Germany 
Co America 
Do Scotland 
For his new life John Jacob resolved to 
A. be rich 
Bo gamble 
c. own all of New York 
Do all of the above 
• 
6. When John Jacob first came to New York he 
A. worked for a butcher 
B. sold cakes and biscuits 
c. sold musical instruments for his 'uncle 
D. worked for Mr. Bowne 
7. After a successful trip trading furs John Jacob decided 
A. to buy Mr. Bowne's shop 
B. to go into business alone 
c. to sell musiQal instruments 
D. to move to England 
8. John Jacob sold the fur business 
A. so he could spend more time on his farm 
B. because there was no more great money in the fur business 
c. so he could buy more property 
Do so he could go back to England 
9. John Jacob made 
A. twenty-five thousand dollars in the fur business 
B. two million dollars in the fur business 
c. twenty million dollars in the fur business 
Do half a billion dollars in the fur business 
10. John Jaoob became wealthy and business grew so that he owned 
A. several trading posts 
B. ships 
C., property 
D. all of the above 
. \ 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
JOHN PAUL JONES 
----
.. 
.,, 
le List four countries in which John Paul Jones served in their navy. 
2. Name two kind's of ships John Paul Jones served aboard. 
3e List two reasons John Paul Jones could not get ahead in the 
British Navy. 
4. What are two strange things that happened on John Paul Jones' 
trip back from Scotland? 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
I 
JOHN PAUL JONES 
1. John Paul Jones was born in • 
--------------------------~--------------------
2. The first place the "Friendship" took John 'was 
------------------------~----
}. The owners of ·tne 1,1Jehn11 rewarded John Paul Jones by 
------~---------------
----------------------------~-------------------------------------------------· 
~. John Paul Jones 'joined the American Navy because 
--------------~----~------
----------------------------~--------------------_. ___________________________ . 
5. John Paul Jones is buried in • 
~------------------------------------------
6. Todaw, John Paul Jones is called • 
--------------------------------------------
.. 
7. In what Navy was John Paul Jones an Admiral? 
------------~------~----------
• ------~--------------------~--~~- ----------------~----------------~-----------
8. By .. attacking British ships in British ports, John Paul Jones hoped to 
--------
• 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9. An historic event that happened the same day that John Paul Jones was given 
command of the Ranger was . · 
----------------------------------~--------------
• --------------------------------------------------------------~----------
10. Joseph Hewes helped John Paul Jones by 
-------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
... 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
When John 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
When John 
A\. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
JOHN PAut JONFS 
Paul Jones first went to s·ea, he was 
13 years old 
18 years old 
21 years old 
28 years old 
Paul Jones first went to ·sea, he was a 
first lieutenant 
ship's boy 
boatswain's mate 
captaJin 
John· Pa.ul J"tmes first assignment was on the ship 
A. John 
B.. Ranger 
c. Friendship 
D. Providence 
The cargo transported from Africa to America was made up of 
k. precious metals 
B. silks 
c. diamonds 
D. Negro slaves 
5. John Paul Jones wanted to come to America after coi!lllll3.nding the 11John11 . 
k. to become a navy captain 
B. because many exciting things were happening in America 
C. to retire to the country 
D. to live with his brother 
, 
... 
6. Joseph Hewes helped John Paul Jones by 
A. having him appointed as a lieutenant in the U.S. Navy 
B. giving him command of a ship 
C. making him captain of the "Ranger" 
D. none of these 
7. The 11Providence11 and its crew 
A. destroyed 8 ships 
B. blocked the entrance to the British harbor · 
c. traveled farther than any other ship at that t.ime 
D. destroyed 16 ships 
8. Capt~in Benson, unlike mo~t sea captains of the time was 
.ft;.,. kind 
B. cruel 
C.. careless 
D. indifferent 
9 .. John left the British navy because 
A. boys of less skill were promoted over him 
B. he was tired of the sea 
c. he wanted more ~dventure 
n. he wanted to visit his brother 
10. John left Mr. Younger's company because 
Ao he wanted to earn more money 
ff. he wanted more adventure 
c. Mr. Younger wa~ giving up the compa~ 
D. Mr. Younger was unfair to John Paul Jones 
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS OF 
COLONIAL SHIPBUILDING AND SEA TRADE 
1. Name two important shipping areas outside of New England. 
2. Give three reasons why New England was good for shipbuilding. 
3. Two important products from the New England forests were 
4e Three things the colonist's wife needed from England were 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
COLONIAL SHIPBUILDING AND SEA TRADE 
1. During the colonial period, New England's major industry was 
2. What was the second largest seaport in New England? · 
----
3. The colonists always welcomed the supplies of the ships coming 
from England, but more important they were anxious for the 
4. What goods came to New England from the West Indies? 
5. The largest religious group of people that left England for 
America was the 
6. In exchange for English goods the New England colonists traded 
7. What kind of a container were supplies shipped in? 
8. People that had work because of the shipbuilding were 
----
9. What islands off the coast of Africa did the colonist ships trade 
with? 
o. The major industry of the colonists was 
-------------------------· 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
COLONIAL SHIPBUILDING AND SEA TRADE 
1. Tools that the Colonists used were made in 
Ao Africa 
Bo France 
C. Europe 
Do Germany 
2. The greatest number of New England colonists were 
Ao blacksmiths 
Bo farmers 
Co carpenters 
D. servants 
3o After 1641 few people came to America because 
Ao the Puritan's life was better in England 
Bo they could not pay for the trip 
c. the king would not let them come to America 
Do they heard of the hardships in America 
~o The Colonists built ships because 
Ao , they had to find something to keep them busy 
B. England was sending no ships for trade 
Co they wanted larger ships 
Do none of the above 
0 The most valuable product for export from the south is 
Ao gold 
Bo potatoes 
Co tobacco 
Do meat 
6. The leading shipping port of New England was 
Ao Boston9 Mass o 
Bo Providence 9 Ro I o 
Co Bangor, Maine 
D. Salem 9 Masso 
7. Great Britain tried to control t he colonist's trade by 
Ao taxes and levies 
Bo making agreements with the other countries not 
to trade with the colonies 
c. guarding the New England seaports 
D. not sending ships to New England 
8. The main reason the Puritans left England was 
Ao for adventure 
9o 
Bo to make more money 
Co for religious freedom 
Do none of the above 
Prosperity came to the colonies because 
Ao trade with the indians 
Bo shipbuilding 
c .. manufacture of woolen goods 
Do all of the above 
lOo Less seaworthy ships were used for 
Ao trading between colonies 
Bo whaling 
Co pleasure boating 
Do none of the above 
of 

Name& School& 
----------------------=- --------------------~ 
Teacher& 
------------------~-
This is a test covering material which was studied during the 
past eight days of school. You are expected to do the best you 
cano If you come to a question that you cannot answer1 skip it9 
go on to the next question~ am go back later to any questions 
you skip. 
This test has eight divisions$ one for each subject studied~ 
and each division has three parts. 
In Part I 6 you are asked to give a certain number of answers 
for each question or statement. 
Example~ What are the names of three New England States? 
-:llinm o-Wl; 
In Part II6 in each of the blanks~ put the word or shortest 
phrase that rill complete tba sentence or answer the question 
correctly. 
Example g The name of our fiftieth state is -t+Q..U) ~ 
In Part IIIi read each question or statement carefully and 
decide which one of the answers is best to answer the question or 
complete the statement. Place a cir~le around the letter before 
the correct answer. 
Example & The state of Virginia is located on the 
@Atlantic Ocean 
B. Pacific Ocean 
Co Gulf of Mexico 
D. Great Lakea:.~ 
Name:: Teacher::. 
---------------------- --------------------
MULTIPlE ANSWER QUESTIONS " QN 
_.. 
FLYING DOCTORS OF THE OUTBACK 
1. What are three things that each doctor station ba!J?· 
2. In what two ways do the children in The Outback receive their 
~~~' ( 
). What two problems did the Fl.ying Doctor Service have to overcome?· 
SHOO.T ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
~ 
FIJ:lNG DOCTORS OF THE OUTBA.CK 
lo The size of Australia is about the same size as . o 
------~.;... 
2. The region where people that live very far away from one another 
is called the 
--~--------------
). In what region of Australia do most people live? 
---------
4. How did Dr. JoJ:m Flynn get from station to station before using 
planes? 
-------~ 
5. How far can the radio sets used at the Flying Doctor Stations 
send messages? 
------~------------=---~---
6. If there is no electricity.ll how do people get power to z:up ;the 
, I 
radios? 
--~--------~------~--~= 
1. How do most people inland in Australia earn their living? 
:MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
FLYING DOCTORS OF THE OUTBA.CK 
1. A sheep station is marked by 
.A. a tiny group of houses 
B. large graZ'i.ng land 
C. high mountains 
D. large corn :ti.elda 
2. When the Flying Doctor Service was first started in 1917 there 
A. were IDaiJY doctors 
B. was one doctor 
c. were five doctors 
Do ere all women doctors 
3o People in the Outback are less lonely now than they were 30 
years ago because 
A.. all people now live in busy communities 
B. they all have automobiles 
C. they have television :sets 
D. of the Fl;yi.ng Doc tor Service 
4. .A FJ.ying Doctor 0s territory today may be as large as 
A. six Eastern states ani part of Canada 
Be all of Australia 
C. half of Australia 
D. none of these 
5. One modern invention Australians in the inland part of the 
country do not have is 
A· radio 
B. mail service 
c. medicine 
D. telephone 
6. For months at a time it i13 quite possible for a woman in inland 
Australia not to see 
A. sheep 
B. other people 
Co a.ny mail 
De anotl:\er woman 
7. Another name for the inland Australian ·region is 
A. Broken Hill 
B. Northern Australia 
C. High Mountain 
D. Lonezy- Bush Count.ey" 
Name& Teacherg 
------------------~~ 
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MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
BA.WJ.II 
1. List three things that visitors to Hawaii see when getting off 
an ocean liner. 
2::. List four ways that the missionaries helped the Hawaiian people • 
'~·'·' 
•,, 
----- ~-- --- ~ --- ~ ~----- -·---- - -------
SHCRT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
HAWAII 
1. The name of the man who first discovered Hawaii was . • ______ .;.. 
2. The city that boal!ts the best climate in the world is • 
------
' 3. The instrument that the Portuguese introduced to the island was 
the • 
4. A lei is made from • 
---------
5. The first men to settle Hawaii had to travel miles. 
-----
6. The islands furnish about nine-tenths of the world v s supply .of 
• ------------------~ 
7. Hawaii is called the sweetest land on earth because it produces 
• ------------------------~--~~ 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
. -
HAWAII 
1. The average temperature for the island of Oahu is 
.... 74° 
Bo 70° 
c. 64° 
D. 60° 
2tt T~ most famous beach in the world is 
··~· 
· ·,t.. ~Paradise Beach 
B. Waikiki Beach 
c e Liliuokalani Beach 
D. Lanai Beach 
3. Probably the first men to set eyes on Hawaii were from 
A. Portugal 
B. North America 
c. Alaska 
D. Samoa 
4o The capital of the Hawaiian Island8 is 
A. Honolulu 
B .. Oahu 
Co Waikiki 
De Lanai 
5. A lei is 
J.., a song of the islands 
B. a kind of food made from fish 
c. a type of canoe 
D. worn around the neck 
6. The man that discovered Hawaii in 1778 was 
A.. an English sailor 
B. trying to find a new route for travel 
C. believed to be a pale-faced god 
D. all of the above 
7. The traveler to Hawaii can eat 
A. poi 
B. baked breadfruit 
C. mango ice cream 
D. all of the above 
Nue: Teacher: · 
--------------------------
Multiple Answer Questions .2!l 
Red China 
---------------------
lo Wha.t four illprovement• were •a.de in Red China. in the put-
ten years? 
2. What three thinp are responsible for !'ood shorta~e in Red China? 
----------------------~--------
Short An.wer Questiona ~ 
Red China. 
le When does the Co unist China Government celebrate its 
birthday? --------~--------------
2. Wha. t is the goal of R d China.? 
-----------------------
3. What did the Red Chinese leaders do to the people? · 
---
4. How many years of happiness were the people of Red China 
told they would have if they worked for three years? 
---
5. Who is Mao Tse=tun~? ------------------------------------
6. What is Red China.' s ~ea.teat need? 
----~-----------------
7. How a.ro the people of R d China. made to .upport the Red 
Government? 
----------~------------------------------
/ 
Multiple Choice Que•tion• on 
Red China 
1. The Red Chinese Army i• the world'• second lar,e•t army; 
the largeat army is that of~ 
A. the SoT.i..e'b Union 
B. the United State• 
c. Germ.an;r 
D. Japan 
2. A Red Chine•e alogan saya~ 
Ao Fi,ht for freedOM 
B. Ev-eryone a soldier 
c. Win with peace 
D. None of the aboTe 
3o School• in Red Chi~ now produce: 
A. acientiats 
B. engine eras 
c. 1ld..lled worker• 
D. all of the above 
4. A commune i• about the size of: 
A. a u. s. county 
Bo the •tate of Texas 
c. Sou thea.st A•i• 
D. Tibet 
5. Moat of the 1teel of Red China i•~ 
A. better than American •teel 
B. a• good aa AMerican steel 
c. aold to America 
D. not a• ~ood as American •teel 
6. In a co.-nne, people haTe 
A. ••all hom•• 
B. ~cod food 
c. an aTera~e of 40 - 50 hour• of work a week 
D. no p•r•onal po•••••ion• 
7. The little kingdom of Lao• 
A. W&l attacked by the eo .. uni•t• 
B. wu ••nt .uppli .. by the United State• 
c. i• rieh in wood, tin, · and ri~ 
D. all of the aboTe 
39 
Nameg Teachert 
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WLTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS eli 
SHEIK JUSTICE 
1. Three things which made up the caravan were 
2. Two reasons for staying in camp the day of the robbery were 
3. Two 110rds lfhich describe the sheik are 
~---~----------~-~~-----~-~-~----
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS . ON 
SHEIK JUSTICE 
1. After calling his men, Ibn Moosa looked at his men and s~t 
in silence '.for about minutes. 
---== 
2 o . Where did Ibn Moosa say his donkey got his power? 
3. When the thief touched the tail of the donkey .11 the donkey 
~uM • 
--------------------------
4. The donkey 0s tail was dipped in water flavored with 
0 
--------------------~-= 
5. When the chief spoke 6 his words 1rere • 
-------------------
6. Ibn lbosa ~uld lay his face in the ,bands of each man in order 
to them. 
----------------~ 
1. The thief marked the spot where he hid the treasure with a 
• ------------------~ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
SHEIK JUSTICE 
The robes worn by the sheik were 
~.. drab colored 
., 
B. ~ight~ colored 
c. made from gold thread 
D. none of the above 
The caravan was going to 
&. Baghdad 
B. Egypt 
c. Persia 
Do Casablanca 
The Sheik v s donkey was 
A· black 
B. brown 
Co gray 
Do white 
The traveler was carrying 
A.. 75 diamonds 
Bo 65 rubies 
c. 80 gold pieces 
D. 800 dol.l.H"s 
The traveler carried his treasure in 
~.. his pocket 
B. a cloth bag 
c. in his boot 
D. a leather bag 
6. After discovering the loss$ the traveler 
A. went at once to Ibn Moosa 
B. decided to look for the robber himself 
C. reported the loss to the police 
D. all of the above 
1 o During the night 1 Ibn Moosa v s donkey 
A e has his Olfil stall 
B. sleeps with his master 
C. is guarded by ten men 
D. none of the above 
Name& . 
----------~--~-----
Teachert 
---------------------
MULTIP!B ANSWER QUESTIONS .,Q! 
BENJAMIN FRA.NKL,IN 
1. Three things that we know about Boston at the time of 
Benjamin Franklin are 
2. Two of the things that Ben Franklin did ldlen he worked for 
his father ~re 
1 ' 
3. Two languages that Benjamin taught. himself ~re 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
-
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 
1. During the days when Ben was. ,growing up~ the American colonies 
were under the rule of the king 
------------- . 
2. Ben's brother was a • 
-------
3. Philadelphia was called the town of the-----------· 
4. The name sometimes used by Ben Franklin when he wrote w~s 
• 
-------------------
5. What did Ben .Franklin think looked like electricity? 
6. To help improve the .mail delivery, Ben Franklin improved 
----
• ------~ 
1. Ben Franklin went to school for year~. 
--.,...----
1. 
2. 
3. 
MULTIPlE CHOICE QUESTIONS _2!! 
.. BENJAJIIN FRANKLIN 
Benjamin Franklin was born ~n 
... England 
B. Boston 
c. Philadelphia 
Do Delaware 
Ben wanted to 
Ao become a sailor 
B. join the a.rrrsy 
c. be a carpen.ter 
n. none of these 
When Ben went to work for his brother he was 
A. 21 
B. 18 
c. 1.5 
D. 12 
4. The magazine started by ·Ben Franklin which is .f,t.ill published 
is 
A.. Life 
B. Time 
C. The Saturday Evening Post 
D. none of the above 
5. The equipnent used by Ben Franklin in his experiment 1d. tb 
elect r icity was 
A.. sticks 
B. a silk handkerchief 
C. a key 
D. all of the above 
3l;5 
6. The small book published by Ben Franklin that gave information 
about every day in the year is called 
A.. an almanac 
B. a dictionary 
C. an encyclopedia 
D. Information Please 
1. Ben Franklin helped 11rite 
A. The Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag 
B. the Declaration of Independence 
C. the Star Spangled Banner 
D. America the Beautiful 
Name: Teache~~ 
--------------------- ---------------------
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
RUN, SHEEP DOG, RUN 1 
- --
1. Four ways that we can describe a sheep dog are 
·r -- ~ ...... 
' 2. What are three ways that we know ~hat sheep dogs can s~d 
hardships. 
- - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
SH<.RT A.NSWER QUESTIONS _Q!! 
RUN, SHEEP DOG,, RUN 1 
....,..- . ---- ---
1. A herder without his dog is as helpless as a cowboy withollt 
his • 
-------------------- :· 
a. The only permanent property of the sheep herder is the 
• --------------------~ 
3o In the summer the herders and their sheep stay in the 
• 
---------------------
4. In the winter the sheep dog often works hours 
. s. 
6. 
------
at a stretch • 
The sheep dog pushes the bab,y lamb gently with his • 
-------
If a sheep dog finds a bab,y lamb left behind, he s~s over it 
"' 
until the herder canes. 
-------
7. .A, sheep on its back will flounder like a ---------· 
.WLTIPIE CHOICE QUESTIONS . .2! 
RUN, SHEEP ~' !!!!_I 
1. The sheep herder thinks his dog is 
A. smart 
B. just a regular dog 
~. a real show dog 
' D. none of the above 
2.. One man and one dog can hold sheep in a sto~ when 
A. 15 men without dogs couldn't 
B. 25 men without dogs couldn't 
c. 30 men without dogs couldn't 
D. 45 men without dogs couldn't 
3. The first S~fP dogs and sheep men c~ into the west from 
A.· England 
B. Ge:rma.rv 
c. Switzerland 
D. Scotland 
4. Dogs start to work with the sheep when they are 
' 
A.. 2 years old 
B. 1 year old 
C. 8 months old 
n. 2 months old 
5. When sheep are missing from a l'lerd 
A. the herder goes to look for them 
B. the herder tells the dog to go and look for them 
C. the herder and dog go to look for them 
D. the dog goes without being told 
347 
6. If a dog am sheep get separated from. the herd 
A. the dog rill care for the sheep and bring them home 
B. the dog will attack tbe sheep for food 
C. the dog will leave the sheep and return to the flock 
D. none of the above 
1 ~ The last stamping ground of the old time sheep outfit is the 
Red Desert in 
A.. Texas 
B • . Wyoming 
c. Arizona 
D. Colorado 
Nameg Teacherg 
--------------------- --~-----------------
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
IS THERE LIFE ON JIA.RS? 
1. What are five things that we know about Mars? 
2. Two kinds of plants that grow on Mars ~e 
'! 
------------~--·- ~--- ------------
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ..Q! 
IS THERE LIFE ON MARS? 
--~ 
1. The astronomer called the markings that he saw on ~s 
-------------------------· 
2. Science seeks the • 
--------------------
3. The atmosphere on Mars is about as thin. as that at the 
top of • 
4. From Mars.~~ the sky 'WOUld appear to be 
in color. 
5. The color of the ground on Mars is 
---------------------0 
6. How man;y moons does Mars have? 
7. From Mars, stars stand out as clear 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
~ THERE LIF'Er ON ~1 
1. The astronomer that thought he saw markings on Mars was 
A. Da Vinci 
B. Schiaparelli 
c. Gregory 
D. Hynek 
~. The nationality of the astronomer was 
A. Italian 
B. German 
c. French 
D. American 
3. The year the markings were 'discovered on .Mars was 
A· 1853 
B. 1862 
c. 1875 
Do 1877 
4. People used to think that Mars was 
A. not as old as the earth 
B. the same age as the earth 
Ci older than earth 
D. none of the above 
5. If we were able to laOd on Mars» we would see 
A. t.rees 
B. lakes 
C. mountains 
Do gentq rol~ land 
,.. 
' -
6. From liars~ the sun would appear 'to be 
A. smaller than it appears fran earth 
B. larger than it appears from earth 
C. the same size as it appears trom earth 
D. invisible 
7. Mars turns on its axis every 
A. 20 hours 
B. 24~ hours 
c. 28i hours 
D. 30 hours 
3.51. 
Name& Teacher& 
--------------------- ----------------------
MULTIPLE ANSWER QUESTIONS Cfi 
THE SEVEN WONDERS OF THE ANCIENT WORLD 
1. Give two reasons why the Hanging Gardens of Babylon were built. 
2. Name three impox_-tant things about the Temple of Diana. 
3. What two things can you list about the Colossus of Rhodes? 
-~----------------------------------
•" SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS ON 
THE SEVEN WONDERS OF THE AICIEN'r WORLD 
1. The century that the Statue of the Olympian Zeus was built was 
the century B.C. 
-----
2.. The statue of Zeus was made of • 
------------~------
3. The ancient wonders were listed during t~ reign of • 
-------
4e The terraces in the Hanging Gardena were about 
-----~---
feet high. 
5. Alexazxiria is in the country of-----------· 
6. Alexandria was . named in honor of' • 
--------------~--~ 
7. How tall was the Pharos of Alexandria? 
-----------------
35J ---- -
MULTIPlE CHOICE QUESTIONS ON 
THE SEVEN WONDERS OF THE ANCIENT WCRLD 
1. The wonder of the world that we can still see is 
A. the Pyramids of Egypt 
B. the Temple of Diana 
C. the Pharos at Alexandria 
D. the Hanging Gardens of Babylon 
2. The Statue ofl Zeus was erected in 
A.. Italy 
Bo Greece 
c. Egypt 
Do England 
). The Temple or Diana was destroyed by 
... an earthquake 
Bo floods 
c. decay through the ages 
D. fire 
4. The Colossus of Rhodes was destroyed by 
A. an earthquake 
B. decay through the ages 
c. invading armies 
D. none of these 
5. The Pharos and the mainland were connected by 
Ae three small islands 
B. a bridge 
c. a canal 
D. a road or causewa;y 
6 o The Mausoleum of Halicarnassus 
Ao was built in the 3rd century B.C. 
Bo was constructed by Greek arc:tU.:t.ects 
C. was rectangular in shape 
Do was all of the above 
7. The largest number of Temples built to honor Di~ in A~ia ' 
Minor was 
Ao . three 
B. four 
c. five · 
Do six 

Name& 
------------------------~ 
Teacherg 
----------------------
Boys and Girls~ Now that you have finished this experiJne~t 
of answering questions in groups covering 'the different materials, 
I would like to ask you a few questions, 
~-~---
1. Which type of assignment did you like best? 
rea~ stories Direc,~onss 
-- Numbe~ your first choice 1 
listening to stories Number' your second choice 2 
----- i Number your third choice· 3 
watching. a film 
--
2. Which size group did you like best?. 
working alone Directions:t 
-- N\Dnber your first choice 1 
working in pairs Number your second choice 2 
-- N~ber your ·third choice 3 
working in groups of three ·Number your fourth choice 4 
--
working in groups of five 
--
3. Which type question did you like best? 
Directions& Read each type question» then number- your 
first choice 1» second choice 2» and third choice 3. Be 
sure to read all the types of questions before you make 
your choice. 
Type. 
Type B 
Type c 
Type A. ' 
The Chinese name for , 
silk is • 
Type c. 
List the types of 
ships that John Paul 
Jones servep aboard. 
Type B. 
Which of the fol-
lowing is a citrus 
fruit? -
A. avocado 
B~ tangerine 
c. poi 
Do pineapple 
I 
3:/l 
4. Which of these two types of questions did ,you like best? 
Directionsg Read each ~ of question, then number your 
1 
' ' first choice 11 and your second choice 2. 
Type A. i~Elaborative) 
-Type A 
Whic}?. of Ben Franklin' a discoveries served 
-Type B the JOOSt people? • 
~ B. (Critical) . 
What advantages do people living in Hawaii 
have that people in Massachusetts do not 
have? 
5. What did you enjoy most· about this experiment? 
\ '· 
6. What didn 8t you like about this experiment? 
• 1 
,[" 

GRoUP· SIZE STUDY 
TEACHER PARTICIPANT EVALUATION SCAlE 
Teache~ preference far t,rpe ot assignment 
Please number the answers to each question in ()rd8r or· 7aor- preference.· 
Space is lett for an;y comment• you would like to make that might serve 
to better evaluat4t the atud;y. _ _ _ .. __________ __ _ 
1. Wbich t)'pe ot assignment. did you like beet for · 'faGr olua? 
__ reed:' ng atorie• 
listening to stories 
--
__ watching a fi:j.m 
2. Which e.ize group did you like best for your class? 
working alone 
--
wat"king in paira 
--
working in gl"Oupa of. three 
--
-- working in groups ~f ti ve 
3. Which t;ype of questi0ll8 did you. like best for your class? 
(Firat phase of atudJ) 
ahort anawell'a 
--
__ multiple choice 
__ multiple answer 
4. 'Which of theae two types of questiona did you like best for yo~ 
class? (Secor¥1 phase. ~ stuey) -
elaborative thinking queationa 
--
critical thinking questions 
--
(Use other side for additional comments) 
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